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Abstract
The description of real-world lateral impacts
presentedhere givesa distributionof injury severity
by position occupiedin relation to the crush area for
ll89 occupantsinvolvedin car-to-carcollisions.
The levelsof risk incurrcd by front-seatoccupants are examinedin relation with the wearingof
seatbeltsand the AV of impactedvehicles.
We restate the method for evaluation of the
"occupant-wall"velocityfollowing detailedexamination of real-worldaccidents.
This methodwas utilizedon a sub-sample
of 134
near-sideoccupant$exposedto direct penetrationof
the impactedlateral wall.
We analysethe characteristicsof the deformations observedon the one hand, and the relationship
betweenthe parametersfor impact severityand injury
severityon the other.
An experimentcarried out confirms the hypothesis that the rc$idualdeformation capacity of certain
current productiondoors at the mornentof contact
with the occupantcannot be ignored in the injury
figuresrecordedin real-worldlateral impacts.

]
able barriers and full system and subsystemtests is
beingcarriedout in variouslaboratories.
This work is aimed at defining reliablereproduceable testswhich give a significantimprovementin the
simulation of real-worldlateral impactswith the best
"cost-benel'it"ratio possible.
Whilst the aim is the same,it $eemsthat the ways
of achievingit are different.
Grishwold(l)+draws his argumentsfrom the wide
variety of lateral impacts and causesof injury to
"conrpoadvocatesufficientlysimple reproduceable
nentstests" basedon the principal injury mechanisms
observedin real-worldsituations.
Other authors(2,3)feel that, in the absenceof a
*'car-to-car"te$t,a full systemimpactof the "Mobile
Deformable Barrier-car" type gives a guaranteeof
unquestionable
realism.The complexityand lateness
in thc car's productionprocessof this type of test
explainsthe interestin alternativeprocedures,called
*'subsystem"
procedures.
Thesetwo apparentlydivergentapproachesare both
concerned with thc analysis of real-world lateral
impacts,A knowledgeof the conditionsexperielrced
by lateralimpact victimsis still necessary,
but this is
difficult to achievebecauseso many parametersare
involved.
The principal factors are;
r
.

Introduction
Important research work into lateral impact such
as the production of impact dummies, rnobile deform-
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the position of the occupant in relation
the impacted area,
the type of object contacted,
In pererthftca designatereferercer et end of Faper.
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r

the angleof collisionand the directionof the
occupant,
r
the violenceof the impact,
but other factors also have an appreciableinfluence
on the potential injury severityof the occupant,such
AS:

r
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ejection,
the wearingof a safetybelt,
the ageof the occupant,
the presenceof an adjacentpa$senger,
the relative structures of the elements
present,
the relative rigidities of the struck vehicle
and the object.

In the analysiswhich follows:
r

'

r

The first part is concernedwith the classification of the different typesof lateral impact
configurationsbetweencars and their respective levelsof severity.This approachallows
us in particular to evaluatethe relative importance of "nearside" occupantsinvolved
who directly experiencethe effects of the
penetrationof the side wall.
The second part providcs a more detailed
analysisof the above sub-sample.As well as
the classicalparametersfor lateral impact
evaluationwhich are "closing speed," AV
of impactcd vehicle, and maximum cru$h,
use is made of the results obtained from
utilizing the methodof estimatingthe contact
velocity between wall and occupant' This
"occupant-wall" velocity, which is highly
applicableto this lateral impact configuration, is the most pcrtinentviolenceparameter
which can be calculated from post-impact
analysisof cars. The basicparametersof this
method and its value in experimentalsituations are briet'lyrestated.

The risks of thoracic, abdominal or pelvic injury
"occupant-wall"
are studied in relation with the
velocityin particular.

Description of "Car-to-Car" Lateral
Impacts
The database was obtained from the multi"engineerdisciplinary research network of the
doctor" type carried out in the west of Paris by the
Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics. lt concerns at the moment ll,5l0 side occupants, 1747 of
which have an M.AIS 2 3, in all impact situations'
This survey is overrepresentcd by severe and fatal
collisions with respect to the French average.
On the total of obstacle situations, lateral impacts
represents 169o of the body accident total, but its
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level of severity is so high that it is responsible for
Zlt/o of the severely injured and 2990 of iatalities.
Front-to-side collisions between cars are the cause
of two-thirtls of occupants involved in lateral impact.
Front-seat occupants constitute 83.5V0 and 9090 of all
occupantri involved in M.AIS 2 3 respectively (table
l) (4).
Table 1. Distribution ol occupants in Car-to-Car lateral
impact by degree of severity accordlng to
seat occupied.

Occupants
M.AIS0-1-2

Front

Rear

Total

826

177

1,003

834/o

M.A|S3-4-5
Faralities
Total

105
11o/o
62
6o/o
993
1000/o

900/o

11
60/o
I
4o/o
196
1000/o

116
70
1,189

The lower gravity coefficient (M.AfS > 3/occupants involved) observed for rear-seat occupants
(0.10) compared to front-seat occupants(0.l7) is
explainedon the one hand by the lower frequencyof
ejectionin rear-seatoccupants(among unbeltedoccupants,7Voagainstllgo in the front seats)becauseof
the nature of "2-door" cars (1590of cases)and on
the other hand becauseof a bias in the statisticsdue
to the lower occupancylevelsin rear seats.
A severelateral impact on the driver thus systematically producesa severelyinjured victim in the front
seat,whilst in the rear seat$the injury severitylevel is
sometimeslower.
Inversely,a severelateral impact on a line with the
rear seats does not systematicallyproduce severely
injured victims becausetheseseatsare often unoccupied.
Locntion of occupant in relation with

intrusion
It is not enoughto differentiate,as often happens,
the nearsideoccupantsfrom the farsideoccupants'..
The degree of injury severity varies significantly
betweennearsideoccupantsaccordingto whetherthey
are exposedto penetrationof the wall on the level of
the pelvisor not.
Unless this distinction is made, many studies are
difficult to intcrpret and rarely comparable. The
distribution o[ levels of injury severityaccordingto
the location of the occupant in relation with the
impact area is given in table 2 for front-seat occupantsalone, to avoid possiblebias.
Overall, the number of "nearside" and "farsidett
occupants(504 and 489 respectively)is similar. How-
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ever, severity differs significantly between nearside
occupantsaccording to whether or not they are
exposedto direct penetrationof the wall. The levels
of severeinjury (M.AIS > 3/involved)and fatality
(fatalities/involved)
of occupants"with intrusion" are
two and four times higher respectivelythan those
observedfor occupants"without nearsideintrusion."
This result fttlly justifiesthe differentiationof these
two lateralimpactsituations.

Ejection
llgo of unbelted front-seat occupantsare ejected.
This accountsfor 2590and 2990of M.AIS > 3 and
fatalitiesrespectively.
Ejectionoccursmost frequently(1490)whenunbelted occupants are located on the nearside without
intrusion.The openingof the door is a result of a
strong fbrce towards the exterior under the thrust of
the occupantgenerallyassociatedwith deformationof
the wholebody panel.
Ejection also occurs when unbelted occupantsare
located on the nearsidebut this time with intrusion
(l lVo).
The openingof the door is in this casethe result of
the burstingof the lock or hingefollowingthe impact
of the strikingcar.
Ejectionoccursduring spinningor rollover after the
lateralimpact.
The strengthof the lock, hingesand door-opening
mechanismsplays an important part in preventing
ejectionof unbeltedoccupantsin lateralimpacts.
The wearing of a seatbeltis clearly the most
effectiveprotectionagainstthis seriousrisk.

The safety belt
Thc rate of seatbeltwearingin front seatswas 4lgo
in our sample.It does not differ accordingto the

location of the occupant in relation with the crush
area.
The severityrate (M.AIS
unbeltedoccupants
are 0.ll and 0.21respectively.
The
effectiveness
oI the reduction in injury severityis
SlVo.
The effectivenessdiffers accordingto the location
of the occupant.It is only 35go for nearsideoccupants with intrusion, 4490 for nearside occupants
without intrusion, and rises to 65u/o for farside
occupants.
The seatbelt's main effectivenesscomes in part
from its preventingejection.
lf we comparethe levelsof injury severityobserved
with belted occupantsand unejectedurrbeltedoccupants (figure l), the overall effectivenessof the
seatbeltstill reaches
4lgo, duc to its protectionagainst
the risk of impactwith walls.
The lowest level of effectivenesswas recordedfor
unejectednearsideoccupants.
I-astly, we can see that one-fifth of belted occupantsare nearsideoccupantswith intrusion,but they
representhalf thc fatalitiesand severelyinjured belted
occupantsbecauseof the severity of this impact
configuration.

Risks of M.AIS
impactedvehicle
The risk of severeor fatal injury reaches0.50 above
the threshold of 30 km/h (AV) for the irnpacted car
for unejected nearside occupant$ directly exposed to
intrusion (figure 2).
This Ievel ol- risk is only reached between 40 and 45
km/h (AV) for other unejectedoccupants.
This considerable difference in level of risk fully
justifies priority being given to nearside occupants
exposed directly to penetration of the wall in lateral
impacts.

Table 2. Dletrlbutlon of level of Inlury seyerlty for front-eeet occupants in Car-to-Car lateral Impact by locatlon In
relation with impact and intrusion.
Locationof occupant

nearside

nearside
withoutintrusion

farside

Total

?45
880/o

426
870/o

826

680/o

M.AIS 3-4-5

42
19o/o

26
9o/o

37
8o/o

105

Fatalities

28
13o/o

I
30h

26
5o/o

279
1000/o

48S
1000/o

,
M.AISGl.2

Total

with intrusion

155

2?5
1000/o

'
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Sampleof OccupantsExposedto
Intrusion by Impact Severity
Characteristicsof sflmpleutilized
The classification critcria utilized in figure 3 takes
account of the validity limits of the method for
estimating the t'occupant-wall" velocity expounded
later in the report.
The sample chosen comprises 134 occupants
amongst 50 severely and fatality injured (M,Als >

3).
The distribution of body panel impact area by
injury severity (figure 4) shows that the A-pillar
(consideredstiffl is involved in almost half the cases
(66/134)- ln 54 cases,the deformation is limited to
the compartmentand does not concern the A- and
C-pillars.The low level of occupancyof the rear-seats
explainswhy the C-pillar is only impactedin 14 cases
in the sample.
The averageof closingspeedin this severesampleis
52 km/h for the overall occupantsand 57 km/h for
the M.AIS 3-4-5. For fatalities, 13 0ut of 20 are
exposedto closingspeedhigher than 75 km/h(S).
The distribution of levelsof injury severityby body
area is given in table 3.
On 100 AIS
injuries to the abdomen(34V0)and thorax (3290)over
the pelvis (16o/o)and the hcad (1390) was noted
(figure 5).
The headis the only body arca wheresevereinjuries
are not attributable to the penetration of the side
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wall, AIS a 3 injuries to the head are the consequence of impacts against the hood of thc striking
vehiclein two-thirds of cascsand againstthe wirrdowframe in the remainingthird of cases.
It can be seenthat the seatbeltplays an important
protection role sincethe percentof AIS > 3 to the
head is less by half for belted occupantsthan for
unbeltedoccupants(4.790and 990 respectively).
ln conclusion,the most severelyinjured body areas
(thorax, abdomenand pelvis)are a result of penetra-
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Figure 4. Severity ol injuries (M.AlS) according to
areas ol damage (sample of nearslde occupAnts with intrusion)
tion of the wall, whose velocity at the moment of
contact with the occupant can be calculated.

Parametersof impact severityfor body aneas
exposedto intrusion
The analysis of lateral impacts on the basis of
experimental impacts with dummies has allowed the
two main parameters which characterize the level of
injury severity for occupants sustaining penetration of
the wall to be defined.
I.
2.
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(15/tltrJurles)
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Al5 >3

( 6E InJurfurl

TOTAL

-

13
71
30

TOTAL

LcgGnd :

"occupant-wall" impact velocity for
The
occupants sustaininga strong intrusion.
The rieidity of the wall impacted by the
occuPant.

At the present moment, only the parameter giving
the "occupant-wall" velocity is calculable from the
study of real-world accidents,utilizing thc mathematical model conceivedfor this purpose by B. Loyat (6),
in application since 1980 at the Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics(7). This model, quoted in
annex l, brings into play the masses of the vehicles
present,the closing speed,their degreeof delbrmation
and their elastic restitution coefficient.
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Figure 5. Distribution by body areas of AIS > 2 and
AIS > 3 iniuries lot 122 nearside occupants
wlth intruslon
The assumptions made consist mainly in supposing
that the distribution of crush between striking and
struck cars remains constant in titne.

The Thorax
'

In.juries:

57 of 122 occupants incurred thoracic injuries of all
levels of severity. The majority of the AIS
injuries (2'7133)are to be found on the nearside.The
systematic presence of an adjacent occupant can be
seen when the thoracic injuries are bi-lateral (5 cases)
or on the farside to thc impact (l case) (figure 6).
The distribution of the l9l noted fractured ribs
located on the nearside shows that the 5th rib is the
most frequently injured (figure 7).
This median point in the height of the thoracic
segment generally corresponds to the upper part of
the door panel in European cars.

"'!l:1"
Table 3. AIS by body areas for occupants exposed to
intrusion in car-to'car lateral impacts (N =
122.).
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It can be noted that the associationof severe
injuries is only observedin
thoracic-abdominal-pelvic
17.6u/o
of severecasesol' injury to the torso.
On the 22 AIS Thorax 2 3, 19 casesof injuriesto
the bone with internal injuries such as hemothoraxor
pneumothorax were noted against only 2 casesof
bone injuries on their own and I case of internal
injury without rib fracture.
.

Figure7. Locatlonof the 191 nearsidefracturedribe
(39 occupants)

The assumption that there is a shearing effect
betweenthe unimpactedpart of the thorax and the
lower part exposedto penetration of the wall is a
plausiblcone.
Fracturesof the lower (lOth to lzth) ribs are only
associatedwith severeabdominalinjuries in lessthan
one-thirdof cases(9/23).
The distributionof victims with at leastan AIS > 3
value for the torso (thorax and/or abdomen and/or
pelvis) shows that thoracic injuries are present in
nearly two-thirds of cases(associated
with other areas
in 38.290,in isolationin 26.590)and are absentin the
remainingthird of cases(seefigurc 8).
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The relationship between thoracic injury severity
and "thorax-wall" velocity is only signiiicant in
impacts during the courseof which there was direct
contactof the front of the strikingvehicleon the level
of the occupant'sthorax (in two-thirdsof cases).
In the remainingthird ot cases(42/122),the crushing of the upper door is attributable to dragging of
the panelconsecutive
to the crushingof the lower part
alone. ln this sub-sample,
the only "moderate" thoracic injury obscrvedhas an AIS 2 value, whilst the
maximum values for vehicle AV and static crush at
(see
thclraxlevelare 39 km/h and 500mm respectively
figure 9). As well as the absenceof externalforcesat
thorax level, the door panel has three very favourable
attributesfor thoracicprotection.
l.

2.
3.

The upperpart of the door is quitethick and
providesa capacityfor energydissipationon
contactwith the thorax.
The upper part of the wall is deformable
towardsthe exterior.
The slope of the door panel (whose lower
part is more recessed)
allowsthe rotation and
gliding of the thorax againstthe panel area.
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Figure 9. Severity of thoraclc Inlurles according to
AV ol struck vehicle and crush at thorax
level for the 42 occupants wlthout direct
impact at thorax level
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In conclusion,the risk of thoracic injury is only
observedfor the 80 occupantssustainingdirect contact with the strikingvehicleat thoraxlevel.
The accurnulatedfrequency of AIS Thorax a 2
valuesas a function of "thorax-wall" velocitvis;
25Vo
33 km/h
50Vo
38 km/h
7SVo
44 km/h
The averagevalues of closing speed and vehicle
(AV) for this sub-sample
are 53 km/h and ?6 km/h
respectively.
The correlationbetween"thorax-wall" velocity and
Als-thorax is 0.58 (figure l0).
This low correlationis in virtue of the fact that the
"wall-thorax" velocity alone is not enough
to fully
explainthe risk of thoracicinjury.
Other parameterssuch as the stiffness of the
deformedwall or the differencein individual thoracic
tolerance are complementaryexplaining factors. A
knowledgeof the degreeof rigidity of the deformed
wall is not available from analysis of real-world
accidents.
These factors do however have an influence on
thoracic risk in the wall velocity range of between
3l-45 km/h. This segmentcontains 4'7 on the 80
involvedoccupantsarrd25 of the 32 AIS > 2.
The parametersgovcrningthe various significant
factorsobservedare given in table 4.
r

The risk of injury is doublcdwhen intrusion
exceeds
300 mm (figure I l).
A multiplication of the risk of AIS thorax >
2 by 1.7 is noted when the residual thickness
of the door after impact is less than or equal
to 30 mm. Overall. this thicknessvaries in an
inverse manner to the crush distance at
thorax level.

Teble 4. Dlllorencee In rlek of thoraclc Inlury In tho
"wall-thorax" velocity range between
31 and
45 km/h accordlng to static crush, residual
wall thickneseand age.
S e v e r i t vr d t e
( A I St h ; r a x > 2 /
o c c t l p a n t/s

.^,2
A.to

Static crush
( t h o r a x l e v e l)

( 3 0 0m
> ; 3 0 0n m

0.?9 ( 5/\7)
0,66 (20/30)

HS
(6,04)

Residual
t h i c k n e s so f
w a lI
{thorax level)

d30mm

0.68{15/22)

S
( 3 . 7 3)

> 30 nmt

0,40 ll0/25)

A-o e

< 40
h 40

0.39 (lI/28)
0.79(15/re)

r

HS
(7.20)

Lastly, the role of agein thoracicinjury risk
is confirmedin the above sample.The risk
of AIS thorax ts 2 is doublecl when rhe
occupantsare 40 yearsold and over.

The Abdomen
'

Injuries

Dependingon the sideof thc impact,the spleenor
the liver are the most freqrrcntlyinjured organs(14
casesof AIS > 3).
Other injured organs on the nearsidesuch as the
diaphragm,the srnallintestineor the kidneysshowan
AIS > 3 valuein l8 casesin total. Theseinjuriesare
associatedwith hepatic or spleeninjuries in 9 cases
and are in isolationin 9 cases.
No caseof seriousabdominalinjury on the farside
to the impact was observed.Conversely,the presence
of an adjacentoccuf)antwould explain the frequency
of bilateral injuries(sccfigure6).
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The majority of abdominal injuries (18/23) are
associatedwith severenearsideinjuries to pelvis (5
cases),to thorax (4 cases)and to thorax + pelvis (9
cases).
t

Impact severity and injury severity

The cumulativefrequencyof AIS > 3 abdominal
injuries as a function of wall velocity calculatedat
pelvisis:
t 25n/o
r 5090
t J1v/o

42 km/h
48 km/h
54 km/h
In this sample of severeabdominal injuries, the
averageclosing speedand vehicle(AV) are 64 km/h
and 32 km/h respectively.
These velocity levels are significantly higher than
those shown for the risk of AIS thorax > 2 in direct
impacts.
2l of the 23 casesof AIS abdomen> 3 occur when
the "wall-pelvis" velocityis > 40 km/h and the static
crush at pelvis level > 350 mm (figure l2). The risk
of abdominalinjury is very different on either side of
thesclimits (2/81 and 2ll41 respcctively).
The influence of the risk linked to crush at the
same"wall-pelvis" velocity is clear in the 40-50km/h
rangewherewe note the absenceof abdominalinjury
in the 8 occupantsfor whom the static crush at pelvis
levelis lessthan 350 mm.
An impact againstarmrestis hiehly frrobablyfor 17
out of 23 occupants sustaining severe abdominal
injuries, but there is no evidencethat such an impact
is the only causeof injuries. All the more reasonfor
accidentologistsnot to be able to correlate armrest
characteristics(height, shape, stiffness) with injury
severitv.
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The role playedby armreston abdominalinjuries is
discussedby F. Brun-Cassan(8)referring to experimentalwork.
15 of the 32 occupantswho sustainedthe samewall
velocity of between40 and 55 km/h and the same
staticcrushof between350 and 550 mm displayAIS 3
and over valuesat the abdomen.
In this sub-samplethe significant influenceof the
following parametersis noted (table 5).
This risk is doubled when the crush distances
measuredat thorax and pelvis level show little divergence(differenccof < 100mm).
In these cases,the door panels are only slightly
slopedtowards the exterior. The possibilitiesfor the
occupant to rotate and glide against the wall are
diminishedcomparedwith the casewhere the door is
in its lower part than in its
significantlymore reces$ed
upper part.
The risk is more than doubled when the pelvis is
fractured.

The Pelvis
.

Injuries

In 30 of the 3l AIS pelvis
displayedare ilium or ischirrmfractures.A fractureof
the acetabulumin isolation is observedin the remaining case.Other typesof pelvic fracturesare associated
in I cases.
.

Impact severityand injury severity

The cumulativefrequencyof AIS pelvis > 2 as a
function of "wall-pelvis" velocityis;
. 25Vo
41 km/h
r 5090
46 km/h
t 75t/o
55 km/h
The averageof closing speedand vehicle(AV) are
57 and 32 km/h respectivelyfor this sampleof pelvis
injuries.
These levels of impact severity are very close to
those observed for the abdomen and much higher
Table5. Dlflerence|n the abdomlnalinlury risks accordlng to crush distance differencesmeasured at pelvis and thorax levels and the
presenceof a$sociatedpelvic injurles (subsample of occupants sustalnlng a "wallpelvis" voloclty ol 40 to 55 km/h and a statlc
crush of between350 and 550 mm).

. 0 - I - 2 ( n = 9 ! l )
i r - + _s ( n=23)

Severity rdte
{AIs abrlo
mef,>3/ inv o lv e d o c c u panrs)

.
9m
700
fln
600
5{Xt
residurl crush at p€lvis Ievel (;l

Figure12. AIS abdomen according to occupant/wall
impactvelocity and residualcrush at pelvis
level
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than those shown for thoracic injuries in a direct
impact.
Thc risk of pelvic fracture grows overall in line with
the '*wall-pelvis" velocity. The first case is observed
at 29 km/h. All the occupants injured at "wallpelvis" velocities of over 55 km/h display a fracture
to the pelvis.
The "wall-pelvis velocity" parameter is necessary
but is not enough to futly exptain the presence or
absenceof fracture. We notc in particular that women
show a higher level of risk than men (figure l3). The
other available parametersdo not give an acceptable
explanation of the scatter observed.
In almost all the cases,the residual thicknessof the
wall is very small. This parameter was consequently
unusable on a statistical level. A knowledge of the
influence of the thicknessof the deformed wall on the
prevention of pelvic fractures cannot be usefully
achievedby the study of real-world accidents.

Discussion
The analysisof thoracic, abdominalor pelvic injuries in nearsideoccupantssustainingdirect intrusion
showsthat the "wall-occupant"velocityis necessary,
but is not enough to fully explain the injury risks
incurred.
The "stiffness of deformedwall" parametercannot
be taken into accountin the analysisof real-world
lateral impacts.It could be supposedthat the inadequacyof shock-absorbing
materialin currentproduction doors results in the total absenccof cnergy
absorptioncapacityduring impact againstoccupant.
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The experimental work carried out shows that this
hypothesisis incorrect.
Due to the occupant-wall impact, the door panel
structure has a not negligible residual deformation
capacity.
This role of shock-absorber varies in importance
according to thc structural design of the door panel.
Figures l4 and l5 give a diagrammatic representation
of the speed variation versus time of the striking
mobile barrier, the interior wall of the door panel and
of the dummy pelvis (APROD dummy) fior lateral
impacts with a CEVE-type mobile deforrnable barrier
launched at 50 km/h and at 90' against Renault A
(4-door) and Renault B (2-door). On the basisof these
figures, the moment of "wall-pelvis" cotttact is defined by the instant t : l, when the pelvis begins to
be accelerated.
At this same moment, thc velocity of the interior
wall is close to that of the striking mobile barrier, or
13 m/s for vehicle A and 12,5 m,/s for vehicle B.
It can be seenthat although the two vehiclcshave a
different mass and design (2- and 4-door), thc "wallpelvis" velocity is sirnilar. After impact, we observe
from the figures a variable but important decreasein
the "wall AV" of the inside surface of the door
panel betweenthe instant t = i ancl t = 2. At t : 3,
the energy of the impact against the occupant is
dissipatedand the occupant's velocity is equal to the
velocity of the interior wall. The "wall-pelvis" impact
is finished. We can supposed that during the whole
pcriod t = I to t : 3, the velocity of the external
wall of the door panel is equal to the velocity of the
striking barrier.
The area formed by t : I and t = 3 (figures 14
and l5) gives the rclative closeness between the
interior wall and the exterior wall of the door panel
due to pelvis intrusion into the interior wall. Although

l5
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E la
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Flgure 13. Pelvis lracture rlsks according to pelvis/
wall impact velocity and sex (sex unknown
for 5 M.AIS<2)

Figure 14. Veloelty dlagram-Mobile Deformable Barrier (M.O.B.) against the Renault A in lateral collision
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Figure 15. Velocity diagram-ltilobileOeformableBarrier (M.D.B.)againstthe RenaultB in lateral collision
during the courseof the impact, the sensitiveaxis of
the door sensormay undergoa rotation, the information obtainedallows the visualizationof the tenderrcy
but does not allow rigorous quantificationof the
phcnomcnon.
Figure 16 is an illustration of the different residual
energy absorption capacitiesof these two types of
vehicleobtainedby superimposition
of arcast : l, t
= 2andt:3.
This iigureshowsthat RcnaultA's door panelhasa
more protective role for the pelvis than that of
Renault B. This explains why, at a slightly higher
conlact velocity, the variation itr transversevelocity
sustainedby the pelvis of the dummy located in

Renault A (45 km/h) is significantly lower than
sustained by the pelvis of the dummy located in
Renault B (51 km/h).
This experiment shows that the wall velocity is not
enough to account for the severity of the impact
sustained by thc occupant. A consideration ol' the
impacted wall's residual energy absorption capacities
is essentialto the understanding of the injury risk. In
this wall, the part played by the shock-absorbing
material made up of the interior paddine itself is hard
to define.
The Laboratory of Physiology and Biomechanics
was aware of the conrplex interaction between intrusion, wall velocity, and the wall's residual deformation volume at its interface with the occupant since
starting from 1980, the method utilized for estimating
the wall velocity necessitatedthe measurement of the
door panel's residual thickness after impact (seeannex
l). It would however be advantageousto complete
this measurementof the wall's residual thickness by
an estimation of the wall's residual stiffness at its
interface with the thorax, the abdomen and the pelvis.
To be able to make further progress, we need to
have a light tool available which allows the static or
dynamic measurementof the forcc as a function of
the crush. This tool could be utilized in the analysisof
both real-world accidents and of experimental impacts.

Conclusion

This study of real-world "car-to-car" lateral impacts concern$ the statistical importance of the configurations met and the parameters for explaining the
injuries observed for nearside occupants sustaining
direcl. intrusion.

The statistical analysisshows that
r
]A

E IB
a

I
:

3 s
{t

Tt me (ms)

Figure16. lllustrationot energy-absorbing
capabilities
differences between two types of door
atructure$ as a result of dummy pelvis
impact
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Thc risk incurred by nearside occupants who
do not sustain direct intrusion is slight. They
represerrt28tr/oof total occupantsinvolvcd in
collisions between cars, but only IZVI of
those killed in this cotrfiguration.
More than three-quarters of occupants involvcd in lateral impacts do not sustain
direct lateral intrusion. They account for ]ralf
the severelyinjured victims.
In the case where the occupant does not
sustain penetration of the wall, the seatbelt
shows an effectivcnessof 5990 in rcclucing
injury severity by preventing ejection and
limiting the risk of impact against the walls.
A 0.50 risk of M.AIS > 3 is observedabove
30 km/h (AV of impacting car) for uncjected nearsidcoccupantswho sustairrintrusion,
against a AV of 40 to 45 km/h for other
unejected occufiants.
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Analysis of a sample of nenrslde occupants
sustainingdirect intrusion of the front end of
a cilr shows thatl
. On 100 AIS

r

r

r

r

,

predoninance of injuries to the abdomen
(34u/o)and the thorax (32'70)over the pelvis
(1690) and the head (l3u/o);(the remaining
SVo are distributcd between other body
€rrefls).Association of AIS I 2 or > 3 at
the thorax, the abdornen and the pelvis
occurs in less than a cluarterof cases.
The application of the "occupant-wall"
method of calculating velocity to 122 occupants allowed the calculatiorr ol thc risk of
$evere injuries to thc thorax, the abdomen
and the pelvis. This method is only applicable to the thorax in the case of direct impact
of the upper part of the front end of the
striking car. This is not the casein particular
when the front of the vehicle has a "V-type"
profile. No instance of AIS thorax a 3 was
obscrved in thc absenceof dircct impact on
this level by the {ront of the striking car.
The "occupant/wall" velocities corresponding to the 50th-percentileof AIS 2 2 to the
thorax, thc abdomen and the pelvis are 38,
48 and 46 km/h respectively.Complernentary
parameterssuch as the level of the intrusion,
the residual thickness of the door and age
for the thorax, the slope of the door panel
and the associationof pelvic fracture for the
abdomen, as well as the sex ot the occupant
for the pelvis help to explain partly the
scatter observed.
The relationship between occupant/wall veIocity and severityof injury is establishedfor
cars whose itrterior padding is sornetimes
inadequate. The present condition of the
door is not however prejudicial to the occupant in the absenceof dircct impact on the
do<.rr.The scatter observccl in the opposite
case shows that the residual local stiffnessof
current door panels has an influence on the
risk of injury. The cxpcrimental work carried
out shows that in thc pre.sentstate of current
rupholstery of cars, the door panel may
provide an energy absorbing capacity in the
occunant/wall imnact.

Thc agrcssivityof front ends differs according to car model. It has an influence on
thoracicrisk in particular.Neglectingto test
the upper part ol' the lront end obligesone
to opt for testslimitedto the sidepartsonly.
The high cost ol' this option can only grow if
the agressivityof car front ends increases
with the growth in frontal impact needs.A

compromise between the structural design
and the stiffnessof front and side ends is thc
only way to obtain a higher "cost-benefit"
ratio.
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Appendix
Calculating the "Occupant-Wall
Impact Velocity" in Real-World
Car-to-Car Lateral Collisions
Assumption
Figure A is a diagramrnatic representationof the
development of vehicle velocities in thc gcneral case
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where the initial point of impact is not in a line with
the occupant level. After contact between the two
vehicles and crushing of the door, the wall velocity
becomessteady and increasesslowly to convergewith
the struck vehicle's AV at the end of the impact. This
wall velocity is equal to the velocity Vi of the
interface bctween the two vchicles, which dependson
the rigidity of the two vehiclesprcsent.
lf Rl and R2 are the rigidities, Vi the interface
velocity, Vl and V2 the velocitiesof the striking and
struck vehicles:

vi-v2

RI

VI-Vi

R2

In practise, the development of Rl and R2 in time
are not known, but experience shows that we can
obtain an excellent approximation by assuming them
to be constant.
Assumption l: Rl = constant, R2 = constant
In these conditions. if el and e2 are the crushes:

el

The time Iengthof the impact (figure C) is:
2.Ed

T :

Velocity of Occupant/WallImpact
Wall velocity is equal to that of the interface
between the two cars afler crushing of the door. lt is
thus possible to calculate the velocity of occupant/
wall impact by determining only this interface velocity
at occupant level.
With elr and e2r being the residual crush distances
at occupant level (figure B), the dynamic crush is:
eld : elr (l + El) and e2d : e2r (l + E2)
The interface velocity Vi is such that;
Vl

Vi

eldcose

Vi

VZ

e2d

At the initial instant, this velocity is Vio:
VTI

RI
=

Constant

Vio

=

eZd
eldcos* + eZd

R2

e2

vTl

Knowingthe residualcrusheselr and e2r as well as
restitution coefficientsEl and E2 for each car, it is
possibleto calculatethe interfacc velocity from the
velocityof the vehicles.
Assurnption2: the velocity of the vehiclesis linear.

In general, the vehicles are not in contact at
occupantlevel at the onset of collision (staggered
oblique impacts).The interfacebetweenthe two cars

Velocity of Centers of Gravity
By comparing the crashed cars with reference tests,
we can estimate;
r
t
r

the approach velocity Vr,
the transverse approach velocity VTI : Vr
cose, whers ct is the angle of incidence,
the variation in velocity of the impacted and
impacting vehicles

M2
AVI =

MI

.VTl
Ml+M2

AV2 = -

.VTl

Ml+M2

where Ml and M2 are the massesof the
impactingand impactedvehicles.

v
Yll
Ylr

a

In order to reconstruct the diagram of vehicle
velocities,the time length of the impact remainsto be
determined.
With Elr and E2r beingthe crush distancesat point
of impact I (ligure B), the maximumdynamiccrush
is: Ed : Eldcoscc+ E?d : Elr (1 + El)cosc. +
E2r (l + E2) whereEl and E2 are the coefficientsof
elasticrestitution.
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is therefore not defined. So as not to differentiate the
calculations according to the accidcnt conditions we
"virtual" interface
introduced a
between the two
vehicles.The initial velocity of this virtual interface is
an extrapolation of that of the real-world interface.
At the onset of impact this interface is irr a clcarly
defined position in relation with the impacted vehicle.
It dependson the rigidities present.
This initial position eio is the following:
e2d

eio =

eldcoss + e2d
where dl is the initial distancebetween the vehiclcsat
occupant level (figure B).
Between the onset of impact and the occupant,/wall
impact (figure C), the real or virtual interface will
have covered a distance D equal to the sum o[:
eio: initial position of the virtual interface
ep: crushing of the door
do: initial occupant,/wall distance
D = e i o + e p + d o
The instant tp of the occupant/wall
defined by:

ftP

Vidt

contact is

D

made,it is the resultof the
With all the calculations
followittgquadraticequation:
Vio

AVZ

AV2

Vio

=

Vpl

tp + Vio

T
which must be increased
to take accountof the elastic
restitutionof the wall:
vP:vPl(l+R)

Feasibilitynnd Validationof the
Method

dl

Jo

The velocity of the "occupant/wall" impact Vp is
given by:

t p z + v i o t p D o
2T

The coefficients used are based on the averace
values measureclin experimentalcollisions:
The static crush values Elr, E2r, elr and e2r
arc incrcascclby 2090 to allow for elastic
restitution.
Wall velocity Vpl must be increasedat the
end of the calculation by a factor R to take
account of elastic restitution. The elastic
restitution coefficients R are the averagcs
obtained during experimentalcollisions.They
are 5olo at the thorax and 25rlo at the nelvis
respectively.
This rnethod was applied to 40 cars tested in
experimental impacts operating in the same
conditions as real-world accidents.

The correlationsobtained betweenoccupant/wall
impact velocitiescalculatedby this method and the
AV of dummiesmeasuredby the intcgrationof the
acceleration
curvesat thorax and pelvisare 0.78 for
the thorax and 0.80 for the pelvis(figuresD and E).
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FIgure D. Correspondencesbetween calculatedvalues
and measured values for the dummy (thorax
level) in 33 crash tests (result unknown for
7 cases)
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Analyticat Simulation of the Effects of StructuralParameterson 0ccupant
Cars
in SideImpactsof Passenger
Responses
ThomasJ. Trella.
TransportationSystemsCenter;
JosephN. Kanianthra,
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration,
United States

Abstract
Prior side impact modelling studies concentrated on
characterizing the structural and occupant resl)onses
in perpendicular (90 degrees)and oblique (60 degrees)
impacts where the striking vehicle's bumper engaged
the door of the struck vehicle. In this model, the two
colliding vehicles were modelled with three masses
(representing the striking vehicle, and the struck
vehicle's door and passenger compartment) and the
struck car occupant was modelled with four masses
(representing the pelvis, rib, spine and head body
segments) from which the lateral motions of the
vehicle and the occupant were obtained. While this
model worked satisfactorily, only a Iimited nutnber of
variables could be parametrically assessedto determine their inlluence on occupant re$ponses.It became
apparent that a number of refinements wcrc nece$sary
to thoroughly investigate the effects of structural
improvements and other injury mitigation concepts on
occupant thoracic responses.
A new model was, therefore, developed with fifteen
masses and thirty-one connecting energy absorbing
elements which more closely simulated the interaction
of the side door and adjoining structure o[ passenger
cars and the interaction of the door with the occupant
in side impacts. The tnost important additions were:
(a) inclusion of rate sensitive factors in the energy
absorbing elements, (b) inclusion of inner and outer
door masses to account for the penetration distance
between the exterior and interior door surfaces, (c)
inclusion of upper and lower load paths for the door
and the A/B pillars, (d) inclusion of door inner core
energy absorbing elements to account for the internal
stiffness and the stiffness of the interior door surface,
and (e) inclusion of coupling stiffncss betwecn the
pelvis and spine body segment$which was assumed to
have a negligible effect on occupant responsesin the
earlier model.
Simulation r;tudie$ were performed with the new
model to compare the responses obtained in side
impact tests of various models of production cars
conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA). Specifically,a VW-Rabbit,
Nissan-Sentra, Honda-Civic, Chevrolet-Celebrity and
Chevrolet-Spectrum were simulated using the new
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model. Additionally, side impact testsof Ford-LTD's
conductedby Motor Vehicle ManufacturersAssociation (MVMA) werealso simulated"
With the aid of this model. variousvehiclecharacteristicsand their effects on the thoracic responseof
an unrestrainedoccupant were investigated.These
included: striking vehicle stiffnessand its geometry'
of struckvehidoor internalstructuralcharacteristics
of
cles and internal geometry,stiffnesscharacteristics
positions.
pillars,
seating
A/B
and occupant'slateral
From the above parametricchanges,the interactions
of the occupantand the door structurewereevaluated
in an attcmfit to explain the occupant response
differencessecnin productioncar tests.

Introduction
Side impact collisionsare the secondleadingcause
of fatalities and injuries to motor vehicleoccupants.
car ocsupants
7,500passenger
In 1985,approximately
were killed and about 25,000were seriouslyinjured in
side impact accidents.An analysisof the available
accident data files indicate that approximately 40
percentof the seriousto fatal injuries in side impacts
"hard"
occur due to contacts of the occupants'
thorax to the side interior componentssuch as door
panels, arm rests, and other interior hardware. The
NHTSA has conducted a considerableamount of
researchon side impact protectionduring the last few
years. It has developed various injury mitigation
concepts in passengervehicle dcsign which would
maximize oocupant protection at a rea$onablecost'
Sideimpact modellingefforts havebecomean integral
part of such side impact research.Under this effort,
parametriceffectsof various structural modifications
were
and other designchangeson occupanlresponses
investigatedsystematically.This paper describessuch
an investigation utilizing an improved side impact
model suitablefor thesestudies.
The basis of our side impact modelling effort
originated from the work presentedin Ref(l). Alwas usedto model the
though a simplerepresentation
occupant, the conceptof utilizing crash test data to
characterizethe deforming vehicle structures,and a
singlemassmodel of the occupantproved a first step
in modelling real car collisions. Follow-on efforts
improved on this model by including the other biomechanicalelements$uch as the rib, spine and the
head.
In our previous studies(2,3),a simple one-dimensional lumped parameter nonJinear spring-mass
(l) Numbersin parenthesisindicate referencesat the end of the paper.
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model was used to describe the occupant responsedue
to the lateral intcraction between a striking vehicle
and a struck stationary vehicle and its normally seated
occupant during side impacts. Three major parts were
modelled, the impactor, the struck car and the occupant. In our previous model, three massesreprescnted
the irnpactor, the struck vehicle door, and the struck
vehicle compartmcnt, respectively.Two interconnccting non-linear springs representedthe interaction between the striking vehicle's $lructure and the struck
vehicle's compartment with the door. The structural
characteristics(force versus deflection properties) were
developed from the acceleration tine histories obtained from dynamic crash tests. A Side Impact driver
Dummy (SID), was modelled with four masses(rib,
pelvis, spine and head), and four non-lincar interconnecting springs with a damper in the thorax area. The
rib and pelvis-to-door contacts were modelled with
two non-linear springs, Parametric studies were carried out investigatingthe inllr-renceof striking vehicle
stiffness, struck vehicle side stiffness, impact angle,
impact velocity and door padding thickness and
strength on driver re$pon$es.Sensitivity analysis provided acceleration response trends and probability of
thoracic injury in collisions between a mobile deformable barrier (MDB) and a two-door VW-Rabbit at the
MDB lateral striking velociriesof 26, 30 and 35 mph.
The parametric studies on these collisions concluded
that the simulated GTR-door padding material (a
General Tire and Rubber Company pad used in car
crash tests)(ll) was very effective in reducing the
occupant thoracic acceleration levels. The analysis
also showed that stiffening the side structure of the
VW-Rabbit showed some benefit in reducing the peak
thoracic accelerations,but stiffness alone could not
achieve the large reductions in occupant accelerations
offered by door padding alone. Finally, it was shown
that reducing the sriffness of the MDB did not
appreciably affect the accelerationlevels in the thoracic area.
Numerous crash tests(4) have been performed by
NHTSA on a variety of production vehicles in attempts to characterize their safety performance in
30/15 mph, 9O-degreeside impacts. These rests indicated the potential for a wide spectrum of thoracic
injLrry levels. Most importantly, two small vehicles of
approximately the samc size and curb weight, a MY
82 Nissan-Sentra.and a MY 82 Honda-Civic showed
under repeatedside impact testing, notable differences
in their potential for thoracic injuries. The HondaCivic vehicle showed consistentlylower driver acceleration levels. Review of crash test data and subsequent
inspection of these vehicles' dynamically crushed
doors was revealing. Contrasting features were observed in the thoracic acceleration patterns. The
Nissan-Sentra rib responses were sharp and narrow

whereas the Honda-Civic rib responses were low in
magnitude and wider, thus, suggestingdifferences in
the energy absorbing charactcristicsof the two cloors.
A comparison of rib velocity responsesfrom these
testsalso supported this linding. From examination of
the crushed Nissan-Sentracollapseclside structure, the
evidencestrongly indicated that thc spacebetweenthe
exterior and interior door panels was consumed (both
door panels were fully crushed together), thus causing
the occupant in the crash to corne in contact with a
pancaked "hard" interior door surface which adversely affected the thoracic acceleration rcsponse
levels. (A hard contact was evidenccclsirrcethe struck
occupant did not leave any indications of an impression on the crushed interior door surface.) The space
between the exterior and interior surface appeared to
be preservedin the Honda-Civic vehicle and, since an
obvious contour of the occupants body contact was
evidencedon the interior door surface, this suggested
that the occupant contacted a compliant "cushioned"
door surface during the impact. It was concluded
from these data therefore, that a door cross-section
which remains relatively undisturbed ($table) during
the initial time period of occupant contact and acts as
an energy dissipation element obviously provided
improved occupant protection. Besicles this. crash
tests involving MDB profile changes(S)and component testing where a rigid thorax was propelled into
an uncrusheddoor(6), showcd further evidencethat a
door whose inrrer-to-outer panel thickness remains
basically undisturbccl in the early phase of a crash
reduced the responselevels in the thorax area. Based
on these observations, it was desired to exarnine the
effcct of the interaction of the door structure with
pillars on struck occupant responses.Since this coulcl
not be accomplishedwith our previous model bccause
the door and $urrounding structurc were idealizeclas
one rlass, a new model was developcdwhich included
outer and inner massesfor thc door at the pelvis and
thorax locations, and partitioned massesfor A- and
B-pillars to capture the dynamics of the door and the
pillars. Studies were thus undertaken with the new
model to evaluate the effectivcnessof potential counterrneasure$in reducing thoracic injury to occupant$,
and to verify the observeddifferencesnoted in various
crash tests.
This paper presents comparisons of simulation and
test re$ultsof a number of sids impacts. SID acceleration trends ancl a serrsitivity data from lrarametric
studies with the new model are discussedin detail.
The unrestrainedoccupant modelled in this stucly was
a 50th percentile male. For sensitivity studies, the
occupant was seatedfour inches from the struck door.
The new model is one-dimensionaland considers the
lateral interaction betweena moving impactor and the
leti door of a stationarv vehicle. The test confisura-
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tion investigated the structural responsesof a stationary target vehicle that was struck by a crabbed MDB
simulating a two car collision involving vehiclesmoving perpendicular to each other at the striking vehicle
velocity of 30 mph and struck vehicle velocity of 15
mph, and the occupant responsesusing the SlD. The
influence of the following paramcters on driver respon$esare discussed.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
r
r

impact velocity
door padding material
struck velticle side structure
struck vehicle sidc structure plus door padding material
door interior surface-to-pillar stiffness
door inner core stiffness
door interior panel stiffness
door thickness(door eap)
MDB stiffness
MDB weighr

These parametric variations were evaluated on three
different vehicle desigrrs: A VW-Rabbit, a NissanSentra and a Honda-Civic in 90-degreecollisions at
thc 30/15 mph impact. The struck vehicle design
paramcters were extensively varied for the NissanSentra collision.
The struck occupant responses include the rib,
pelvis and spine peak Clevels. Some safety performance comparisons using the NHTSA Thoracic
Trauma lndex (TTI)(7) were also madc. TTI(0 age) is
used for this purpose. TTI(0 age) is defined as the
average thoracic acccleration unadjusted for age
which is computed from the peak G-levels of the rib
and lower spine responses.As an additiottal consideration, the relationships between the thorax peak
G-levels, the crush between the rib and spine body
$egments and the peak value of the instantaneous
product of the relative velocity and crush between the
rib and spine body segments known as the viscous
criteria (V+CX8) are discussedfor the simulated GTRdoor padding material of varying thicknesses.
It is emphasizedthat the rcsults preseuted in this
study are for specific vehicle designsonly, and should
not be interpreted as being representativeof all vehicle
designs. In addition, the sensitivitiesresulting from
the limited number of parametric changes serve here
as indication of trends in the pelvic and thoracic
respon$elevels. Further efforts must be pursued to
determine the influence of various parametric changes
and their interactions in minimizing the potential for
injury to occupantsin all vchicle designs.

by I l-masses and 22 non-linear energy absorbing
elements and the MDB is characterizedby one mass
and three nonJinear energy absorbing elements including the MDB-to-sill element. Also see Figure 2
and Table I. This modcl includes greater details of the
characteristics of components of the struck vehicle
which are encountered by the MDB on impact. The
passengercompartrnent was modelled as a single mass
(MlO) to which the pillar sections and floor sill are
connected. The door was subdivided into four interacting masses (M2, M3, M4, M5) to simulate the
crush behavior between the exterior and interior door
surfaces as well as the lower and upper scgments at
the driver pelvis ancl thorax contact locations. The Aand B-pillars werc subdivided into lower (M6, MB)
and upper masses (M7, M9) with interconnecting
non-linear energy absorbing elements. A number of
energy absorbing clements were also arranged among
the different parts of the door structure and interfaced with the upper and lower pillar sections. This
arrangement permitted the irrrpact loads to be trans-
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Figure 1. Lumped spring/mass model
vehicle
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The CrashModel nnd lts
Characteristics
As shown in Figures I and lA (pictorial and top
views of the model), the struck vehiclc is characterized

for

Figure 1A. Top view of the model
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ferred to the compartment mass via two critical paths:
(a) from the exterior door structure to the pillars and
to the compartment, (b) f'rom the cotnbined exteriorinterior door structure to the pillars and to the
compartment. An energy absorbing element was also
positioned between the lower inner door panel mass
(M4) and sill ntass (Ml1) to account for doors which
are clipped to the floor sill. The striking vehicle was
modelled by a single mass (Ml) and two non-linear
energy absorbing elements (EA-I, -2) to provide for
the impact responscof its upper and lower I'rotrt-end
structure for studies on the effects of MDB-stiffness
and profile changes on occupant responses. The
model also featured two types of engagements;the
first where the MDB contacted the door of the struck
vehicle and during this processrode over the floor sill,
and the second where the MDB's butnper initially
contacted the floor sill of the struck vehicle. Structural energy dissipation was accounted for by including the crush rate el'l'ects through the non-linear
energy absorbing spring elements. The driver was
modelled accorclingto the model used in our prcvious
studies(2,3),Figure 2.
The model masses were chosen to relate as closely
as possibleto the physical componentsof the vehicles.
The weights wcre obtained from weight tear down
data and from the weight measurements from crash
tests. The structural data for the vehicle energy
absorbers were; (a) extracted non-linear forcedeflection characteristics from crash test acceleration
data (b) measuredforce-deflectioncharacteristicsfrom
component testing, (c) approximated force-deflection
characteristics,and (d) engineeringjudgement where
no data were available. The non-linear forcedeflection traces from the crash tests were rate cor-

rectedfor dynamiceffects,thus each energyabsorber
was characterizcdby a static force dcflcction trace
and a rate at which the energyabsorbcrwas deforming. The force-detlectionproperties for the MDB's
upper and lower energyabsorbingelements(EA-1,-2)
tracesobtainedfrom
were derivcd from acceleration
MDB-to-stationarybarrier crash tests. Thc energy
absorbingelementscharacterizingthe struck vehiclc's
door exterior surface-to-pillar(EA-3,-4,-5,-6)and
(EA-18,-19,-20,-21)
pillar-to-compartment
upper and
lower load paths were based on load apportioned
properties.Sensitivityanalyses
of varforce-deflection
ious levelsof apportionmentwere used to verify the
obtainedand the
structuraland occupantresponses
selectionof the final values for use in the model.
time hi.storics
of the ittner
accelerornetcr
Experirnental
surfaceof the door at the mid-locationwereuseclfor
derivedMDBthis purpose.Sincethe experimentally
to-innerdoor surfaceforce-deflection
trace contained
the inlluenceof the MDB, the structuralcharacteristics of the MDB were subtractedand the remaining
force-deflection trace was then load apportioned
among the upper and lower exterior door-to-pillar
The upperand lower energyabsorbenergyabsorbers.
ers (EA-7,-8)which interfacethe exterioland intcrior
door panelswerecornposedof two nonJinearenergy
absorbers connected in parallel. The first energy
Teble 1. Model energy abeorbers.
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Figure2. Lumped sprlng/massmodel for M D B and
driverin struckvehicle
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absorberis characterizedas a non-linearspring which
has no force buildup until thc entire door gap is
consumedand thereafterthe force-deflectionis modelled as a bottomed out spring (assumedas interior
panel). Force-deflectiontraces from rigid thorax-tounbackeddoor interior test(6)were assumedfor the
second energy absorber in the parallel branch (assumed as inuer core). The energy absorbcr (EA-10)
connectingthe exterior upper and lower door panels
was not consideredfor modelling, since this energy
absorbersupportspracticallylittle loads before yielding. On the other hand, thc energyabsorber(EA-15)
connectingthe interior door upper and lower panels
usually supports higher loads before yielding, even
though thesepanelsare composedof open areas.For
our purposos,this energyabsorber'sforce-deflection
trace was approximated from scaled rigid thorax
unbacked door tests with the a$sumptionthat the
shapcof the energyabsorbersforce-deflectioncurveis
similar to the shapeof the rigid thorax unbackeddoor
fbrce-deflectioncurve. Force-deflectionpropertiesassumed for the door interior surface-to-pillarenergy
(EA-ll,-12,-13,-14)
werelinearapproximaabsorbers
tions so that stiffness values coud be assignedto
simulate a multitude of door conditions: that is,
where either the upper or lower interior door cavity,
or both cavities,are preservedduring the collision, or
whereeither the upper or lower inner door section,or
both sections,collapsewith the A- and B-pillars,thus
causingthe door's exterior surfaceto come together
with the interior door surfaceduring collision. Forcedeflection properties for the energy absorbers(EA16,-17) which interface the upper and lower pillar
sections were based on the force-deflectiontraces
from rigid surrogatehead-to-pillartcsts(6).The characteristicsdescribedabove constitutebaselinecharacteristics for the model. These characteristicswere
further refined where the model responseswere calibrated with tc$t data.

Model Yerification with
Characterization Data
weredevelMassand force-deflectioncharacteristics
in
the
9O-degree
imoped lbr six vehicle collisions
pacts:
.
.
.
r
r
r

DRIVERRESPONSES
AND SIMULATED
COMPARISON
OF EXPERTMENTAL
FOR VW RAEBITAT VARIOUSTIST SFIEDS
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4 door
1984Chevrolet-Celebrity,
2 door
1985Chevrolet-Spectrum,
1985Ford-LTD, 4 door
1982Honda-Civic.4 door
2 cloor
1982Nissan-Sentra,
l98l VW-Rabbit.2 door

2 Specialtestswheredynamic impactsare performed on door interiors using
a rigid surrogatcthoril
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Experimcntalresponsedata from over twenty crash
testswerc usedto verify the response$
simulatedby
the new modcl for a variety of impact conditionsarrd
strikingand struckvehiclecharacteristics.
During this
verification process, the model's energy absorbing
elementswere adjustedto match, as closelyas possible, thc occupantand vehicleresponses
from the crash
te$tmcasurements.
data
f
rom
Response
six crashtests
were used to verify the VW-Rabbit structuralcharacteristicsas a function of impact speed,and to assess
the sensitivity of the model to predict occupant
seatingposition changes,the effect of door paclding
material thicknesschanges,and the eft'ect ol alterations to the striking vehiclefront end characteristics
on struck occupantresponses.Ford-LTD model characteristicswere basedon five crashtestsas a function
of occupant seatingposition and struck vehicle side
structurestrength.
Figure 3 showscomparisonsbetweenthe peak rib,
pelvis and spine accelerationresponsessitnulatedby
crash tests
the model and measuredfrom 9O-degree
for collisionsinvolving the Vw-Rabbit at threeimpact
speeds.These results are based on 300H2 filtered
traces. The experimentalrib and spine accelerations
in
are an averageof two accelerationmeasurements
the upper thorax area. A reasonableagreementbetween model predictionsand experimentalresultscan
be observed,although the predictionsat the higher
impact speedsshow slightly lower G-levelsfor the rib
and higher G-levels in the pelvic area than were
measured.A sensitivitystudy showed this difference
to be due to the relative phasingbetweenpelvis and
rib contactswith the door. Predictedand measured
rib, spine, pelvis and head peak G-levels are also
shown in Figure 4 for struck occupants in the
Chevrolet-Spectrum
and
Honda-Civic, Nissan-Sentran

Flgure3. Comparisonof elmuletedend experlmentel
occupant peak G-levelsfor the VW-Rabblt
vehicle
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Chevrolet-Celebrity vehicles involved in 30/15 mph
collisions. Thc measured Nissan-Sentra and Honda
Civic peak G-levels here were from the first series of
crash tests. Model predictions for the thorax and head
appear to be quitc reasonable.The predicted NissanSentra pelvic peak G-level is also in good agreement
with the test. The higher predicted Honda-Civic and
Chevrolet-Spectrum occupant pelvic peak C-levels are
due mainly to the higher stiffness assumed for the
EA-7 energy absorber characterizingthe door interior
panel, which was the sanle as in the Nissan-sentraand
VW-Rabbit models. Clertainly,a lower stiffnesswoulcl
allow for a sofrcr pelvic contact, and thus result in
lower G-levels in the pelvic area. Additional verification efforts were also carried out on the Ford-LTD. at
the test conditions specifiedearlier. Similar agreement
between model and experimental accelerations was
achieved in this case also. For example, the average
rib and spine G-levels from the two crash rests were
l l 2 . 8 C ( r i b ) , l l 3 . l G ( s p i n e )f o r t h e p a s s e n g e sr e a r e d
next to the door and 83.7G (rib), 82.3C (spine) for
the passenger seated S-inches from the door. The
simulated values were ll4.7G (rih), 123.0C (spine)
a n d 8 5 . 1 C ( r i b ) , l l l . 2 G ( s p i n e ) r e s p e c t i v e l y f, o r t h e
two seatingpositions.
In addition to the aforementioned simulations, the
VW-Rabbit model was further exercisedto simulate
the dynamic interaction of two altered MDB's (a "low
profile" front and a reduced crush strength front)
crash tested at the 35/17.5 mph, 9O-degrecconfiguration in the NHTSA's "Side Impact Aggressiveness
Attributes'r prograrn(5). Again, quite good agreement
between model prcdictions and experimental re$ults
was obtained which verified the reliability of rhe
model to simulate the effect of strucrural design
changeson struck occuf)antpeak G-levels.In the 'low
profile' MDB test, the predicted thoracic peak Glevcls were 73G for the rib and 92G for the spine
compared to the measured peak Ci-levelsof 90G for
the rib and 80C for the spine, resulting in occupant
TTI(0 age) values of 79.25G (calculated) and 77.5G
(measured).The predicted rib and spine responsesfor
the collision involving the reduced crush strength
front MDB \r'ere l05C and 135C, compared to
measured levels of l25G and 126C, respec-tively.
Notice that the "low profile" MDB struck occupant
thorax peak C-levels were much lowcr in value than
the occupant's thorax pcak G-levels observeclin the
standard MDB (seeFigure 3). Moreover, compared to
the baseline VW Rabbit, the "low profile" MDB
indicated that the measured thorax peak G-level
reductions werc more than those obtained in the
modified structure and padding case. Nevertheless, a
review of the msdel responses indicated that the
thoracic peak C-levels for the "low profile" MDB
were lowered compared to the baselinebecausein the
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Figure 4. Comparison of simulated and experimental
driver peak G-levels for four crash tested
vehicles (30/lS mph, 90 deg. impacr)
lower MDB profile simulation, thoracic contact was
made with the door at a much later time than in the
collision irrvolving the standarclMDB. Also the upper
portion of the door was minimally crushed prior to
the thorax contact when impacted by the ,,low profile" impactor.
ln all thesecalibrations, the florcedeflection properties from crash tests were apportioned arnong the
E A - 3 , - 4 , - 5 , - 6 a n d E A - 1 8 , - 1 9 , - 2 0 , - 2 1p a r a l l e l e n e r g y
absorbers by thc l'ollowing force multiplication factors; 0.6 for the energy absorbersat fhe lower section
of the struck vehicle and 0.4 for the energy absorbers
at the upper section of the struck vehicle. In addition,
the two energy absorbersat the B-piltar locarion were
further force apportioned 7-5Volower in value than the
two energy absorbers at the A-pitlar location. Both
cubic and linear force-deflection forms were used to
model the bottomed out spring features observed in
rigid thorax backed door force-cleflectiontraces{6).
These forms were then assigned for the bottomed out
springs, characterizingthe stiffnessesof tlre lower (a
cubic form) and uppcr (a linear form) door interior
surfaces, respectivcly. The following door interior
surface-to-pillar stiffness values were found to be
suitable in simulating the door responsesof production vehicles. Stiffness values selectedfor the upper
door interior surface-to-pillarenergy absorbers were:
82 Klbs/in for the VW-Rabbit, Chevrolet-Celebrity
and Nissan-Sentra,8.2 Klbs/in for rhe Ford-LTD. 4.2
Klbs/in for the Chevrolet-Specrrum,and 0.82 Klbs/in
for the Honda-Civic. Stiffness values selectedfor the
lower door interior surface-to-pillar energy absorbers
were; 82 Klbs/in for the VW-Rabbit, ChevroletCelebrity and Nissan-Senrra, 4l.Z Klbs/in for the
Ford-LTD and 8.2 Klbs/in for rhe ChevrotetSpectrum and Honda-Civic. It is worthwhile ro men-
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tion that these values were based on a heuristic
approach utilizing the wavcform propertie$ of the
crash test signatures together with simulations to
arrive at suitable stiffnesses.
The structural weights for the VW-Rabbit vehicle, a
two door model, were based on weight tear down
data(9) and the total mcasured vehicle weight prior to
tcsting. One-half of the vehicle's front side panel
weight was evenly distributed between the upper and
the lower sections of the A-pillar and one third of the
combined weight of the vehicle's rear member and
wheel housing was evenly di$tributed between the
upper and lower B-pillar. The weight of the irnpactor
was 3000 lbs. The VW-Rabbit tear down door and
pillar wcights were used for the other vehicles also
since tear down data was not readily available on
these vehicles or others of comparable size. Therefore,
the mass selections for the simulations are considered
appropriate for all the vehicles included in this invcstigation. A sensitivity study also showed that the pelvic
accelerationswere unaffected by door weight changes
of up to 25Vo of the value estimates from the tear
down data. Changes in spinal accelerations were also
found to be minimal, on an averageof'less than 2.0C
per doubling of door weight and rib accelerations
changed anywhere between 10.0G to 20.0G per doubling of door wcight. The passenger compartment
weights were assumed equal to the measured vehicle
weighls in crash tests minus the door and pillar
weights and the weight of the struck occupant. Table
2 summarizes the door and pillar weights used for the
six vehicles, and Table 3 provides the compartment
weights and the weights assumed for the occupant
body segments.
Finally, the structural energy dissipation was based
on the "power-like" expressionin Ref(10) for structures subjected to steady and dynamic loads. ln our
m o d e l , t h e f o r m F ( d y n a m i c ): F ( s t a t i c ) * (I . +
0.203DV+*0.2) was assumed where F is thc force in
kilo-pounds and DV is the energy absorber'sdeformation rate in inches/second.This resulted in a dynamic
magnification (F dynamic/F static) of 1.7 at the 35
mph impact. This form was assumedto be adequate
based on the sensitivity of this expressionto simulate
the occupant responses, and from independent least
square fittings of multiple speedfrontal and side crash
data which suggesteddynamic magnifications ranging
from I .25 to 2.1at the 35 mph impact.

Teble 2. Weight deta for door and pillars.
M2

D o o R ( O U T E R L O W E RS E C T I O N )

I5.3 LbB

M3

D O O R ( O U T E R U P P E RS E C T I O N )

6.34 Lbs

M4

D O O R ( I N N E R L O W E RS E C T I O N )

5.13 Lb$

M5

D O o R 0 N N E R U P P E RS E C T I O N )

8.08 Lbe

M6.?

A-PILLAR (UpPERAND LOWER)

5,13 LBS

MB.g

B - P I L L A R ( U P P E RA N D L o w E R )

9,41 Lb6.

commonly mentioned countermeasures, door padding
thickness and struck velricle side stiffness including
their combined effect, were examined initially for
crashes involving the Nissan-Sentra, Honda-Civic and
VW-Rabbit vehicles. (Note that A- and B-pillar stiffnes$es are referred to in this study as the struck
vehicles side stiffness). Follow-on investigations included parametric characterizations with the NissanSentra vehicle which dcalt with the following side
structural parameters, as potential countermeasures:
(1) door interior surface-to-pillar stiffness (EAr1,12,13,14)
(2) outer-to-inner door stiffness (EA-7,8)
(3) door thickness.
The following striking MDB parameters were
included:
weight (Ml), and stiffness (EA-I,2)
The striking MDB and struck vehicle stiffnesses
were varied by multiplying the nominal loads in the
energy absorber force-deflection diagrams by factors
corresponding to the percentage change desired from
the baseline design. Door padding forcc-dcflection
characteristics were based on a nonlinear expression
developed from mcasurcd force-dcflection characteristics of a General Tire and Rubber (CTR) pad used in
the side impact car crash tests. All sirnulations were
carricd out with an integration time step of 0.0625
msec, which was deterrrined to be thc mo$t suitableto
use for such simulations.
Note that the sensitivity results which follow are not
necessarily rcprcsentativc of the flassenger car fleet
becau$e only irrput variables from the three vehicles
were employed. Also, the interaction between various
Table 3. Model weight data for passenger compartment and driver.

ParametricStudies
Based on the new model, parametric investigations
were carried out for the sidc impact condition at
90-degreesand 30/15 mph with the MDB's bumper
engagingthe lower portion of the door. The occupant
in the struck vehicle was a normally seated SID, four
inches for the door interior surface. Thc two most
68
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parametersconsideredin this study were not taken
into accountin this analysis.
In general, for the range of variablesconsidered,
the parametricanalyscsshowedthat:
Driver (rib, pelvis and spine)peak G-levels
decreased
when:
(l) the thicknessof the simutatedGTR door
paddinematerialwas increased,
(2) the side stif'l'ness
of the srruck vehicle
was increased,
(3) the interior door bortomedout stiffness
was decreased,
and
(4) door thicknesswas increased.
Driver (rib, petvisand spine)peak G-levels
increasedwhen:
(l) the speed and weight of the srriking
MDB increased,
and
(2) the I'ronral stiffnessof the MDB was
increased.
The accelerationsof the rib and spine reach
a minimum level for an optimum stiffne.s.s
of the inner
coreenergyabsorber.

Door PaddingThicknessand Struck
Vehicle Side Stiffness Effects
Table 4 sumrnarizesthe occupant (rib, pelvis and
spine) peak G-levels as a function oi' cloor paclcline
thickness changes and struck vehicle side stiffness
changes.These results show that the simulated GTRdoor padding material (a pad of approxirnately constant stiffness properties) was a very eff'ectiveenergy
dissipater in reducing the clrivcr peak G-levels in the
thoracic and pelvic areas for the 30/15 mph impact.
Increased side structure stiffness provided some reductions in driver peak G-levels based on the vehicles
analyzed, however, it was a$surned that the same
reductions could be achievcd Lry the GTR-door padding alone.
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Figure 5. Driver thoracic re$ponse$ for varying pad
thicknesses

Door PaddingThicknessEffects
Figure 5 illustrates, refcrring to the Nissan-Sentra
collision as an example, the manner in which the
struck driver peak C-levels varied for various thicknessesof the simulated CTR-padding material aclclecl
to the door. Typically, the G-levels for the rib and
spine were reduccd effectively with about 3 inches of
padding at the 30/15 mph impact. Further increasein
the thickness of padding up ro about 4 inches
appeared to minimally reduce the rib peak G-levels
frorn the levels already achieved with the 3 inch thick
sample. Beyond the thickness of 4 inches, the rib
responsesindicated some change in the peak G-levels,
where a slight increasewas observed up to the 6 inch
in thickness value. Pelvis and spine responsesdecreased linearly with padding thickness. Also, see
Table 4 which indicates that the thoracic responses
appear to be ef'l'cctivcly reduced with a simulatcd
GTR-padding thicknessbetween2 inches and 4 inches

Table 4. Door paddlng thicknese end stde stlffness (peak G-levele).
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for the other vehiclessimulated in this study. It is
are requiredto
evidentthat larger paddingthicknesses
reducethe pelvic responfies.
Most importantly, simulatedCTR-padding performance evaluated on a basis of G-level reduction
indicatessensitivityto vehiclcdesign.As an example,
the Nissan-sentra driver's rib was reduced from
124.6Gto 77.8Gand 65.4 (46.8Gand 59.2Creductions)and spinewas reducedfrom 130.6Gto l13.lC
with a 2 inch
and 93.4G(17.5Gand 37.2Creductions)
The
VW-Rabbit
4
inch
GTR-paid,
respectively.
and a
driver'srib was reducedfrom ll9.7G to 83.1Gand
76.3G (36.6G and 43.4C reductions)and spine was
reduceclfrom 122.4Gto 106.3Gand 87.4C (16.lG
and 35.0C reductions)with a 2 inch and a 4 inch
and the Honda-Civicdriver's
CTR-pad, respectively,
rib was reducedfrom 102.3Gto 74.8G and 62.2C
(27.5Cand 40.0G reductions)and spinewas reduced
from 78.6Gto 67.4Gand 59.3C (11.2Gand 19.3G
reductions)with a 2 inch and a 4 inch pad, respectively. These reductions flor the 2 inch simulated
of 3790 for
GTR-padtranslatcinto an effectiveness
3090for the VW-Rabbitand 2690
the Nissan-Sentra,
for the Honda-Civicfor the rib and 13.390for the
l39o for the VW-Rabbit and 14.290
Nissan-Sentra,
for the Honda-Civicfor the spine. For the 4 inch
sinrulated GTR-pad, the percentagerib reductions
were respectively47.5tlo for the Nissan-Sentra,36Vo
for the VW-Rabbit and 3990 for the Honda-Civic,
and the spine reductionswere 28.4V0f'or the NissanSentra.28.5V0fbr the VW-Rabbitand 24.090for the
Honda-Clivic.The simulatedCTR-paddingmaterial
effectivenessfor the pelvis were similar to those
observcdlor the spine.
Struck Vehicle Side Stiffness Effects
Thc struck driver peak G-levels(rib, pelvis and
spine)are summarizedin Tablc 4 for crashesinvolving
VW-Rabbitand Honda-Civicvehithc Nissan-Sentra,
cles for side stiffness (pillar sections)itrcreasesof
200/0,40u/oand 10090greaterthan the nominal level.
Thesercsultsshowbasicallythat the benefitsol added
to the
sidestiffness.reducethe momentumtrirnsferred
driver, thereby reducingthe thoracic accelerations.
This is clearly illustrated where doubling the stiffnesse$for simulationpurposesin the Nissan-Sentra
and VW-Rabbitsidc structurecomparedto the baseIine reducedthc driver's thoracic peak Ci-levels,reby 28.3Gand 52.8Gfor the rib and 24.8G
spectively,
and 25.6Gfor the spine.Doublingthe Honda-Civic's
sidc stiffnessindicatedlittle-to-noadvantagein reducing the thoracicpeak C-lcvels.This indicatesthat the
effect of the increasein side stiffnessmay have been
which were
overriddenby other designcharacteristics
which
G-levels
thoracic
responsiblefor the reduced
4
is
observed
in
Table
It
havealreadybeenachieved.
projected
that a two-fold increascin side stiffness
70

much larger reductions in the pelvic area for all the
three vehiclesanalyzed: 79.3(i-level recluction for the
Nissan-Sentra, 57.6G-level rccluction for the VWRabbit and 83.7C-level reduction for the HondaCivic.

Combined Door Padding and Struck Yehicle
Side StiffnessEffects
The results in Table 4 indicate, for the NissanSentra and VW-Rabbit vehicles with the same door
padding thickness at the rib and pelvis locations, that
stiffening the side $tructilre by 2090, 4090, and 10090
appears to provide little benefit in reducing the rib
response$compared to the reductions achieved by
door padcling alone, since the simulated CTR-pad
behaved as an effestive dissipater of energy independent of the amount of incrcase in the stiffness as long
a$ there was a mismatch betwecn thc paclding and side
with the paddirrg bcing less stiff
structure stil'l'nesses,
than the structure. This is illustrated where a 4 inch
thick door padding in the Nissan-Sentra and VWRabbit vehicles reduced the rib peak G-levels by
59.2G and 36.6G, respectively, whercas a twof'old
increase in side stiffness plus a 4 inch thick pad
reduced the rib peak C-levels only by 65.2G and
50.1C, respectively.The results also indicated that the
rib C-levelsat the lower 1.2 nominal side stil'fnesscan
be reduced to levels cornparahlc to those achievedby
a smaller pad (2 inch thick pad) at the highcr 2.0
nominal side stiffness by adding more padding. In
spitc of the fact that the spinal and pelvic responses
are bio-mechanically coupled, and even though the
spinal mass is heavier than the rib mass by a I'actor of
1.6, nearly similar peak G-levcl reduction trends were
indicated for the spine ancl the rib due to the padding
and stiffness chartges. For the spine, a twofold
increase in the Nissan-Sentra and VW-Rabbit side
stiffness combincd with a 4 inch thick simulated
CTR-pad yiclded reductions of 54.1G and 55.6G,
respectively, whereas a 4 inch thick simulated GTRpad alone yielded reductions of 37.2G and 35G,
respectively, in thcse two vehicles. For the HotrdaCivic vehicle, door padding and the combination of
door padding and side stiffness indicated the same
benefits in rcducing the rib and spine peak G-levels(a
4 inch door pad alone reduced thc rib and spine peak
C-levels 40.1G and 19.3G, respectively,compared to
the rib and spine peak G-level reductions of 51.6G
and 21.0G, respcctively,when the 4 inch thick simuIatecl CTR-door pad was colnbined with the stiffer,
2.0 nominal side structure). Finally it is apparent that
both door padding greater than 4 inches in thickness
and doubling oi the side stiffness was required to
reduce the responsclevels of the heavier pelvic body
segmentbelow 100 G's in the VW-Rabbit and NissanSentra.
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Table 5. Door padding thlcknr* snd slde stiffness ffTt-S61.
NISSAN-SENTRA
BASELINE VEHICLE
GTR DOOR PADDING

I ineh
4 inch

INCREASED SIDE
$TIFFNESS

1.2 Nom
1.4 Nom
2.0 Nom

VW-RABBIT

127.6

HONDA-CIVIC

l2l.r

9 0 .5

9s.5
79,4

94.7
t 1.9

?l.l
6 0. 8

128.?
129.9
101.5

1 0 4 .$
101.6
8r . 9

8 6. 8
84.6
84.8

I N C R E A S E DS I D E
S T I F - F N E S(SI . 2 N O M )

+

2 INGTR PAd
4 iN GTR PAd

9 3 .6
75.5

84.2
82.3

6 8. 4
5 7. 2

I N C R E A S E DS I D E
(I.4 Nom)
STII..FNESS

+

2 in GTR pad
4 In GTR Pad

9 1, 3
74 . 1

82.3
75.2

6 5. 9
55.0

INCREASED SIDE
S T I F F N E S S( 2 . 0 N o m )

+

2 in GTR Pad
4 in GTR Pad

?3.9
68.0

?0.2
68.2

62.8
51.6

For measureof injury, Table 5 presentsthe TTI's
(zero age) for the CTR-door paddingthicknessancl
sidestiffnessvariarionslistedin Table4.

Door and DoorlPillar Structural
Effects
Table 6 summarizesthe effect of door interior
surface-to-pillar
stiffnesschanges(ltemsB and C) and
door interior panel and door inner core stiffness
changes,(ItemsD and E) on occupant(rib, pelvisand
spinc)peakG-levels.Thesechangeswereevaluatedon

the Nissan-Sentravehicle, for the 30/15 mph, 90degreeimpact. It can be observedthat the reductions
predicted by the combined eft'ect of increaseddoor
inner core stiffness,reduceddoor interior panelstiffness(EA-7,-8),and a reduceddoor interiorsurlace-topillar stiffness(EA-ll,-12,-13,-14)
werethe rnostsignificant charactcristicin reducing the thoracic
acceleration.
Furthermore,the acceleration
reductions
due to these changesappearedto be of the same
magnitudeas was observedfrom the door padding
thicknessresults discusscdin the previous section.
This is because
thesechangesact to stabilizethe door

Table 6. Nossan-Sentradoor related stlffness variations (peak G-levels).
ITEM

RIB

PELVIS

SPINE

124.6

225.0

130.6

A.

BA$ELTNE

B.

DOOR INTERIORPANEL-TO-PILLAB
(EA*ll, -12,-13,-14)
STIFFNESS

0.2 Nom
0.1 Nom
0.01Nom

135.0
t45.S
155.7

2 2 SS
.
224.3
22t.7

132.2
134.2
136.9

c.

DOOR INTERIOR PANEI,-TO-PTLLAR
S T I F F N E S SA T T H O R A X L O C A T I O N ,
oNLY (EA-I2,-14)

0.2 Nom
0. I Nom
0.01 Nom

118.7
120.0
92,.2

223.4
228.5
222.9

128.8
r29.3
124.9

D.

D O O R I N T E I I I O R P A N E I , S T I F F N E S SA T
THOBAX LOCA'ilON, ONLY (EA-8)

I .0
0.5
0.1

(tlase)
Norn
Nom

I 24.6
114.5
78.2

22s.0
225.0
225,0

130.6
t28.7
120.3

E.

D O O R I N N E R C O R E $ T I F F N E S SA T
T T I O R A XL O C A ' T I O NO
, NLY (EA-8)

0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0

Nom
(Base)
Nom
Nom

172.4
124.6
94.3
f50.2

2?0.6
225.0
240.7
242.8

l4l .4
130.6
ll2.l
r32.?

F.

ITEM B
DOORINNER
( O . IN O M ) + P A N E LS T I F F N E S S+ I T E ME
( E A * ? , - 8 ; 0 . 5N o m )

0.5
1.0
2.0
3.{l

Nom
Nom
Nom
Nom

l 6 $ .r
143.9
72.3
I15.6

?ts.2
2 1 7. 1
228.8
23t.3

139.2
r33.6
118.0
ltz.l

7r

t
t

,i
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interior panel with respectto the door outer panel
such that its energy dissipativecapability is always
availableat thoraxcontact.

Stiffness
Door Interior Surface-to-Pillar
Effects
The door interior surface-to-pillarenergyabsorbers
(EA-ll,l2, 13,14)are attachments
which couple the
motionsof the door interior surfacewith the motions
of the pillars, directly. Higher stiffness valucs for
theseenergyabsorbersin the model denotethat both
motions are strongly coupled, which may result in a
situation where the door's exterior panel bottoms out
with the door interior panel in the crash. When
moderatestiffnessis used, the oppositesituationis
encounteredwhere the interior panel moves more-orless in a manner wherc a gap is maintainedbetween
the exteriorand intcrior panelswheu thorax contactis
madewith the door interiorsurface.
From Table 6, it can be seenthat the pelvis, rib,
and spinepeak G-levelswere not seriouslyaffectedby
the door interior surface-to-pillarstiffnessinvestigated
vehicle.When all of the
here for the Nissan-Sentra
were
energyabsorbers'(EA-l l,-12,-13,-14)stiffnesses
lowered 100-fold(which in effect eliminatesall of the
increased
by 2590,the
aboveEA's), the rib responses
spine responsesincreased by 5o/o and the pelvis
responses
decreased
by l9o. This sametrend wirsalso
evident when the two upper door interior surface-topillar stiffnesseswere held fixed at their nominal
valuesin the model and the two lower door interior
wereincrerlentallyrcduced
surface-to-pillar
stiffnesses
to lower values.However, when just the upper door
interior surface-to-pillarstiffnesseswere lowercd 100decreased
by 26V0,the spine
fold, the rib responses
responsesdecreasedby 4trloand the pelvis responses
decreasedby lVo. lt should be mentionedthat a
similar exerciseon the VW-Rabbit showedthe same
trends and, mo$t importantly, further verified the
rather low sensitivityexhibitedby the model when the
were varied,
stiffnesses
door interior surface-to-pillar
parametrically.

locations between 0.2 and l.0 nominal stiffness'
Basically all three body segment pcak G-levels wcre
reduced by lowering the door interior panel stiflfness
at both the pelvis and thorax contact locations. As
expected, a decrease in the door interior panel stiffness at the thorax levels reduced the thoracic peak
C-levels, ancl minimally aff'ected the pelvic peak
G-levels,whereasa decrea$cin the door interior panel
stiffness at the pelvis contact level, whilc effectively
reducing the pelvic peak G-levels, adversely affected
the thoracic peak G-levels because of the diminished
rolc ol the pelvis body segrnent in reducing the
momentum of the door before rib contact.
As illustrated in Table 6, the driver's rib seemedto
be the most sensitiveof the three body segmentswhen
this stiffness was reduced 9090 from its nominal
value. ln general, lowering the door upper interior
panel stiffnesses by 5090 and 9090 indicated rib peak
G-levels reduced by 890 and 3790, respectively, and
spine peak G-levels by 1.50/oand 990, respectively.
However, the pelvic responses remained the same
because the interior door panel characteristics were
changed at the thoracic location only.
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Door Interior Panel StiffnessEffects
It was of intsrcst lo observc the extelrt that the
struck driver peak G-levels were affected by paratnetrically reducing the stiffnesses characterizing the bottomed out springs of the upper and lower EA-7,-8
energy absorbers (referrcd in the text as the door
interior panel stiffnesses). The results are indicated in
Table 6, Item D, where the notniual bottomed out
spring stiffness at the thorax contact location was
reduced by 5090 and 90V0, respectively, and Figure 6
where the rib, spine and pclvis peak G-level trends are
pre$ented in carpet plots for bottomed-out spring
stiffnesses varied at both pelvis and thorax contact
7?,

r
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Figure 6. Ellect of door interior panel stiffness
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Door Inner Core StiffnessEffects
The door inner core non-linear spring represents,
for our modelling purposes, the structural internal
interface betwcenthe exterior and interior door panels
and constitutes the seconcl non-linear spring in the
parallel spring arrangement characterizing the forcedeflection properties of the EA-7,-B energy absorbers.
Item E, in Table 6 illustratesthe effectivenessof added
stiffness betweenthe exterior and interior door panels
at the thorax contact location in reducing the acceleration responses in the thorax area, and ltem F
illustratcs the effectivenessof this countermeasurein
reducing the thoracic acceleration responses whcn it
was considered together with door interior panel-topillar and door interior panel stiffness reductions. For
example, a two-fold increase in the door inner core
stiffnessat the thorax contact location reduced the rib
G-levels by 30.3G (2490 reduction) and spinc'C-levels
by 18.5G (l4v/o reduction), thus resulting in an
occupant TTI(0 age) reduction ol' 1990. On the other
hand, a two-fold increasein the door core stiffnessat
thc thorax contact location, in addition to a 90f/o
reduction in the door interior panel-to-pillar stif'f'ness
and a 5090 reduction in the door interior panel
stiffness, resulted in rib and spine peak G-level
reductions of 52.3G (42V0)and 12.6G (1090), respectively, and an overall reduction of 2590 for the
occupant TTI(0 age).
Figure 7 shows the occupant responsesfor a combination of stiffness changesin the door interior panel
to pillar stiffness, inner panel stiffness and door inner
core stiffness (Item F, Table 6). These structural
stiffnessvariations, excluding the variations previously
discussedon door padding thicknesschanges,showed
the greatest change in the thoracic pcak G-levels.
Most importantly, these variations bear out the significance of the design of the inner door structure in
reducing the thoracic re$ponses.When stiffness was
added between the inner and outer upper surfaces
where originally there was minimal stiffness between
these surfaces. thoracic G-levels reduced to a nrinimum G-lcvel, and as further stiffness was introduced
between these two surfaces, the thoracic responses
increased.The increasein the thoracic responsesis to
be expected, since as rnore stiffness was included
between the inner and outer door sections,the driver
responded more-or-less to a "hard" rather than a
"soft" surface corltact. The pelvic peak G-levels
exhibited minimurns also when the door internal
stiffnessesat the upper and lower section took on the
values in the range of 1.0 to 1.5 nominal. Note that
the pelvic peak G-levels were influenced the lcast by
the inner core stiffnesschanges.
Thc combined effect of door intcrior panel stiffness
and door inner core stiffness changes on occupant
responses were not pararnetrically examined in this
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Figure 7. Effect of door inner core stiltness

study. The effect of such a design alteration can,
however, be determinedby mapping out parametrically the optimumthoracicpeakG-levelsas a function
of the door inner core stiffnessand door interior
panelstiffness.

MDB Weight, Stiffness and Striking
Yelocity Effects
A least squareslinear, global fit was performed on
the parametrically derived driver responsedata which
was obtained for the VW-Rabbit for various collision
conditions of impact speed, the normalized MDB
stiffness, and the MDB weight. The baseline conditions used were: impact speed : 30/15 mph, normalized MDB stiffness : 1.0 and MDB weight : 3.0
Klbs. The parametrically changed variables ranged in
this analysisfrom: 30/15 mph to 45/22.5 mph for the
impact speed, 0.2 to 1.6 for the normalized MDB
stiffness, and 2.0 to 3.5 Klbs for the MDB weight.
The sensitivity coefficients (C's: note change of peak
C-levels per unit change of the parametric variable)
resulting from this fit are shown in Table 7. In this
example, special note should be made that these
coefficients are valid only within a small region about
the baseline.In addition. the values for some of these
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Table 7. Leaat tquaree derlved sensltivity coefficlente
for VW-Rabbit MOB, speed, stlllness and
weight effects.
BODY
SEGI|ENT

Gds'
(C/1096INCREASE
IN STIFFNESS

cgp'
(d/MFH}

cwi
(C/KI,B)

RIB

?,{

10.8

l3.l

FELVIS

!.1

24,2

?, I

BPINE

?,9

6,5

6.{

rSP denoter impaat !Fed, HS d€not.r Mmllz.d
and W denotes MDB wei8ht.

MDB !tlffn.a

coefficients, for instance those related to MDBstiffness, are expected to differ from vehicle to
vehicle.

on TTI
ParameterAssessment
of
Figure I shows an exampleof the effectiveness
the door and door/pillar variables,discussedin the
previoussection,on the potential TTI reductionsfor
thc Nissan-Sentravehicle in a 30/15 mph, 9O-degree
impact. It is important to notc that the values
assumed for the door and door/pillar property
changeswere estimates,sincethe purposehere was to
illustrate a possibleimprovementwhich may be obtained through their combinedinfluence.Also, becauseof their mutual interaction.the order in which
these variables were changed in this example was
completelyarbitrary. This exampleshowsthat a 3q0
reduction in the TTI(0 age) was predictedwhen the
two upper door interior panel-to-pillarenergyabsorbers'stiffnesses
werereducedby 6090.The TTI(0 age)
was further reducedl5.5Vofrom the baselinevalueby
increasingthe stiffnessof the door inner core energy
absorberat the thorax contactlocation by 500/0.This,
combined with a 9090 decreasein the upper door

interior surface stiffness, commensurate with the previous change to allow for a softer l.horax contact,
resulted in lowering the TTI(0 age) further, to 27.5v/o
of the baselinevalue. Finally, by widening the door
by one-half inch, the TTI(0 age) was lowered to
85.2G. a 3390 overall cumulative reduction from the
baselineNissan-Sentradesign. The effect of the combined door property changes on the relative displacement of the outer and inner door panel is illustrated
in Figure 9. lt is observed that the door property
changes combined with the interaction of the pillars
retarded the door's cross-section from being crushed
from the outside to inside and improved on the energy
absorbing characteristicsof the door at thc time of
thorax contact. In this ligure, the outer door panel of
the baseline vehicle accelerated more quickly towards
the inner door panel than the modified vehicle initially
because of the lower door inner core stiffness of the
baseline vehicle. C)nce sufficient momentum was
transferred to the irrterior panel, the entire door cross
section moved inward as a rigid body. Most interestingly, less outer to inner door crush was produced in
the modified design in the time period before the
thorax engaged the intruding door. As expected, once
thorax contact was made, the door thickness dccreased. Note that a sharp increase in the relative
displacement between the outer and inner panels after
the thorax contact indicates a more energy absorbing
door structure with a softer door interior panel
stiffness.

Injury Assessment
Basedon cadavertesting,NHTSA has proposedthe
TTI which is an accelerationbased measureof the
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FigureL ThoracicTrauma Index for various counter'
measures (Nissan'Sentra,30/15 mFh, 90
deg. lmpact)
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Flgure L Relative displacement between outer and
inner door oanels as a function of time for
the baseline and modified Nlsean-Sentravehicle
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thoracic injury potential. This by far is the most
elaborate researchon injury criteria involving cadaver
testing in side impacts. General Motors (CM) has
proposed an alternate measure of thoracic injury
known as the Viscous Injury Criteria (V+CX8) which
has its origin in frontal impact and is yet to be fully
developed for side irnpacts. However, GM is in the
processof extending its researchfor eventual application of V+C to side impacts. The peak value of V+C
which is purported to be an indication of the thoracic
injury potential, is the product of the instantaneous
velocity of chest det'ormation and the chest deforrnation itself. A variation of the V+C is the use of the
product of the maximum V and maximum C referred
to as V(max)*C(max). Another criteria which has
bcett ptoposed by researchers is the chest deflection
which has been found to have serious limitations
becausein most of the full scaletesting, the ribs reach
their maximum mechanically allowed displacements.
In our analysis, the V*C and V(max)+C(max) have
been obtained from the model and comparcd to the
TTI in Figure 10, for an MDB to Vw-Rabbit collision
at 30/15 mph in which the VW-Rabbit was equipped
with a GTR type pad. It should be recalled that the
occupant from which these data were obtaincd is a
s i m u l a r i o no f t h c N F { T S A s I D .
The effect of increasedpad thicknessis expectedto
reduce the thoracic injury level as shown in Figure 10.
However, the recent GM crash model results by
Dene(I2) show the effect of increasingpad thickncss
fo increasethe V+C while the correspondingTTI level
decreased, as expected. Although this contrasting
trend is not fully explained in Reference(12),it is
suspected that it may be due to thc characteristic
features of the GM model attributed to the use of a
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FIgure10. Comparlsonof three safety performance
measures as a function of door GTRpaddingthicknes$

solid unsegmented door, the structural properties of
side structure, and the properties used to sinrulatethe
dummy. The V+C(rnax) and TTI(0 aee) werc also
computed for various GTR-pad thicknessesat other
impact velocities as well as other door stiffness
characteristics.These included:
.
I

a rigid door (a very large stiffness value was
assumcd for the EA-8 energy absorber).
a rigid door plus CTR-pad placed between
the driver and door while a four-inch distance was maintained betweenthe driver and
the unpadded door surface.

These variations also showed a similar trend between
V*C(max.) and TTI as was indicated in Figure 10.
Simulation with the VW-Rabbit, Nissan-Sentraand
Honda-Civic vehicleson a variety of MDB stiffnesses,
as well as profiles, further substantiated these findings.

Summaryand Conclusions
A ncw lumped-rlass model was developed for the
assessmentof countermeasuresin reducing th<.rracic
injuries in side impacts. This model included, outer
and inner massesfor the door at the pelvis and thorax
locations, and partitioned massesfor A- and B-pillars
to simulate the dynamics o1' the door and the pillars.
It i$ ideally suited for in-depth investigationsof door
property changes, MDB and side structural design
changes I'or occupant responsetrends and sensitivity
studics, which could not be accomplished with the
earlier lumped mass model(2). Baseline calibration
studies focused on six vehicles of different curb
weights and sizes. Expcrimental response data from
over twenty crash tests were used to verify the
responsessimulatcclby thc ncw model for a variety of
impact conditions irncl striking and struck vehicle
characteristics.Acceptable agreement between model
predictions and experimental results were observed.
The reliability of thc model to simulate a nrultitude of
structural desiglrchangesand theil influence on occupant responseswas also verified.
Paranretric studies carried out on three small production vehicles, a VW-Rabbit, Nissan-Sentraand a
Honda-Civic in 30/l5mph, 90-degree irnpacts are
reported here. In general, the unrestrained occupant
in each of these vehiclesdisplayed different sensitivities to the striking and struck vehicle changes parametrically varied in this study. In addition, the
effectivenessof the countenncasuresexarrrinedin this
paper was dependenton vehicle make and the design
charircteristicsof the door and the side structure of
thesevehicles.The most bencficial countcrmeasuresin
reducing the thorax peak C-levels were: (a) simulated
GTR-door padding rnaterial, and (b) a stabilizcd door
structure with adequate energy absorption which re-
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tains its original cross-sectional thickness at the thoracic contact location in the crash. It was also
observed that the Iatter concept, dependiug on the
vehicle and the sevcrity of the crash, can provide the
samc reduction as was obtained with the simulated
GTR-door padding material. Increasein side structure
stil'f'ncssshowed for two out of three vehiclesin this
study some bencfils in reducing the thoracic responses, however, stiffiress alone could not achieve
the large acceleration reductions offered by the sirnulated GTR-door padding material or by r.rtilizing a
stable door structure which acts as an effective erlergy
absorbing element. (Critical experiments in 1982(13)
also reached similar conclusions where it was found
that an effective energy absorbing door structure was
most effective and practical in reducing occupant G's
and that adding stiffness to the exterior structurc was
found to be a much less effective countermeasure.)
Finally the effect of MDB weight changes on occupant acceleration responses was found to be small.
In the evaluation of three injury severity measures,
TTI(0 aee), V*C(max.) and V(max.)+C(max.) the
model indicated that for the 50th perccntile dummy,
all the three injury measuresshowed similar trends for
all the parameters varied in thc modcl. It must be
pointed out that in contrast to what was reported by
Dene(l2), the TTI and V*C(max.) showed the same
trends for varying pad thicknesses.In the case of the
TTI, the efl'ectiveness
of the padding becomesnegligiblc above a thickness of four itrches. However, the
V+C(max.) as well as V(max)*C(ntax.) indicatcs that
the padding will continue to be effcclivc beyond a
thicknessof four inches. Ilased on the rnodel calculations of the energy dissipated in the padding, it was
observed that there was very little additional energy
dissipation obtained by the simulated GTR padding
material which had a thicknessgreater than 4 inches.
Thcrcfore, what is seen as an apparent reduction in
injury potential in the V+C criteria may be an artifact
of the definition of thc criteria itself. Realistically,
once the impact energy is dissipated by an optimum
level of padcling,any furthcr addition of padding will
as indicated
not allow aclditionalgain in el'l'ectiveness,
by thc TTI, in Figure 10. The effect of striking vehicle
stiffness and profile changes simulated for the MDB
also showed that their effects on the TTI and
V*C(max.) were sinrilar.
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Abstract
A car-to-car side impact model was developedusing
the Cal3D occupant sitrtulationprogt'am and validated
against test data for the vehicle atrd the occupant
kincmatics. Cornpared to the existing side impact
vehicle/occupant models in the literature, this model
has a more detailed vehicle side structure representation and a two-segmentthorax I'eaturingthe rib cage
and the spine. The former gives a more realistic
impact response for the door and the latter provides
the necessary kinematic information for evaluating
both the acceleration-basedthoracic injury criteria,
such as Thoracic Traurna lndex (TTl), and
deformation-basedcriteria. such as Viscous Criterion
(VC). The parameter variation study indicated that
for the specific vehicle modeled, a stiffer side structure and more spacing between the occupant and the
door would reduce injury severity indices. The use of
padding rnaterial between the occupant and the door
inner panel resulted in a recluction in the occupant
accelerationrcsponsc but, bccauseof increascdduration of occupant contact, an increasein l.he del'ormation response.These predictions were confirnred by a
recent side impact test scrics conducted by the
MVMA. The simulation results also indicated that the
particular selectionof the padding material is important in achicving the lowest possibleoccupant acceler*
ation response.

Introduction
Car-to-car sicleimpact is a frequent type of tral'fic
accident and often leads to serious occupant injuryr.
Most restraint systems,like seat belts and airbags, are
designed to avoid occupant contact with the vehicle
interior by limiting his motion after itnpact. However,
they are not effective rneans for side impact protection of the near side occupatrts,in which the injury
usually resulted from occupant contact with the intruding side structure. There has been sig,nificant
effort in the autorrrotive industries as well as the
government safety agenciesin seekingother protective
methods, for example, stiffer structure and padding

on the door inner panel2'3. Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standard 214, specifying the static strength
requirement for side doors, is irttended to maintaitr
structural integrity when side impact occurs. It has
been reporteda that this requirernent has effectively
reduced the fatality risk and hospitalization in side
impacts.
Recently, the National Hiehway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has been conducting an extensive research program on the improvement of side
impact protection5'6.The results include: the development ol'a SideImpact Dummy (SID) and the moving
side irnpact barrier, establishing the thoracic injury
criterion (TTl), and the evaluation of the use of
padding material on the door inncr panel. Their test
resultsarrd the TTI have led thertt to conclude tltat the
padding of the door inner surface would improve
occupant protection in side impact. However, there is
a considerabledispute within the biomechatricscommunity upon the biol'idelity ol' thc TTI criterion.
Othcr criteria have been proposed for evaluating the
thoracic injury, for example, tlte Viscous Criterion(Vi)7 developcd by the BiomeclicalScienceDepartment ol' the General Motors ResearclrLaboratories. This criterion has been successfullyutilized for
assessingthe thoracic injury due to frontal impact.
This study will cxanrinc the side impact mechanics
with an occupant simulation program Cal3D8 to gain
morc insight and understanding of the mechanism
involved. For analyzing complex physical systerrs,
such as those involvecl in side inrpact, mathematical
models are effective tools fbr the l'ollowing reasons:
(l). they do not suffer repeatabilityproblettrsas often
encountered in test programs and (2). paramcter
studies can easily be conducted. Side itrtpact simulation with Cal3D program has been conducted by
Padgaonkar and Prasade, and Segallo on various
a$pect$ of the subjcct. This invcstigation adopts a
different modeling approach than thcsc previous studies arrd will consider a nurnber of thoracic injury
indices which have appeared in recent literature. The
intention was to achieve more physical corrclation in
the nrodel and to trroaden the scope of injury assessment. Then a study was carried out to evaluate the
effect of several design pararneters on occupant response.
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Model Description
This modcl is based on a test conducted at the CM
Proving Cround, in which a moving NHTSA barrier
was used to strike the passengerside ol' a stationary
compact car at 42 krn/h. A NHTSA SID dummy was
located at the right front passenger position with
shoulder and lap belts. As shown in Figurc l, the
struck car and the barrier front are represerrtedby a
number of contact planes. The side structure of the
struck vehicle is modeled by a series o[ segments
connected with fiin joints. The first segment of this
linkage is connected to the car body and the mass
center of the last segmentis constrainedto slide along
a longitudinal line fixed on the car. This arrangement
would allow the side structure to intrude into the
pa$sengercompartment as the impact occuts. Forces
are transmitted along the joints of this linkage to the
two cnd points to move the struck vchicle in the
Iateral direction.
The pararneters in the model were first estimated
from available structure component test data and then
finc-tuned to match the vehicle and door kinematics.
Utilizing the available modeling featuresof the Cal3D
program, the joints of the sidc structure linkage have
a rotational spring constant of 5 kN.m/deg with an
encrgy dissipation I'actor0.1, and a viscouscoefficient
of 50 N.m.s/deg. The contact between the barrier
front and the side structure is characterized by a
force-deflection factor of 5.55 kN/cm, an energy
absorption factor 0.1, a permancnt deformation factor 0.9. and a coefficient of friction 0.5.
The Side Impact Dummy (SlD) is a modification of
the Part 572 dummy for more human-likc side impact
responsein the thoracic arcatl. It is modeled by a
nurlber of rigid scgmcntsrepresentingthe head, neck,
chest, pelvis and the lower limbs. Since thoracic injury
is the major considerationin side impact, the chest is
modeled in a morc detailed fashion with two segments
representing the thoracic spiue aud the rib cage. The

Flgure2. The dummythoraxmodel
thoracic spine is connected to the neck and the lumbar
spine with joints and the rib cage is coupled to the
spine with eight spring and damper sets placed at
some strategic locations as $hown in Figure 2. This
arrangement was designed to provide thc appropriate
compliance in translation and rotation between the
two segments. The contact between the door panel
and the chest is characterized by a force-deflection
factor of 1.5 kN/cm, an energy absorption factor of
0.2, a permanent deflection factor of 0.8, and a
friction coefficient of 0.5. These numbers, adjusted
from the chest kinematicscornparison,would produce
a dynamic force-deflection curve similar to the SID
chest pendulum test response as will be seen in the
following section. The incrtial properties of' the vehicleloccupant mc'rdclis summarized in Table l.
Table 1. The inertial properties of the side impact
model.
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Model Validation
Figures 3-6 depict the vehicle/occupant configuration during the impact event at 20 rns intervals. It can
be observed from the 80 ms configuration that the
head of the occupant is striking the top of the
impacting barrier. This would cause a late spike in the
head accelerationtime history. The kinematics comparison between the test data and the model is
presentedin Figures 7-8 tor the struck vehicle and the
door. The velocity responsein the test is the result of
integrating the acceleration measurement. The correlation between the two is considered to be satisfactory
except that some oscillationswere found in the vehicle
acceleration test data. This measurement was taken
from an accelerometer mounted on the driver side
floorpan, which may contain some complex interaction among the various vchicle structurc components.
Nonetheless, the average acceleration of this oscillatory response seems to be in reasonable agreement
with the simulation result. The door acceleration
measurementshown in Figure I was obtained from an
accelerometer rnounted on the door inner panel at a
point near the area that struck the occupant chest.
The counterpart in the model is the responseof the
5th segment from the front of the side structure
linkage. In addition to the door acceleration and
velocity correspondencebetween the model and the
test. the amount of door intrusion in the modcl is 3l
cm which also closely reflects the measured door
crush near the occupant position after impact.
The occupant response correlation bctween the test
and the simulation is illustrated in Figures 9 and l0
for a number of dummy segment accelerations:the
pelvis, the lower and the upper spine, the head and
the right upper rib. The comparison is consideredto
be acceptable.It slrould be pointed out that there is a
slight difference in the response timing between the

Side
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Flgure 4. The vehicle/occupant conliguration at 40 ttt$

test and the model prediction. This difference rfiay
result from approximating the contact surfaccs in the
physica.lsystem with ellipsoids in the model. For the
sake of comparing the response characteristics,the
simulation responsecurves have been shifted as indicatcd on these figures. As noted earlier, the head
experiencedan accelerationspike at about 70 ms due
to its contact with the top of the incoming barrier.
Figure I I depicts the velocity profiles of the striking
and the struck vehicles,as well as the door area near
the occupant chest area. After impact, the door
quickly picks up the striking vehicle velocity with an
overshoot. This overshoot may be due to the fact that
the mass of the door is much smaller than that of the
striking vehicle. During thc contact phase, the door is
following the striking vehicle with some fluctuations.
The peak door velocity occurs at about l8 ms, which
is about the time the door impacts the occupant chest.
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The fact that there is a substantial reduction in door
velocity immediately after the peak value point suggests that a delay of door/occupant contact would be
beneficial. The conrmon velocity between the two
vehicles was reached at about 58 ms. After this point'
the two vehicles start to separate.
Another observation can be made regarding the side
impact response of the Side Impact Dumtly chest'
Figure l2 shows the dynamic force-detlection characteristics of the chest contact from the simulation
results. It can be seen that the simulation curve has a
similar resltonse pattern as that of a lower speed
thorax perrdulum test except the magnitude difference.
This agreement provides further support for relating
the thorax model in this simulation to the real
physical structure.

cricriteria and deformation-based
acceleration-based
teria. This investigationwill considertwo from each
categoryin the parametervariation study. The first
index is the peak accelerationat the mass center of
the rib cage segment.This index is related to the
averagerib acceleratiorrand can be viewed as some
m e a s u r e o f c h e s t a c c e l e r a t i o n 'T h e s e c o n d
criterion is the Thoracic Trauma
acceleration-based
Index (TTI) proposed by the NHTSA5 based on
statisticallymatchingcadavertest data. The TTI takes
the following expression:

rrr : 1.4Ase + 0.5(T12Y)+ LURY)- Yi:t
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For injury assessmentpurposes, it is necessary to
have some criteria to quantily the injury severity.
Several mechanisms have been proposed in the literature for characterizing the thoracic side impact
trauma. In general, they can be divided into
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F i g u r e 1 0 . The occupant right upper rib accelera-

tion
where, TIZY is the peak Y (lateral) acceleration at
Tl2 vertebra, and LURY is thc Left Upper Rib Y
acceleration. In this study, the age parameter will
assurnethe value of 41, which is the median age of
the occupant with AIS 3 or greater thorax injury in a
side impact in the National Crash Severity Study
(NCSS) file. Using other age parameters would only
changethe TTI by a constant term and have no el'fect
on the observationsof the pararneterstudy. The total
mass of the dummy segment in this model is 136.7
lbs. The acceleration terms were readily available
from the simulation except that the Rieht Upper Rib
Y(RURY) acceleratiotris used in this study since this
investigation is concerned with the passenger side
impact as oppose to the driver side impact in the
developmentof this index.
The third index is the rib deformation. ln this
model, it is representedby the amount of compression
in the sprirrg-damperset number one as shown in
Figure 2. This quantity represents the relative displacernent between the rib cage segment and the

thoracic spine segmentand, is an appropriate measure
of thc rib deformation. The last index used in this
work is the Viscous Criterion(VC), which is the
product of the chest compression(C)and the rate of
compression(V).This index was originally developed
by the Biomedical Science Department of the GM
Research Laboratories for assessingthe thoracic injury due to frontal impactT. Currently, there are
efforts to extend it to the side impact trauma. The
necessarykinernatic information for evaluating the
VC can also be obtained fiom the number one
spring-damperresponse.Figure l3 illustratesthe relationship among these three response parameters. It
can be observedthat, for relatively high speedimpact
as those consideredin this study, the shape of VC is
primarily dominated by the shape of V.

Parameter Study
This study will be concernedwith the follorving
parametervariations:the impact velocity, the side
structurestiffness,the clearancebetweenthe occupant
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Figure 11. The lateral velocity of the striking car, the
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Figure 13. The SID thorax impact response
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and the door, and the inclusion of the padding
material on the door inner panel. The occupant
response to the parameter variation will be evaluated
with the injury criteria discussed in the previous
section, i.e., chest acceleration,TTI, rib deformation,
and VC. Figure l4 shows that all these indices
increase as the impact velocity gets higher although
different sensitivitywas found for each of them. The
VC index appears to possess the most change while
the TTI has the least amount of change in terms of
the percentageof the baseline response.The reduced
sensitivity of TTI is due to the invariant age term'
Figure 14 also depicts the amount of door intrusion
and the door impact velocity on the dummy chest.
These two parameters seem to have a linear change to
the vclocity variation.
The door stiffness variation is accomplished by
multiplying the rotational spring constants and the
damping coefficients of the side structure linkage
joints by a factor ranging from 0.6 to 2.0. These
multipliers are u$ed to conveniently alter the door
resistance to impact. No attempt was made to relate
these numbers to the practical door design. lt can be
observed from Figure 15 that stiffer side structure
would reduce door intrusion and impact velocity on
the occupant chest. All four indices exhibit reduction
in injury severity as the door stiffncss increases.
However, a stiffer door design usually requires excessive mass anti sacrifice of the interior spacet't.
ln the baseline run, the occupant is about I cm
away from the door inner panel. This spacing is
varied from 0 to 22 cm in the clearance variations.
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Figure l5 shows that more distancefrom the door
inner panel appears to bc advatrtageousin injury
reduction. The door intrusion is not significantly
aflected by the occupant position. Between0 and 8
cm the impact velocityis lower for smallerclearance.
However, there appearsto be no injury reductionfor
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early contact as shown by the moderate increase on
TTI and A, and significant increase on VC and D.
This is due to the l'act that the occupant contact has
little effect on the door velocity.
In the assessmentof the padding material, two
schemeswere used in the simulation. The first variation involves the change of padding thickness for a
fixed padding material as dcmonstrated in the upper
half of Figure 17. The occupant is positioned about
14 cm away from the door inner panel with different
padding thicknessused in each variation. The steeper
slope in the secondportion of the curve representsthe
hard contact with the door inner panel and the
smaller slope in the first portion of the curve is the
paddine contact. This scheme would isolate the padding effect to give a true padding assessmcntas
compared to maintaining the spacing between the
occupant and the padding surface by moving the
occupant away from the door for each padding
thicknessincrenrent.The latter scherrrewould result in
a benefit for the occupant from the additional space
between him and the door inner panel, as illustrated
in the previous clearancevariation, which is going to
obscure the padding effect. The second variation
involves fixing the padding thickness, I cm in this
case, while changing its stiffness as shown in the
bottom half of Figure 17. In the extreme cases, no
padding is represented by the zero slope in the first
portion of the curve, and the stiffest paddine is
assumed to have the sanre contact characteristicsas
the door inner surfaceAn intcrestingphenomenon wa$ found in Figure l8
for the padding thicknessvariations. As more padding
material is used between the occupant and ths: door

inner panel, it is accompanied by a decrease of the
acceleration-basedindices and an increase of the
deflormation-basedindices. The rnechanism behind
this is believed to be that the acceleration-based
criteria are related to the peak force level while the
deformation-based criteria are related to the peak
force level as well as the coiltact duration. With the
increaseof the padding thickness,the irnpact force on
the occupant chest starts earlier with a longer duration. This effect induced more rib deformation and
greater chest viscous responsealthough the acceleration level is reduced due to a softer contact on the
padding compared to the hard door panel. This result
implies that the use of padding material should be
exercised judiciously. Any attempt to reduce ths
accelerationlevel by the use of padding must consider
the potential for an unacceptable level of chest
deformation, and vice versa.
Another observation can be made for the impact
force where an increasein peak value is found from 0
to 4 cm padding thickness.This can happcn if the use
of padding does not reduce the maximum penetration
in the thorax,/hard door contact by an amount greater
than the horizontal distance between these two force,
deflection curves.
The padding stiffness variation shows higher stiffness would introduce more delormation as demon,
strated in Figure 19. The acceleration-basedcriteria
seem to indicate an optimal padding stiffncss for
lowest injury severity. The contact force between the
thorax/padding surface also indicates a similar trend.
This implies that the selectionof the padding material
must be carried out with an understanding of its
effect on both the accelerationand delbrmation. The
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as well as the impact
vehiclestructurecharacteristics
intluence
the padding material
would
also
conditions
selection.
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Experiment Confirmfltion
With the above observations from the model parameter study, efforts were made to seek experimental
evidence for evaluating the predictions. The most
systematic data involving these parameter variations
were found in a test scries conducted by the Motor
Vehiclc Manufacturers Association (MVMA). The test
configuration tor this series is shown in Figure 20,
where a stationary 1985 Ford LTD 4-door sedan with
a Side Impact Dumtny (SfD) in the right front
passengerposition was struck at an oblique angle by a
NHTSA moving barrier with a deformable energy
absorbing impactor surface. The wheelsof the moving
barrier were crabbed at an angle of 26 degreesso that
the barrier front was parallel to the struck vehicle side
panel. With the impact speedof 54 km/hr(33.5 mph),
this test configuration was intended to simulate a 48.3
km/hr(30 mph) striking vehicle and a 24.1 kmlhr(I5
mph) struck vehicle.
This series cousisted of 8 variations in the vehicleloccupirnt parameters with each test repeated once,
a total of 16 tests. The variations included: (l). the
side structure stiffness; (2). the occupant seating
position; and, (3). the use of padding material on the
door inner panel. The side structure stiffnessvariation
consisted of a baseline and a modified structure in
which beams were welded at various side locations for
reinforcement. Two occupant seating positions were
used in the test: (l). near, in which the dummy was
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Figure 20. The MVMA side impact test conflguratlon
placed against the door inner panel (or the padding
surface); and (2). far, in which the dummy was 5
inches away from the door inner panel (or the
padding surface). The padding used in the test wa$ 5
inch thick Arcel 506 directly attached onto the door
inner panel. Thus, the near side occupant in the
padded test caseswould have the same position in the
vehicle as the far side occupant in the unpadded test
cases.
A summary of occupant response in terms of TTI
and rib deformation is given in Figure 2I. It should
be pointed out that it is well known that the rib
deforrnation of the SID has not been validated against
the cadaver thorax behavior. This implies that the
absolute number of the SID rib deformation may not
be the same as the human re$ponse. However, the
response trend should still be valid for exercising the
test-to-test comparisons. In order to better visualize
the effects of each parameter variation and to compare them with the modcl prediction, three tables wcre
derived from Figure 21. Table 2 is the assessmentof
side stiffness effect between the baseline and the
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modified structure. The modcl predicted that a stiffened structure should reduce the injury indices no
matter whether accelerationor deformation is used as
the criteria. Since each test was repeated once, both
measurements wcre included in tlre table. If both
nurlbers in the baselinecase were greater (or smaller)
than those in the modified structure case, a ..grcater
than" (or "smaller than'n) symbol was used; otherwise, a "question mark" was uscd to indicate inconsistent data. Tlre last column was used to clcsignate
whether the test data agrees with the model prediction. A circle indicates agreement, a cross indicates
contradiction, and a question rnark indicatesinconsistent test results. Table 2 shows most test results
confirmed the model prediction except one contradiction and one inconsistency.
Thc effect of clearance tretween the occupant and
the inner panel was presented in Table 3 with the
same format. This subset yields three confirmations.
two contradictions, and three inconsistencies.The
high percentageof inconsistentdata seemsto indicate
that the test configuration is not $ensitive to the
particular clearance variation adopted and therefore
test variation may be significant.
For observing the padding effect, it has been
indicated that the appropriate cornparison would be
between the far no-padding and the near paclding
sincc these two test$ have the sarneoccupant position
in the vehicle. The only difference is that, in one case
therc is 5 inch space between the occupant and the
door inner panel while in the other case this space is
used by a 5 inch frad. Table 4 indicated rhar the rest
data has totally contirmed the model prediction, i.e.,
a decreasein TTI and an increase in the rib deformation with the use of padding.

The use of mathematical model allows the study of
a wide spectrum of irnpact conditions and parameter
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variations, which is difficult to do experimenrally.
This study demonstrated rhat with proper modeling,
the essenceof a complicated physical event can be
captured and analysed. The door velocity is an
important I'actor in considering the side impact occupant protection. For the particular vehicle examined
in this study, it has considerablevariations with an
early spike within the time span of doorroccupanr
contact. The fact that this velocity variation is a
characteristicof the side structure and is practically
not affected by the occupant impact has two immediate implications: (l). Delay of door,/occupantcontact
to avoid the early spike would reducc injury. (2). If
sub-systemmodeling involving only the door and the
chest is used, it might be desirable to use a typical
door velocity profile as the "forcing function" instead
of a constant velocity impact.
The thoracic irrjury criterion is one of the most
crucial issuesin the side impact study. This investigation examined both the acceleration-basecl
as well as
thc deformation-basedcriteria in the pararnetervariation study. In some circum$tances, both type of
criteria give the same indication with regard to injury
reduction. Yet most interestingly, conflicting conclusions were observedin certain instances.which reveals
the fundamental diffcrence between the two criteria.
The pledicted injury potential in terrls of both the
acceleration ancl the deformation seems to be an
almost linear function of the impact velocity of the
striking vehicle within the range of 2l to 30 mph.
Stiffer side structure would reduce the door intrucling
velocity and the amount of intrusion and, thus,
Table 4. Padding effect in the MVIiIA rests.
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reduce occupant injury. However, stiffening the side
structure enough to make a significant clifference
without excessive door weight might be difficult to
achieve. More spacing between the occupant and the
door is also beneficial since this causesthe door/occupant impact to occur at a lower velocity.
In the evaluation of padding effect, the
acceleration-based criteria indicate that padding on
the door inner panel would reduce injury severity
while the deformation-based criteria give the opposite
indication. From a design standpoint it is necessaryto
determinc whether the acceleration or the deformation
is the more relevitnt measure in assessing thoracic
injury, or both need to be considered to achieve a
balance. ln that case, any attempt to reduce one
injury measure should not result in an incrcase of the
other measure beyoncl the tolerance levcl. Furthcrmore. from the acceleration standpoint, the selection
of paclding material is important to achieve the lowest
possible occupant acceleration response.
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TowardsOptimisedSide-ImpactVehicleStructures
R.Iti. Hardy,
Consultant to Cranfield Impact Centre,
United Kingdom

Abstract
During side-impact accidents there are few structural components between the vehicle occupant and
the outside environment. Nevertheless.the nunrber of
structural compoueuts involved in resisting intrusion
of the bullet vehicle is potentially large. Assessing
which comporrentsto modify so as to improve both
the structural performance of the vehicle and reduce
86

potential occupant injuries is a task performed most
effectively by cornputer simulation.
Cranfield Impact Centre have developed techniques
for predicting the structural performance of a car
during side-impacts and the resulting car motion and
occupant kinematics. First, a hybrid approach to
predicting the structural behaviour of car sidestructures is used. Here, the structural and energy
absorbing components and joints are tested to determine tlrcir non-lincar behaviour (providing a dirta
bank of information which can be invaluable in
subsequent design procedures). This non-linear infor-
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mation is then input ai data to the CRASH-D
progrart to analyse a coarse finite element mesh of
the side of the car and hence predict its structural
characteristicsduring sidc-impacts.The motion characteristics of the side-structure and car centre of
gravity can then be predicted. Finally, the kinematics
of the occupant and his likely levet ol' injuries, due to
his interaction with the intrudirrg side-structure,can
be predicted using the Calspan CVS program.
These simulations allow the influencc of a large
number of structural variations to be quantitied
rapidly and cheaply. Consequently, structural improvernelts which rcquire changesto the lea$t number
of components can bc identified and impressive improvements in side-inrpact performance can be
achievedwithout gross increasesin car weight.
This paper demonstratcsthe use of these techniques
and discussesmeasureswhich can improve sicle-impact
performance.

Introduction
During car to car side-impacts there are few structural components between the occupant and the outside environment. Nevertheless,the number of structural componentsinvolvcd in resistingintrusion of the
bullet vehicle is porentially large. Despite rhis, rhe
impact characteristic$of the sidesof cars are considerably inferior to those of the fronts. This lack of
compatibility betwcen car sidesand fronts-which has
been highlighted before (Rcfs. 1,2,3, and 4)-usually
results in the front structure being capable of absorbing between 2 and 5 times as much energy as the
side-structure of current pas^senger
cars.
As a consequence,during side-impactswith contact
centred on the passengercompnl.tnlent,the paririeltger
sat on the struck side of the car is hit by the intruding
side-structure and accelerated acror;s the car. This
occurs before the latcral velocity of the car as a whole
becomes appreciable. The intrusion of the sidestructure is the main ciruscof injuries to the occupant.
Reinforcing the side-structure,to reduce the incompatibility between car fronts and sides, will decrease
the relative movement of the side-structureand the
car. However, it rnay cause the lateral velocity of the
car to increaseat a greater rate. The ratc ol incrcase
of car lateral velocity may not be influenced too
markcdly by moderate reinforcements to the sidestructure, but reinforccmentsof a heavy-weightnature
i.e. where the mass ol' the reinforcements becomes
significarrt relative to the mass of the car. will
probably maximise this rate. As a consequence the
accelerationof the car lhrowing the occupant against
the side-structure will become the main cause of
injuries to the occupant.
Therefore, to minimise occupant injuries the
strength of the side-structure mu$t be such as to

reduceintrusion and in particular the rate of intrusion, yet not so high as to maximisethe rate of
changeof car lateralvelocity.In this way the relative
velocity betweenthe side-structureand the occupant
at first contact will be minimisedas will the acceleration experiencecl
by the occupant.
To assessthe correct level of side-structure
strength
for a particular qs1, a straight forward computer
simulationwill provide quick and cost effectiveanswers,whether the side-structureto be optimisedlbr
side-impactis that o[ an existingor new car. The use
of a techniqueis demonstrated
here.

AnalysisTechniques
Analysis techniques for simulating the structural
behaviour of car side-structuresduring impact fall
broadly into two categories. First, those which are
purely analytical and those which use a hybrid approach combining testing and analysis.
Into the former category fall the large general
purpose finite element and finitc clifference programs.
These usually require the availability of detailed
drawings of the proposed structure of a car. The
conrputer models analysed with these programs are
usually large and detailed often having many thousands of degreesof freedom or a large wavefront. As
a consequencelong and expensiveconputer runs are
needed. In addition, if ir is wished to investigatethe
influence of a number of separate changes to parts of
the model it often takes a considerabletime before the
results become available. In other words, a largc
model is often incapable of assessingchanges in a
timescale which is useful to a design team,
In the latter category come the techniqueswhich in
contrast to the fbrmer, do not need detailed drawings
of the $tructure, are cost effective and quick to run,
and give answers in a short timescale-such advantagesare useful to a design team in the early stagesof
formulating a structure for a new car. However, they
do need infbrmation from sirnple bending and torsion
tests on the main elementsof the side-structurewhich
form the major load paths through the car srrucrure
during a side-impact. Although rhis may at first
appear a disadvantage, ultimately a data bank of
information can be compiled which is extrentelyuseful
for selecting and combining structural properties in
computer analyses. Indeed the characteristicsof a
large number of previous componcnts can be used in
a model to perform a parametric investigationand so
'lirm
up' the structural elements of a new car at an
early stageof the design process.
The CRASH-D finirc element code written by
Cranl'ield Impact Centre is a program which lalls into
this latter category. Only the beam elements which
form the main load paths through the structure need
to be modelled, for which informirtion is available
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from the practical tests. The resulting coarse finite
elementmodel can then be analysedquickly and cost
the ciynamicbchaviourof
effcctively.Subsequently,
and the centreol'gravity of the car
the side-structure,
during an impact can be determined,and finally the
kinematicsof an occupantpredicted.

Use of the Technique
To show the use of this technique, simulations were
performcd to represent a car being struck on the side
by a CCMC mobile deformable barrier travelling at
50km/h perpendicularto the longitudinal axis of the
car. The barricr had a ground clearance of' 300mm
and impact was centred on the passenger cellwithout a direct A-pillar contact-thus representing a
'worst case' situation,
The nonlinear behaviour of all the components
were determincd Irom static bending aud tor$ion lests,
then this information was assetnbledwith the geometric details of the side-structure for analysis by the
CRASH-D program. An idealisation of the sidestructure and the impact area are showtr in Figure l.
The model includes all the beam elements and significant sheet metal areas which are likely to influence the
collapse mechanism of the side-structure-previous
work had shown that a model with a mesh as coarse
as this could be uscd(Ref. 5). The door was not
included at this stage, as its propcrtie$ were not
considered to be significant compared to the rest of
the structure.
Although all the nodes within the geometric shape
of the barrier are initially in contact with it, in view
of the coarsemodel used for the non-linear analysisis
was considered adequate to simulate the loads imposed on the vehicle as acting at the extremities of the
barrier. An allowance wa$ made for the edges of the
barrier crumbling during an actual test- The forces
resisting intrusion were generated by nodes 8 and 20
(Figure 2.), with a total force of 24 kN. The turning
points on these characteristics are associated with the
fbrmation of plastic hinges in the upper and lower
B-pillar, waistrail, sill and compressiou failures of

Figure 2, Load deflection curves for basic vehicle

those elements representing the rear seat pan' These
characteristics together with data concerning the
masse$of the car and the barrier, the suspensionand
inertia characteristics of the car, and the stiffness of
the barrier face, wcre used to simulate the dynatnic
interaction of thc car and barrier. The acceleration
and velocity characteristics of thc side-structure and
centre of gravity of the car were then determined'
This information together with data describing an
APROD side-impact dummy, the scat, floor and
side-structureof the car were analysedby thc Calspan
Crash Victim Simulation (CVS) program to determine
the kinematics of an occupant. During this simulation
the occupant was hit by the sicle-structure whilst it
was moving at its maximum velocity (12.5mls) and
was thrown towards the centre-line of the car (Figure
3). The accelerations cxperienced by the occupant
(Figure 4) were significantly higher than those for
front impact. The maximum lateral pelvis vclocity was
very sirnilar in magnitude to the maximum sidestructure velocity, whilst that for the chest was 8590
of that velocity (Figure 5).

,j
-

Figure 1. ldealisation of basic structure and imPact
area
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Figure 3. Movement ol occupant across vehicle
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Figure 4. Lateral accelerations of head, chest and
pelvis. CCMC barrier to 3 door, basic vehicle

Figure 5. Lateral velocity of head, chest, pelvls, door
and vehicle CG. CCMC barrier to 3 door.
basic vehicle

Comparisonwith Tests.
After completion of the simulationsthe results were
compared with those frorn a staged side impact
between a CCMC barrier and the car. The velocity
characteristicsfor the car centre of gravity and the
impacted B-pillar from tests and simulations show a
reasonable comparison, Figures 6 and 7. Also the
velocity and accelerationcharacteristicsof the occupant show a close agreernent witlr the test rcsults
Figures 8, 9 and 10. This is despite the coarsenessof
the modcl for the non-linear analysis, and the necessary modelling assumptions Lhroughout the simulations.

Discussion.
Using these techniques it would now be possible to
undertake parametric studies which would allow the
influence of a large number of structural variations to
be quantified rapidly. This would allow existing components, which lic outside the impact area, to contribute more to the behaviour ol the side-structure-for
example the A*pillar and roof-and
in conjunction
with new structural components to provide additional
loads paths through the structure. Consequently, com-

Figure6. Lateralvelocity of car centre of gravity from
test and simulation
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Figure 9. Comparlson of chest velocitiee from simulation and test

ponentsproviding the major forces resistingintrusion
and absorbing energy need no longer be in the
immediatevicinity of the occupant, but could be
dispersedalong the whole side-structure.
In addition,
all the componentsin the main load paths could be
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made compatible to prevent localised weaknessesfrom
seriously imparing the behaviour of an otherwise
tgood' side-structure.As a consequencethe occupant
would be less vulnerable.
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Figure 8. Comparison of chest accelerations from
simulation and teet
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Figure 10. Comparison of pelvis velocities from simulation and test
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GeneralMeasuresto Improve
Side-ImpactPerformflnce
Redesigning existing conponents so as to move the
causesof bending, axial and torsion failures to other
locations can provide signiticant improvencnts in
side-structure characteristics. Moclifications and new
components which might add as lir.rl$ as l0 kg weight
to a car can make considerableimprovements to the
side-impactbehaviour.
Where redesign of a component is prohibited for
reasons of cost a simple measure which can improve
collapsebehaviour is to lbam fill the component. This
generally has the effect of inrproving the energy
absorption capabilities of the comporrent after the
onset of collapse, rather than improving the elastic
properties of the component. However, the density of
the foam is all important. Intercstingly, foam tilled
components oltcn also have impr.oved noise and
vibration characteristics.
Weight for weight foam filling usually resulrs in a
component which is more efijcient in terms of energy
absorption than the sante component with a metal
reinforcement.
With careful redesign and modest weight increases
it is possible that side-structure speeds during the
contact period with the occupant can be reduced by
3m,/s. The consequentreduction in potential occupant
injuries is obvious.
The use of padding on the inncr panel of a door
can offer protection to an occupant. However, too
often, especiallywhcre packaging dimensionsare very
tight, the padding bottorns out before the occupant
has been acceleratedto thc same speed as the intruding side-structure. If thicker padding were fittecl it
could reduce the gap between occupant and sidestructure and rnight even worsen injuries if sidestructure speedwere higher at first cont&ct.
A combination of structural irnprovements and
door padding will probably give thc best improvement
in occupant protection during side-impact.

Conclusions
l. The useof a hybrid approachinvolving pracrical
testing and computer simulationscan be used to
prcdict thc structuralLrehaviour
of a vehicleduring a

side-impact,and the con$equences
for an occupant.
Even with the use of coarsefiiniteelernentmeshes,
accuracyis acceptableand offer$ a rneansof rapid
assessment
of structuralalternatives.
2. Structural irnprovementsdo not need to add
signilicantweight to a vehicleto be effectivein sideimpact, but they do need to bc structurallyefficient.
Achieving structuralcompatibilitybetweenadjacent
cornponents
in a side-structure
can assistin improving
perl'ormance.
sidc-irnpact
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Developmentof the EuropeanSide Impact Test Procedureand RelatedVehicle
Improvements
C.A. Hotrhs, M.G. Langdon,
R.W. I,owne, S. Penoyre,
Transport and Road ResearchLaboratory,
United Kingdom

Abstract
A study has been made of the proposed European
test procedure, using TRRL mobile deformable barrier (MDB) faces built to the EEVC specifications and
a First Prototype EUROSID dummy. A seriesof tests
using a current small car wcre compared to assess
repeatability. The results from these tests were compared with those from tests on similar cars which had
been modified to improve protection in side impacts.
This seriesincluded tests on the demonstration safety
car, ESV 87. Also reported arc impact tests using an
earlicr design of MDB face constructed by Fritzmeier
"bullet" vehicle. Details of the
and using a car as
changes incorporated in the TRRL MDB face are
discussed.A computer simulation model has also been
used to study the side impact iujury process.
The study showed that the test procedure was
effective, giving reasonable but not perfect repeatability. The importance of careful control of test parameters was demonstrated some of which have important
implications for the test requirements.tsoth thc TRRL
MDB face and the EUROSID dummy performed well,
clearly showing the desirability of having multiple
instrumented ribs and using multiple criteria for
assessingthoracic injury risk.

Introduction
The relative importance of injury in side-impact
accidents has increased because injuries in frotttal
impacts havc been reduced by improved car design
ancl the high use of front seat belts. Most at risk, in
side impacts, are those people seated on the impact
side of the car adjacent to the impact area. The
priority areas for their irrcreasedprotection have been
shown to be the head, thorax, abdonen, pelvis and
femur(1,2,3).
Head injuries are mor;t frequently caused by hitting
the cant rail, whereas those to thc thorax, abdomen,
pelvis and femur are maittly related to contact with
the side of the car, usually the door. In the case of
femur injury, this is usually due to being bent over
some angular intrusion.
In the proposed European test procedure, protection for the head, thorax, abdomen and pelvis would
be assessedby a full scale impact test. Becauseof the
variability in the location of head contact, a separate
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headform test is also specified. At this stage, no
provision is made to assessprotection for the fcmur.
The full scale test consistsof an impact, pcrpendicular to the side of the car. with an EEVC mobile
deformable barrier (MDB) at 50 km/h(4). The level of
protcction afforded is tneasured using a European
Side Impact Dummy, EUROSID(S), seated adjacent
to the impact.
Within a programme of work coordinated by the
European Experimental Vehicles Committee, TRRL
has been collaborating on the devclopmentof the side
impact test procedure, the mobile deformable barrier
face and rhe EUROSID dummy.
In order to understand the side impact injury
process, to develop protective measuresand to validate the test procedure, a serie$ of impact tests on
standard and modified cars has been carried out
supported by computer simulation studies. This work
has formed the basis of the demonstration safety car,
ESV 87.
The paper describes this work, the results obtained
and discussesinjury tolerance criteria, with particular
referenceto the thorax.

The Dynamicsof SideImpact
FactorsInfluencingInjuries in Side Impacts
In car to car sidc impacts, momentum is transferred
from the "bullet" car to the "target" car and energy
is absorbed by both cars. The rate of momentum
transfer and the proportion of energy absorbed by the
bullet car may be raised by increasing the stifFncss
between the side of the target car and its main mass
and by reducing the dynamic stiffness of the bullet
car'$ front. In the absenceof any bounce this should
reduce the lateral velocity of the door and any
resulting injuries. If the loads are transferrcd frorn the
bullet car to the target car, through parts of the
structure not immediately adjacent to the occupant,
then the stiffness and effective mass of the door will
bc lower when it hits the occupant. The benefits of
transferring the loads from a low bumper to the car's
sill have already been demonstrated(6,7).
Although the impact causes the target car to be
accelerated laterally, the frictional lorces between the
occupant and his seat are insufficient to accelerate
him with the car. Consequently, the occupant's lateral
velocity is still virtually zero at the time he is hit by
the incoming door. When struck by the door, the side
of the occupant's body is rapidly acceleratedto the
velocity of the incoming door and the loads imposed
on his side are transferred through his skeleton and
soft tissue to accelerate the main mass of his bodv.
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The manner in which this happens determines the type
and severityof any injuries sustained.
Padding, positioned between thc door and the
occupant can, by its own collapse, extend the time
during which the side of his body is acceleratedancl
reduce peak loads. The padding stiffness needs to be
carefully selected to optimi.sc protection over a range
of impact conditions.

The SimulationModel
Thc simulation rnodel (Figure l), in its presentstate
of development, repressntsa simple one-dimensional
lumped mass system, with sirlilarities to other moclels
which have been reported(8,9,10).In the model, the
car's side is based on data from static and dynamic
test$ on a Morris Marinit car, carried out by its
manufacturers(| I ). Particulirr emphasis has been
placed on realistic modelling of the highly non-linear
characteristicsof the structural 'springs', which represent the elastic, plastic, and collapse phases of' the
impact response, together with appropriate rebound
characteristicswhen the load is removed. The model is
being ufrdated in the light of new informarion from
the currcnt crash tests- For example, the clcsirability
of modelling the door in at least two dimensions,has
become clear. This will take account ol'rlifferences in
motion at different heights and will be necessaryto
take account of multiple load flaths into the main car
structure.
The occupant is represented by a model of the
EUROSID dummy using a single combined rib(12).
To date the analysis has been mainly relatecl to
thoracic injury, so only the thorax has been modelled.
However, recent studies have suggestedthat the inclusion of low level padding with the deliberateintention
of causing early movement of the pelvis could reduce
subsequentloadings on the thorax and hcnce reduce
thoracic injury. In future the pelvis will be inclLrclcrl
in
the modcl. However, there is considerablcunccrtainty
as to how to represent the connection between the
pelvis and the thorax. In this respect, it is unlikely
that any of the current dummies give a good representation of live hurnans. A further refinement woulcl be
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to include more than one rib. The crash tests have
shown that there are considerable differences in the
loading of EUROSID's three ribs.
A number of injury tolerance criteria are calculated
in thc simulation runs, including those used in assessing the data from the full $cale tests, peak thorax
compression(l3), Viscous Tolerance Criterion(14) ancl
Thoracic Trauma lndex(15). One of the objectives of
the simulation work has been to improve our undcrstanding of the relationships between these criteria,
under dil'ferent test conditions.
In the model, the MDB face is a simple representation of the EEVC force/dcflcction characteristics.lt
would be possibleto substituteother characteristicsto
represent impacts with such objccts as a rigid pole.
Alternatively a car front could be represented using
data from an existing frontal impact model.
The main use of tlre simulation model has been to
gain an understandingof the complex processeswhich
occur in side impacts. These are difficult to interprct
with the limited data obtainable from full scale
impacts. A study ol' the sensitivity of the injury
parametersto variations in the model pararnererscan
also be rnade. The model parameters varied in the
studiesinclude:
l.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Initial gap betweenthe door padding and the
thorax
Thicknessof the padding
Force / deflection characteristicsof the padding.
Stiffness of car structure in terms of Ioad
transfer to its main mass
Stil'l'nessof the MDB face
Mass of the l'ront of the MDB face and of
the door

Impact l)ynamics
The results from simulation runs and fuil scalete$ts
show that the forces and accelcrationsimposed on the
occupant vary significantly with surall changesin the
input parameters.This is mainly becauseof the effects
of bounce and the way the structure collapses.
A typical side impact $tarts with contact between
the bullet car and the door, The light outer skin of
the door bounccs away at an initial velocity which is
usually higher than the impact velocity. lt then starts
to pull on the rest of the car'$ structure so that it
slows down until it is again hit by the bullet car. At
the same time, some load is transmitted directly to the
car's structure through the A and B-posts, and
through the sill. The arnplitude of the door oscillation
decreaseswith successivebounces and eventually the
bullet car's front and the door attain a common
velocity. While the target car's structure is collapsing,
the front of the bullet car is also clcforming. Thc
details of the door'$ motion will depend on the
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relativestiffnessesof the target car's side structure
and the bullet car's front(7).
The motion of the inner skin of the door may not
follow that of the outer skin very closely and its
may be considerably
less.The speedof the
oscillations
door, at the moment of contact with the occupant,
can havea major effect on injuries.If it is too l'ast,
injuriesrcsultfrom the initial contact.lf it is too slow
it will not accelerate
the occupantsufficientlyto avoid
injury from later contacts. As the velocity at first
contact is affected by the initial gap, this is an
important parameter in dctermining the degree of
injury.
Methods of Minimizing Injury
The traditional methods of minimizing occupant
injury have been to stiffen the door and provide
padding. Full scale tests and early simulationruns
have suggestedthat padding is more ef'fectivethan
structuralstiffening(9,I 6).
For cars with similar stiffness characteristics,the
level of intrusion is a measureof the severityof the
collision.Consequently,in real accideutsthere is a
correlationbetwecnthe an"rountof intrusionand the
severityof injury. However such a correlationdoes
imply that for cars of radically differnot necessarily
ent stiffnessessuffering the samc severityof impact,
the level of injury would still be relatedto intrusion.
Current work supportsthe contentionthat there is no
suchsimplerelationship.
In any collision, the occupants must eventually
experiencethe samechangeof velocityas the car they
occupy. This is mainly depeudanton the impact
velocity and the mass ratio. This changein velocity
will be affectedif the cars separateafter the impact.
As the car'$ massis kept low to reducemanufacturing
and running costs, the changc in velocity may be
regardedas beingbeyondthe control of the designer,
unlessthe amountof bouncecan be changed.
The most important changcswhich can be madeare
to reduce the initial impulse on the occupirnt by
incorporatingpadding and to increasethe time over
which the change of velocity occurs. Reducing the
initial impulsemay reducethe type of injuries which
can be relatedto the ViscousToleranceCriterion and
the ThoracicTrauma Index. Howeverin general,this
will havelittle etfecton the peakthorax compression,
which is relatedto loading over a longer time period.
To maximise the l.ime over which the velocity
changeoccurs,it is desirablcto $tart the occupant
moving as early as possiblein the impact. Although
increasingthe stiffnesswill gain time by making the
of the bullet, too
best use of the crush characteristics
stiff a structuecan delay the time at which the door
padding makes contact and starts to acceleratethe
occupant. Simulation suggeststhat there is an optig4

mum stiffnessfor any particular set of circumstances,
and that excessive
stiffnessabove this optimum can
actuallyincreaseinjuries. The optirnum is probably
stiffer than existingvehicles.
considerably
It can be seenthat a limited amounl of intrusion,
Having
early in the impact, may be advantageous.
providedsutl'icientstiffnessto make useof the crush
characteristicsof the bullet vehicle, further improvements should take the form of increaseddoor padding, to reducethe gap betweenthe occupantand the
door, to reduce peak fbrces and to lengthen the
period over which the changein velocityoccurs.
Outline of Simulation Results
doesnot, unforVariationof ths model parameters
tunatcly, show any simple relationshipbetweenparameter values and injury, from which a simple
optinrisationof vchicledesigncould be derived.Howeversomegeneralprinciplesdo emerge:1.

2.

3.
4.

Increasedstructuralstiffnesswould be beneficial up to a maximum of about 2.5 times
the stiffnessof current vehicles.
Provided that there is some padding to
reducepeak forces, it would be desirableto
minimise the gap betweenthe occupantand
the door.
The paddingshouldbe as thick as possible.
Reducingthe stiffnessof the bullct car's
front should have a big effect on reducing
injury levels.

The simulationshowsthat even moderateincreases
in stiffnessof the side structureand moderatethicknesses
of paddingcan produceusefulreductionsin the
Viscous Tolerance Criterion and Thoracic Trauma
Indcx, but have little effect on peak thorax compression. Two alternativeconclusionscan be drawn from
this observation:I.

2.

If peak thorax compression
is a good measure of injury, there is little that can be done
to the target car to reduce injury. The
amount of stiffening and padding necessary
would not be practicablein presentstylesof
productioncars.
If reductionsin ViscousToleranceCriterion
and Thoracic Trauma Index genuinelyrelate
to improvement$in protection, then peak
by itself, is not a good
thorax compression,
criterionto use.

Thesesimulationstudies$uggestthat the relationship betweenthorax compressionand injury is complex. Laboratory tests, using simple impactors on
cadavers,should investigatethc effect of varying the
mass of the impacting object over a wide range.
Recentstudies(I7)have shown that this can have an
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effect on many aspectsof thoracic injury. Experimental side impact tests with animals or cadavers have
mostly been conducted with standard production cars,
so that injuries and the corresponding thorax compression measurementshave been providing a comparison of impact severity, rather than a direct comparison of the effectivenessof protective measures.

The EuropeanTest Procedure
Development of the EEVC Mobile
Deformable Bnrrier Face
In the Iight of problemsidentifiedin a joint
validationprogramme
carriedout by INRETS,BASt
and TRRL(I8), TRRL took on responsibility
for
redesigningthe face of the polyurethaneMobile DeformableBarrier(MDB), to meerrhe EEVC specifications.
This redesignwas aimed at improvingcontrol of the
collapsemechanismof the face and adjusting its
dynamic stiffnessto obtain a better match with the
EEVC specifications.
The redesigninvolved making
the followingchanges:l. Moving the core holes to the leadinghalf of
each block, to reducethe frontal massand
improvethc collapsecharacteristics.
2. Improving the adhesive bond berweenrhe
foam blocks to preventuncontrolleddisintegration, in particular to prevent the vertical
expansionof the collapsinglower blocks
.
from pushingthe upperlayerof blocksaway
from the impact site.
3 Increasingthe strength of the wrapping to
improve containmentand preventpiecesof
foam from hreaking free and nroving away
from the impactzone.
4. Adjusting rhe foam densitiesand the hole
sizesto improve the force / deflectioncharacteristics.
5. Adopting the use of continuouslyproduced
foam to improve repeatabilityand maintaining closercontrol over the foam characteristics.
6. Errclosingthe complete face in two large
polyethylenebags to contain the dust producedas the MDB face disintegrates.
The redesignimproved the force / deflectioncharacteristicsin validation tests againsta dynamometric
wall. The curve for the total face lay almost entirely
within the specifiedcorridors(Figure2).
For the individualblocksthe fit was nor quite as
good but repeatability had been suhstantially improved.The repositioningof the holeswas found to
have greatly reducedthe early inertial peaks, seenin
te$tson the earlierdesign,and the facecollapsedin a
more controlled way. Any tendencyfor the top layer
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Ffgure2. Forceldeflectiontrace for the TRRL built
EEVCfioblle deformablebarrierlace
of foam to be pushedour o[ the way by the bottom
layer was eliminated.One penalty of the improved
control was an incrcasein elasticrecovery.Becauseof
this, the after test thicknessof the MDB face was
above that specified. This is not thoughr to be
importantas the recoverydoesnot start to occuruntil
well after the time at which the peak values of the
injury parametersoccur.
Whether there would be any benefit in further
$moothingof th€ farce / deflectiontraceis doubtful
as the frontal stiffnessof a real car doesnot increase
$moothlywith def'lection.Already rhe I'orce/ cleflection characteristicsof the MDB face are smoother
than those of a car. Smoothingrertovesthc peaks
which may be responsiblefor initiaring failure of
parts of the car's structure.What is wanted is a
repeatableforce / deflection trace, rather than variableoneswithin a specifiedcorridor.

The EUROSID Dummy
The EUROSID dummy has been designedto be
capableof measuringthe pararneters
consiclered
to be
correlatedto injury risk as follows:HEAD
THORAX

: Triaxial acceleromelers to give
peak accelerationand for the calc u l a t i o no f H I C ( 1 9 ) .
: Thorax compressionand rib acceleration at each of three ribs and
spine accelerationnear to the first
thoracic vertebra (T'l), From these,
all the proposed thoracic injury
parameterscan be Obtained:peak
thorax compression,Viscous Tol,
erance Criterion,ThoracicTrauma
Indexand peak spine acceleration.
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ABDOMEN
PELVIS

: Switches to detect simultaneous
force and penetration of a sPecified amount,
: Force transducersat the ilium and
public symphysisand accelerometer at the sacrum.

Tolerence Criteria for the Thorax
A detailedstudy of data from animal tests,cadaver
tests, and the investigationof real accidents,shows
that there are a number of diff'erenttypes of thoracic
injury, which can have seriousor fatal consequences.
An earlier paper(l7) suggestedthat dil'ferenttypes of
injury criteria were relevantto the different types of
injury.
There are three criteria for thoracic injury in
current use which correspondfairly closely to these
different types of injury. These are peak thorax
cornpression,Viscous Tolerance Criterion and Tltoracic Trauma lndex. There is also spine acceleration
at Tl, but this is not thought to correlatewell with
thoracicinjury.
All three criteria havebeencalculatedin the simulation runs and impact tests.The criteria, their method
of measurementin EUROSID, and their likely relevanceto injury are describedbelow:Peak Thorax Compression,Cadaver drop tests from
different heightshave beenreported,with the side of
the cadaver striking either a rigid plate or energy
absorbingfoam(13). Thoracic injuries, resulting in
eight or more rib fracturesin the cadaverswereshown
to be highly correlatedto the relativedeflectionof the
half thorax.The originalcriterionproposeda limit of
35 percent of the half thorax width of 150 mm.
of the flesh,this would
Allowing l0 mm compression
be equivalentto a rib deflectironof 42.5 mm.
ln EUROSID this compressionis measuredby a
transduceron each of the three ribs. In view of the
criterion,the ribs were
originalmaximumcompression
designedwith a bump stop which gave a rapidly
increasingstiffness above 50 mm deflection. Subsequent work on the botre condition of thc cadavers
that a highervalueof
usedin the testshas suggested
peak compressionshould be used as the criterion. ln
to a
this work, six or more rib fracturescorresponded
thorax compressionof 48 mm. For thc population
most likely to be exposedin accidentsthis would
somewhatlarger, possiblyup to about 60 mm. Compressionsas large as this would require a greater
stroke from the measuringdevices.
It may be noted that, in the tests used to develop
this criterion, the cadaverscollided with massiveand
relatively smooth structures. Under these circum.stance$
the ribs are likely to fail in bendingat a point
rernote from the impact, which may not always be
representativeof the conditions experiencedin real
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accidents.The testsmay also have been unrealisticin
terms of spreadof the impact loads acrossthe chest.
ViscousInjury Criterion /l/C/. Injuries to the chests
of animalsand cadavershavebeencorrelatedwith the
normalisedcompressionand the velocity of compression for frontal impacts(I4). A good correlationwas
found betweeninjury risk and the peak value of the
instantaneousproduct of the normalisedcompression
and the velocity of compression,which occursbefore
the maximum thorax compressionis reached:VC : normalisedthorax compressionx thorax compressionvelocity
The normalisedcompressionis measuredas a proporrion of the half-chestwidth of 150 mm. The rib
velocityis measuredin m/s. Using these
compression
units, the risk of seriousinjury increasesrapidly for
maximumvaluesof VC above1.0m/s. In the analysis
of the experimentalcrashesVC was derivedseparately
for each rib of EUROSID. The thorax compression
velocity was derived by numerical differentiation of
data.
the thoraxcomprcssion
It appears that the Viscous Tolerance Criterion
providesa measureof damagein rupture type injuries, causedby distortion and tlte relative movement
of different organs.lt probably servesas a proxy for
the amplitude of the $hearwave propagatedthrough
the thorax after impact.
ThoracicTraumaIndex. This was basedupon a series
of tests with cadaversimpacted against rigid and
padded walls, impacted in cars and struck with
impactors. Thorax injuries were corrclated against
various combinationsof rib and spine acceleration.
Cadavermassand agewere also taken into accountto
producethe ThoracicTrauma lndex.
TTI = I.4 X AGE * 0.5 X (RIB-G + SPINE_G)X
MASS/I65
AGE

HIB-G

SPINE-G

Age of the occupant in years. In
this paper the "kernel" TTI has
been used where AGE is set to
zero.
Maximum rib acceleration.after
heing passed through a 100H2
FinitelmpulseResponsefilter.The
value of RIB -G refer to the maximum of the upper or lower rib but
in this paper the value for each of
the three ribs of EUROSID is
quoted separately.
The maximum spine acceleration,
after the same FlFl filtering.The
spine accelerationshould be measured at T12, but in these tests it
was calculated indirectly, The
quoted data refers to the middle
rib, but this is unlikelyto give a
very different result from that at
r12.
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MASS

= Th€ whole body mass, used to
standardisewith cadaversof diF
ferent mass. With the EUROSID
dummy it has been set to 165.

This gives:KernelTTI = 0.5 x (RIB-G + SPINE-G)
Although the definition refers to rib and spine
accelerations,the effect of the heavy filtering is to
make the filtered valuescorrespondmore closely to
the short term changein velocity.The rib acceleration
is normally the larger componentof TTI, and this can
be related to thc measureof the cotnpressionwave
amplitudeas a criterion for contusiontype injuries to
the lung(I7). TTI may also be a good measurefor
impact fracturesof the rib, wherethe fracture is close
to the impact point. Theseare likely to be produced
by high velocity impact from relatively light masses,
in contrast to bending fractures produced by large
massesmoving more slowly. Both types of impact to
the thorax may occurin sideimpactaccidents.

Vehicles and Full ScaleTests
Add-On Modifications
A series of full scale irnpacts has been carried out
to validate the side irnpact test procedure. To check
repeatability,three standard production cars (Wl-W3)
were impacted. To see whether the test procedure
could discriminate between cars with different levels
of protection, the opposite sides of two of the cars
were strengthenedand padded in identical ways and
subjected to a further impact (W5-W6). These te$ts
were also intended to show whether side impact
protection could be improvcd witlr "add-on" modifications which could be made available for fitting to
cars in use.
The modifications consisted of reinforcements and
padding added to the car without disturbing the
original structure. To strengthenthe tloor in front of
thc driver, a glass reinforced plastic tray was bonded
"bolt in" steel I'ramewas
into the footwell. A
used to
reinforce the sill and a low door bcam was added. To
strengthenthe floor, to the rear of the front footwell,
three cross members were added. The rniddle section
of the B-post was strengthenedby the addition of an
internal square tube. The rib area padding used was
50 mm thick and its crush strength was about 120
kN/sq m. In the pclvis area the padding was 100 mm
thick and its crush strength was about 185 kN/sq m.
The padding stiffness was selectedfollowing some
preliminary pendulum impacts against the thorax of
ELJROSID. In the tcsts different stiffnessesof padding, 50 mm thick, were placed between the impactor
and the thorax. In these preliminary tests, the lowest

Flgur€3. ESv 87
rib compressions were obtained with cored rigid
polyurethanefoam of about 120 kN/sq m stiffness.

ModificationsIncorporatedin ESY 87.
The demonstration safety car, ESV 87, is intended
to show what improvements could currently be incorporated in a typical small car, without significantly
compromising its functional capacity (Figure 3). These
modifications were in addition to those for pedestrian
and frontal impact protection(2O,21).
As the proposed test prtcedure does not allow for
improvements in compatibility between the bullet and
target cars, changeshave been restrictedto the side of
the car.
To increase the rate of momentum transfer. the
door stiffness was increased and changes were made
to improve the transfer of Ioads to the main mass of
the car. This was achieved by incorporating a tall
beam in each door (Figure 4) with modifications being
made to ensure that the loads werc taken into the A
and B posts. As the standard car has sills which are
designedto help prevent the doors riding over them,
no additional latching to the sill was provided.
The A-posts of thc standard car are well supported
at waist level but extra support was providcd at the
floor. The strength of the lower part of the B-posts
was also increased. To support the top of the B-post,
a lateral roof beam was fitted and to support the
bottom, the floor was again strengthed.
The sills were reinforced by the addition of an
internal fillet which also rcsisted rotation atrout its
longitudinal axis. To transfer loads from the sill and
to improve the support of the seat mounts, the lateral
stiffncss of the floor was itrcreased.To prevent the
seats frorn breaking free frorn the floor, thcir frames
were strengthened and strongcr, interlocking, $eat
tunners were used.
By seatirrg people of sizes ranging from about fifth
to ninety-fifth percentile in their driving positions, it
was possibleto determine the amount of padding that
could be provided without restricting occupant space
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Figure4. Door,undersideand interiorstructuralmodificationsto Esv 87
too greatly. Door padding of up to 50 mm was
thought to be acceptablein this car.
At the time of the full scale test, the work on
padding stiffnesshad not been carried out. For the
test rigid polyurethanefoam of the lowest stiffness
(185kN/sq m) was used.

Other Full ScaleImpact Tests
The impact test on ESV 87 was carried out using a
TRRL built MDB face at a ground clearanceof 250
mm. When the tests to validate the test procedure
were carried out a proposed change to the ground
clearancehad been made. Thesetestswere performed
with the amendedground clearanceof 300 mm. As
testson standardcars were carriedout at eachheight,
a comparisonbetweenthe test heightswas possible.
Two further comparisontests were also performed.
One was a car to car test using a secondstandardcar
as the "bullet" car. This car was ballastedto the
sameweight as the MDB trolley. The other test used
an EEVC barrier face built, to an earlier design,by
Fritemeier. This MDB face did not incorporate the
modificationsadoptedfor the TRRL face.

Resultsof Full ScaleImpact Tests
Repeatability Tests with Standard Cars
Three standard production cars (Wl-W3) were impacted by TRRL built MDB faces with a ground
clearance of 300 mm. Although the variation in the
impact speed was a little greater than that required by
the proposed test specifications, the results obtained
were fairly consistent (Table l). The forces exerted on
the MDB trolley were similar and any variation can be
mainly attributed to the variation in impact speed.
The motion of the car was also consistent. Both the
lateral acceleration of the main mass of the car and
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the lateral velocity of the door had very similar time
histories(Figure5).
The valuesof HIC for both standardand modified
cars were all below the proposed criterion level of
1000. However, becau$ethere is a large variation in
the location of occupanthead contactsin accidents,
and becausesmall changesin impact location with the
headof the dummy can resultin a largevariationin
dummy response(seeresultsfor Wl,W2 and W3), it
is considered that supplementary headform tests
would be neededto evaluatea vehiclefully.
The thorax parametersmeasuredby EUROSID
were also seen to be reasonablyconsistent.Each of
the tolerancevalues were calculatedfor each of the
three ribs. It is proposed that the value from the
worst affectedrib be used in assessing
the car. Some
variations were seen in the values ol' each of the
parameter$measuredand the worst affected rib was
not the samein eachcase.This variation may be due
to the rclativepositionsof the door's waistlincand
the ribs on the EUROSID. In this car, the top roll on
the door, just belowthe window, crossedthe top and
middle ribs of the dummy. Which of theseribs took
the greatestload varied in the tests. Provided the
highestvalue is used, this variation is probablynot
very important. The fact that EUROSID can detect
loading at three separaterib positions probably is
important. The thorax compression measurement$
were high and in two casesthe measuringdevices
bottomedout.

Tests on Cflrs with Add-On Modifications
The modified cars (W5 and W6) were subjected to a
similar test. Although there was a small difference in
impact speed, the tests were nominally identical. The
peak barrier forces were similar, and the measurements of door intrusion gave almost the same value.
The pelvic injury criteria and HIC values were also
similar for the two tests, confirrning that in many
respect$the tests were indeed similar. However, examination of the chest injury data reveals a different
story. In W6 rather larger thorax compressions and
increased VC and TTI Values were recorded for the
top rib. These difference in injury parameters suggests
that there were real differences between the tests.
Detailed examination of the vehiclesshowed that they
had collapsed in sliehtly different ways. This would
havc causedthe tofr roll of the door to have intruded
more violently in W6 than in W5. The reason for the
different collapse behaviour has not yet been fully
establi$hed,but it points a warning to the problems of
repeatability in side impact tesls. An apparently small
difference in the way the two cars collapsed appears
to have had a sizeable effect on the measurements
which relate to thoracic injury.
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Table .| Summaryol Hesultetrom Full Scale lmpact Tests
Car + Add-On

Car(a)

Target car

ESV87

THHL 250(c)

THFL 3OO(t

Bulletvehicle

Car

Car
F r i t z ( d)

Car

W13

W1

WA

W3

W5

W6

V4

V5

W12

Target car weight (kg)
980
lmpactvelocity(km/h)
52.2
Peak force on bullet (kN) 1 3 9

980
49,9
130

980
51.1
138

980
50.4
168

980
47.9
155

915
51.8
171

914
52. 2
174

944
49,3
113

962
49.7
196

Dynamic door intrusion
(mm)
Static door intrusion (mm) 290
19.1
Peak door velocity (m/s)

304

308

171

302

238

341

218

243
18,1

243
18.7

120
16_4

129
16.4

270
15.7

157
11.7
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(c) TRRL faco at 250 mm ground clearance
(d) FritzmBierlace at 300 mm ground clearance

A car mndified in a similar way to that of the
demonstration car, ESV 87, was impacted with a
TRRL built MDB face but in this case the ground
clearance was 250 mm, as specified in the test
procedureat the time. The resultswere compared with
those frorn a similar test on a standard car. For the

l5

?25
135
121
68
147

10.8

Resultsof a Full ScaleImpact Test on
ESV 87

?5

147
90
123
66
106

1.37
1.21
0.64

12.1

(a) Standard car
(b) TRRL face at 300 mm ground clBarance

lgr

0.46
0.60
0.54

45
50+
38

#.,."?,

Figure5. Trolley eccaleration, car acceleration and
door veloclty tlme historieefor impactswlth
three standardcars (Wl - W3)

tests, a First Prototype EUROSID was used fitted
with plastic skeletonarms. At the time of the tests,
the weight of the modified car was one kilogram less
than that of the standardcar. This was mainly due to
the removalof undersealand sounddeadeningmaterial.
The increasein stiffness of the car resulted in a
reduction in intrusion and an increasein the rate of
of the
momentumtransl'er.The static displacement
door, at a point just aheadof the dummy's thorax,
was reducedby over forty percent,though the reduction in dynamic displacementwas only about twenty
percent.The greaterclasticrecoveryol the modified
car indi{ratesthat care needs to be exercisedin
drawing conclusionsfrom static intrusion observations.
The velocity time history of the door was modified
by the structural changes.The velocity was lower
during the early part of the impact with the peak
velocitybeing reducedfrom 15.7 m/s to 1l'4 m/s.
During the period of time that values were used in
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calculating VC and TTI, the door velocity of the
modified car had increased above that of the standard
car. However, this is probably less relevant than the
door velocity when it first impacts the occupant. In
ESV 87, the ribs started to accclerate at about 17 ms
when the door velocity was about l0 m/s. In the
standard car, rib acceleration commenced at about 2l
ms when the door velocity was about 14.5 m/s. At
this time in the impact, the door acceleration is
changing rapidly and more needs to be known about
its importance before firm conclusions can be drawn.
Each of the measures for thorax injury were lower
in the modified car, with the exception of thorax
compression. However, some care is needed in interpreting the data on thorax compression. Some problems were experienced with sticking of the thorax
compression pistons with the First Prototype EUROSID thorax. In the test with the standard car, the
bottom piston appeared to stop moving and remained
stationary lbr a while giving an artificially low value
for compression. Sticking may also have occurred
with a number of other comprcssion measurements
but close examination of the transducer signals suggests that this would not have had a major effect on
the quoted values.
The highest value of VC in the rnodified car was
0.87, compared with 1.14 in the standard car. With
kernel TTl, the highest value from the modified car
was l13 compared with 155 for the standard car.
The extent to which these reductions would influence injuries in accidents is not yet known. Although
VC has only been validated for frontal impacts there
is general agreement that it should also be valid for
side impacts. An initial target value of about 1.0 has
been suggested.Validation work on TTI suggeststhat
the probability of sustaining an AIS 4 or greater
injury increasesrapidly at values ol'bctween l20.and
130, with agc taken into account. If either ol' these
tolerance levels are valid, the improvements should
translate into rcal reductions in iniuries.
The work on padding, which was done after these
tests, indicates that the padding uscd in this car was
too $tifl. Padding with a $tatic compressionstrengtlr
of about 185 kN/sq m was used in the test. It is now
thought that a compressionstrength ol'about 120 kN/
sq m. would be more appropriate. This weaker
padding should reduce the injury measurements,
though at this stage it is not clear by how much.
So far, less eflbrt has been put into protecting the
other regions of the body. However, head accelerations were quite low in both the standard and
modilled cars. HIC values below 200 were recorded in
both tests.
The prototype version of EUROSID used in the
tests, was not equipped with switches on the right
hand side of thc abdomcn, so thcir operation could
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not be checked in these test. However, in other more
severe tests on the left hand sides of standard cars,
the switches were not activated.
The pelvis lateral acceleration and the load at the
pubic symphysis were quite high, though those for the
modificd car were a little lower than those for the
standard car.
Although EUROSID currently has no instrumentation to measure f'emur bending, no angular intrusion
was produced in the impact with the modified car. lt
is likely therefore that the bending moment would
have been small and that femur injury would not have
been a problern in this impact.

Repeatability of the TRRL Built MDB Face
In the three identical tests on standard cars (WlW3) the MDB faccs were seen to pcrform in a
repeatableway. The time history prol'iles o[ the force
on the trolley, the lateral acceleration of the car and
the velocity of the door were consistent from test to
test (Figure 3). This shows that the current design of
MDB face can produce repeatable results. Where
variations have been seen they have been more associated with diff'erencesin the car than in differences in
the responseof the MDB face.

The Effect of Changing the MDB Face
Ground Clearance
The resultsfrom a test on a standardcar, usinga
ground clearance of 250 mm (V4). were compared
with those having a ground clearance of 300 mm
(W1-W3). Increasingthe ground clearancereducedthe
peak barrier forcc significantly. This is becauseat the
increased height the barrier mainly impacts the door
and the A and B-posts, whereas at the lower height it
also impacts the stiff sill. However, the maximum
dynamic and static intrusion measurementswere virtually unchanged.Unfortunately, becauseof instrumentation problems the door velocity information for the
impact at the lower ground clearance may not be
accurate. However, the best estinrate suggeststhat the
peak door vclocity wa$ lowcr than with the higher
ground clearance.
Increasing the ground clearance affected the injury
parameters measured on EUROSID. The HIC was
incrcased, which may havc been duc to a change in
roll about the car's longitudinal axis. This has not yet
been studied in detail. The peak thorax compression
was increased slightly but there was little effect on
TTI. The VC was also higher. As for the pelvis, the
load at the Pubic Syrnphysis was increascd significantly. It should be noted that thc make-up of TTI
was also somewhat different; the 250 mm high barrier
gavc a lower contribution from spine acceleration,but
a hieher contribution from the rib acceleration.
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ComparisonBetweenthe Fritzmeierand
TRRL huilr MDB faces
Cornpirring the results of the test using the Fritzmcier built MDB face (Wlz) with those using the
TRRL faces (Wl-W3), important diftcrences were
seen.A visual inspcction of the cars, aftcr the impact,
gave the impressionthat the Fritzmeier MDB face had
been more aggressivethan the TRRL face. The static
def'ormation was about 15 percent greater and the
dynarnic deformation was about was about l2 percent
greater, when compared with the test using the TRRL
face at the same impact speed (W2). However, the
barrier force was consistently lower with a peak of
only ll3 kN compared with 130 kN for the TRRL
face.
With the Fritzmeier MDB face, the initial acceleration of the door was greater. This may have been
associatedwith the higher frontal mass imposing a
greater inertial force, as the solid foam at the front of
the face was decelerated to collapse the cored foam
behind it. This inertial force rnay have initiared failure
of the car's structure in a difl'erent way. Overall the
damage to the car indicated that the Fritzrneier MDB
face had put more of its loading through its lower
half. This may have been due to the top half being
pushed upwards away from the impact, as has been
seenin the validation te$t$.
All the thoracic rneasurements, with the exception
of thorax compression,were lower with the Fritzmeier
face, but the pelvis load on the ilium was a little
higher. Unfortunately, the data channel recording the
Ioad at the pubic symphysis failed to record.

ComparisonBetweenCnr to Car and MDB
Trolley to Car lmpacts
Comparing the impact into a standard car by a
similar ballasted car with impacts using MDB faces,
clear differences could be seen. Although the peak
force on the car was higher than any using the MDB
faces, the peak door velocity was uruch lower, as was
the extent of the intrusion. Loads from the car were
transferred into the sill much rnore than with the
MDB face, even when its ground clearance was set at
250 mm. The tcsts using a ground clearance of 300
mm were much less representativeof this car. Loads
from the leading edge of the car's bonnet were much
less and consequently all the injury parameters were
much lower, with the exception of the lateral acceleration of the pelvis.
It is clear thar rhe EEVC specificationfor the MDB
face is not representativeof cars with low, soft bonnet
Ieading edges, set well behind the bumper line. The
changes to car fronts needed for pedestrian protection, such as those incorporated in the dcmonstration
car, will tend to produce even softer bonnet leading
edges, set further behind the bumper.

Conclusions
The European side impact test procedureworked
well in a rieriesof tests using TRRL built EEVC
Mobile DeformableBarrier (MDB) faces.Thesetests
produceda great dcal of valuableinformation, useful
both as an aid to selectingthe test conditionsand for
desigingcars to provide protection.The resultsraised
a number of issuesof importance.As had been
realisedthe impact situation is complex, but unexpected results may be explained by referenceto a
mathematicalsimulation of the impact situation for
the thorax.
The test procedureusing the EEVC MDB and the
EUROSID dummy appearsto be sufficienrlyrepearable for use in legislation,provided that account is
taken of the findingsthat small changesin the car and
in the positioningof the impact may havequite large
effects.
Rigid polyurethanefoam versionsof the MDB face
can perlbrm satisfactorilyand repearably,but differencesin the resultsusing the Fritzmeierand TRRL
designswere found. Neither barrier conforms preciselyto the EEVC specification,which itself takes
inadequateaccountof inertial effects. but the TRRL
barrier is known to conform more closely. It would
probably be more satisfactoryto specify a particular
design,manufacturedunder closelycontrolled conditions, rather than continuewith the presentspecitication with its fairly wide force / deflection corridor.
The ground clearanceusedis also critical.
Mcasurementsfrom EUROSID have enabled a
valuable understandingto be gained, of the side
impact protectionsituation.The dummy was generally
durable, but care is neededwith it$ instrumentation
and the rib systempistons should be modified to
overcomesticking.The balanceof the impact between
the pelvic and thoracic regions must be carefully
arrangedto optimise protection, though it will be
extremelydifficult to designa dummy with an authentic connectionbetweenthe pelvisand the thorax.
The pelvic measurenlents
on EUROSID appearro
indicate loads satisfactorily.Alrhough injuries to the
abdomen and the liver and spleen are reported in
accidents,the abdominaleventswitchesdid not record
excessive
impactsin any of thesetest.
'Ihe
loading of the thorax and the corresponding
likelihood of injury to the lungs and adjacentorgans
presenteda complex picture in these test results.
Thorax compressionappearsto be relatedto the total
inpulse applied through the ribs to the thorax.
Viscous Tolerance Criterion and Thoracic Trauma
Index were also measuredand clearly relate to the
violenceof the initial impact, though they measure
different aspects,and are probably suitablefor assessing the risk of many types of seriousinjury. It is
probablydesirableto record the rib and spineaccelerl0l
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ation componentsof TTI separatelyas well. It is
concludedthat for the presentall of thesemeasutements should be producedfrom the recordsof all
tests.
The findings of this seriesof tests have important
implicationsfor the designof cars. Small cars cannot
easily be designedto pass this test procedurc at
presentsuggested
test levelsand perl'ormancecriteria'
With improved design and padding the various thoracic criteria, apart possibly from maximum thorax
compressioncan be reducedto acceptablelevels.
The critical importance of the height, shape and
stiffness of the bullet vehicle is clear. The EEVC
MDB face, representingthe averageof Europeancars
of the 1970's,presentsa severetest becauseof the
height and stiffnessof its upper half. This is particularly so when it is positioned,as now proposed,
300mmabovethe ground. The front of the small car,
used for this work, gave much lesssevereloadings.
ESV 87 on display to the llth ESV Confercnce
incorporatespractical modifications and the paper
shows the extent to which these are successfulin
improving side impact protection. A different set of
modifications havc also been tested with gencrally
similar irnprovementsin protection, although the resultsare differentin detail.
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SubsystemTestingfor Head to Upper Interior Safety
MichaelW. Monk,
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NationalHighwayTraffic Safety
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United States
Ahstract
A study was conducted to develop test procedures
and hardware to measurethe head injury potential of
vehicle upper interiors. The test procedures were
derivcd primarily from the highway accident data
files. The impact velocities were derived by using
median delta-v levels from injurious accidents, along
with laboratory crash pulses and occupant seating
information.
A number of potential approaches for upper interior testing were reviewed and one particular approach-a free motion headform (FMH), was examined. The results of Hybrid III durnrny and FMH
testing are compared and discussed.The results were
found to agree well and the FMH was noted to
accurately reflect Hybrid III head response levels.
The Hybrid III and FMH were furrher studied with
math modeling. Rangesof stiffness and A-pillar angle
outside those used in testing were examined with the
modcl. Once again the FMH was noted to reasonably
represent a full dummy response over the range
examined.

Background
It has been esrimated thar approximarely 2,0003,000 fatalities and 8,000 serious head injuries result
each year from headlupper interior impacts. Both
Government and industry are involved in reducing the
injury likelihood l'rom such occurrences.
Both lull scale and $ubsystemtest procedureshave
been investigatedfor thoracic protection. Thcre seems
to be general agreemcnt that sub$ystemtesting is a
preferable method of measuring head impact responses. The reason for this is that in highway
accidents, head irnpacts occur with a variety of upper
interior surfaces.It is not practical to produce impacts
into such a variety of surfaces using full scale crash
testing. In fact, the full scale tests to clate do not
result in head impacts with the upper interior.
In addition, head surrogates are easily adapted to
subsystem type hardware. Versions of hardware for
propelling head surrogatesinto interior surfaceshave
been documented by several $ources in both Europe
and the U.S.

:
Objectives
The nrain purpose of this study was to identify
potential test conditions and examine hardware approaches for upper interior safety testing. Highway
accidentdata, laboratory test data and math modeling
are used together to achievetheseobjectives.
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In addition to the overall distribution by area of
contact. two other interactions were looked at:

Derivation of Test ConditionsFrom
AccidentData
Methodotogy. The methodology used consisted of
two main steps:
l.
,

2,

A computer conducted review of accident
databasesto identify most frequently occurring impact zones,median A-V's and orientations for serious-to-fatalhead/faceinjuries
(AIS>:l)
due to impactswith the vehicle
upperinterior.
An analysisof laboratory crash test data to
estimatean appropriatehead speedgiven the
A-V derivedfrom accidentdata.

The combined National Accident SamplingSystem
(NASS) l98l-84 and National Crash Sevcrity Study
(NCSS)files were usedfor this data review.

Accident DatabaseReview
Shownin Table I are the total numberof casesand
the number of injuries for each impact area for the
combined data set. The actual number of cases
totalled 96, howeverdue to multiple injuries to some
occupants,the number of head/faceAIS=3 injuries
used for our analysis was 116. It was found that
A-pillar contactsaccount for approximately57s/oof
the upper interior inducedhead/flaceinjuries' Contact
with the visor/front header and roof side header
account for 26t/o and 1390, respectively,of the
heacl/fiaceinjuries. The roof and B-pillar accounted
for approximately490 and 090, respectively,of the
head/faceinjuries. The programsused to extract the
information from the NCSS and NASS databasesare
containedin Appendix A.
It is found that, for the setsof accidentdatabases
examined,the majority of head impacts occurredin
three areas- the visor or front header,the roof side
header and the A-pillar. A very small number of
impacts occur to the roof itself and the B-pillar.
Becauseof this fact, testing of the A-pillar and roof
rails was judged to be a higher priority than the roof
or B-pillar region.
Table1. Head/faceAIS > 3 inlurles by upper Interior
surface.
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Contact Area by Principal Direction of Force
(PDOF)

r

Contact Area by A-V (in 5 mph increments)

Each of the interactions will now be discussed.
Table 2 contains the distribution of Contact Area
by PDOF. The principal directions of force looked at
were 9 to 12 o'clock and I to 3 o'clock, representing
lateral, oblique and frontal impacts to the forward
portion of the vehicle.
The combined PDOFs of 1,2 and ll o'clock account for approximately 6890 of the A-pillar impacts
(n=66). The remainder of A-pillar impacts have
correspondingPDOFs of l0 and 12 o'clock (1590 and
1790, respectively).No A-pillar impacts occurred at
the 3 and 9 o'clock directions.
The majority (9390) of head/face-to-visor,/front
header impacts (n:30) occur in l2 o'clock (7390) and
I I and I o'clock (l0o/o each) accidents, with the
remaining 790 equally distributed between 2 and 3
otclock accidents.
Approximately 8790 of head/face injuries resulting
from impacts to the side header (n:15) occur in
oblique impacts (2 o'clock - 40t/o and l0 o'clock 47Vo)- The remaining l39o of head/face-to-side
header injuries occurred in 9 o'clock accidents.
The frequency distributions for Contact Area by
A-V are contained in Table 3. Delta-v ranged from I
to 60 mph, and for our purpose, were divided into 5
mph increments.
For each area of contact, the A-V cummulative
percentage distributions were derived and plotted to
obtain the median A-V. Figure I shows the A-V
cummulative percentage distribution lor head/face-toA-pillar impacts (n:66). The correspondingdistributions for head/face impact$ to the visor,/front hcader
(n:30) and side header (n: 15) are shown in Figures
2 and 3, respectively. For A-pillar impacts, the
median A-V is 24 mph. The median A-Vs for
visor/front header and side header impacts are approximately 28 mph and 2l mph, respectively.

Table 2. AIS > 3 head/face Inlurles, contact area by
PDOF.
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Table 3. AIS > 3 head/lacc Inlurles, contact area by

Test Conditions
Subsystem
The accidentdata analysisresultedin the observation that front and side roof rails and the A-pillar
regions are contacted more than roof or B-pillar
rcgions in serious injury accidents. Impact$ wcre
noted to occur both perpendicularlyand obliquely
test into
into thesevehiclecomponents.A subsystem
the upper interior would conceptuallyconsist of
propellinga head $urrogateinto one of theseinterior
componentsat someangleand at a velocity representative of the portion of the injuries desired. The
selectionof a particularangleneednot come from the
accidentdata, but might comeon the basisof a wor$t
case, which would be perpendicularto the impacted
surface.The selectionof a velocity is probably more
important and thereare likely differing viewsas to the
most appropriatemethod. An exampleof how this
might be donewill be shown.
Impacl Velocity- The distribution of A V for Apillar, visor/front headeland side roof rail impacts
was shownin Figures1,2 and 3. The medianvalues
for seriousto fatal injuries were found to be 24 mph,
28 mph and 2l mph respectively.Thesevaluesrepresent the total velocity changeof the vehiclecompartment during the accident,and do not reflect the
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velocity at which the hcad contacted the interior. A
procedure was derived to estimate the relative velocity
between an occupant's head and the vehicle contact
area in collisions of the above severity. This is
outlined as follows:
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Laboratory collisions of similar A V were
used for analysis. It was assumed that the
occupant did not interact with the vehicle
prior to the time of head contact, i.e., the
head velocity was constant during the time
the vehicle was accelerating toward the head.
The percent relative velocity (between the
vehicle and occupant) was plotted against the
relative displacettrettt for various collision
modes, full frontal, frontal into pole, MDB
to vehicle side and side to pole.
The distance frorn the head to the contact
arca was obtained for dummies seated in
severalvehicles.
The head contact velocity was derived from
the velocity displacement plots, using the
measured head distances.
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Flgures 1 and 2. Inlury Delta-V distributions for upper
interior impacts

Figure 3. Injury Delta-V distributions for upper lnterior impacts
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As noted from the procedure, two types of information were needed to estimate a head impact velocity. The first is a plot of velocity change (or 9o
velocity change) vs. head/vehicle displacement, and
the second is a measured distance from the head to
the component of interest in a particular vehicle.
Table 4 lists the laboratory crash tests conducted at
the Transportation Research Center of Ohio, which
were used for estimating head impact velocities. An
attempt was made to find collisions which had the
same or very similar delta-v as the highway data, 24
mph, 28 mph and 2l mph. A judgement had to be
made as to which collision mode to use for A-pillar
impact speed analysis. The available laboratory collisions were frontal and side collisions, none of which
resulted in A-pillar contact. lt was judged that an
oblique impact to the corner of a vehicle would most
likely cause the occupant to move toward the A-pillar.
Such an impact was sought but not found. A frontal
offset impact was used for this purpose, and the
assumption was made that this would render an
acceptable estimate of a corner impact response. The
example crash pulses for header/front rail and side
rail impact$ were from frontal and side impacts
respectively.
Thc delta-v, displacement plots are contained Figures 4-6. Each plot was obtained by computing the
velocity and displacetnent timc histories from the
recorded acceleration data. The delta-v time history
was then computed as the change from the initial
velocity, and the delta-v values were divided by the
total delta-v to obtain the percentage o[ total delta-v
time history. This was then plotted against the displacement time history to obtain the percent delta-v,
displacementplot.
The distance from a seated dummy to the interior
contact areas of a few vehicles is contained in Table
5. The distances to the front and side headers wcre
obtained from crash test reports using tttc pre-test
dummy to interior measuremcnts. These reports did
not contain measurements to the A-pillar region. A
few such measurement$ were estimated from an employee seated in available vehicles and the horizontal
dislance to the pillar roughly measured.
The selected crash pulses were used along with the
above travel distances to estimate the head impact
velocity in each case. An cxample of how the veloci-
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Flgure 4. Percent total Delta-V versus seated distance

ties were derived will be given for the A-pillar region.
Thc measurcd distances resulted in an average distance from the head to the pillar of 14.5 inches. Using
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Table 4. Leboratory crash tests used for estimating
head impact velocity.
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the Omni/Celebrity crash pulse of Figure 4, 778/oof
the vehicle delta-v is achieved at I4.5 inches of
distance. Since the accident delta-v for A-pillar impacts was derived to be 24 mph, the head impact
speed corresponding to this would be'77W0 of 24 or
18.5 mph. The derived head impact speedsare contained in T'able6.
Test velocities based upon the above approaclr
would be approximately l8-23 mph for the front rail,
19 mph for the A-pillar and 10-17 mph for the side
rail. These values could easily be roundecl off to 20
mph for the front rail and A-pillar and 15 mph for
the side rail. There appears to be enough data to
substantiatethat the head impact velocity for a given
accident configuration is less than the tetal accident
delta-v.
Table 5. Driver head to interior structure distances
(in).
Test

No.

840Itl
640209
8:J1219
840107
84030?
840216
840116
8402?l
850 / I0
851?02
851211

Vehlrle

A-Ptllar

'8I cransds
'81 Hortzon
'81.;lrirrlod
'81 Rsbbtt
' 8 2 s e n rr s
'81 Omnl
'8? Ctvtc
'80 Croncord
' 6l trazda 626
'85 Spectrw
'84 Cel*brlty
'E/i Acsord
H.3n
dtsndard Dev

LL

r+.1

F|orrr. ll.,rJ.ir

10,0
8.6
rl.0
LZ.9
8.0
9.6
9.5
Il.t
to,6
13.9
1 4 .l

10.9
2.1

slde

Headet

6,4
5.9
6.5
6,5
5.1
6. 2
s,0
4.9
7.6
6.5
6.3

6l
.8

Fronr RalI
G 10.91

sld€ RaiI

Cdfb18,5
18.2
23,2
r9.o
17.3
9.7

In summary, the NCSS and NASS data files were
searched,and three upper interior areaswere fourrd to
contribute to the bulk of serious head/fhce injuries.
The three areas were front header, A-pillar and side
header. Injuries were noted to occur from force
directions both perpendicular and oblique to these
surfaces. Mcdian delta-v values for serious injuries
were found to be 28 mph, 24 mph and 2l mph
respectivelyfor the 3 contact areas. It was shown that
perpendicularirnpacts with a surrogate at 20 mph, 20
nrph and | 5 rnph would be reasonablebased upon the
laboratory dataranalyzcd.
A review of various types of harclwarcwhich might
be used will be given in the next section.

Upper Interior Test Strategies
Tesl Alternatives
There are four levels at which head/pillar irnpact
tests can be conducted; l) full crash tests, 2) sled
tests, 3) component tests, and 4) sub-componenttests.
As shown in Table 7, each test varies according to the
degreeof detail with which the occupant, vehicle, and
head impact conditions are rcpresented.
In general, there is a tradeoff between increased
control and reduced realism. Likewise, reduced test
cost can be gained at the price of diminished realism.
While full vehicle crash tests provide rnaxirnum rcalism, the small target area of A-pillars and roof rails
make control of the head impact location extremely
difficult ancl rcpcatability virtually impossible. Componirnt tcsl$, on the other hand, off'er complete
control ol' thc impact point, but sacrifice the intcraction of the head and thc dumrny body. Subcomponent tests are the least expensivebut account
for neither hcad-neck irrteraction nor A-pillar/l'rame
compliance.
Earlier NHTSA research(1,2)has shown the component test to bc one of the rnore promising approaches
for studying head/pillar impacts. The componcnt tcrrt
is inexpensivc,easily lepeated, and provides a reasorlTable 7. Head/pillartest alternatives.
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able indication of full dummy head responses. The
next section will discuss the validation criterion for
component tests as a class, and will describe several
current approaches for developing a head/pillar impact device.
Component Test Design Requirements
Thc objective in designing a component test is to
replicate the head responses of the full dummy by
using or representing a single componcnt of the
dummy, such as the dummy head. ln addition, the
correlation between component test and the full
dummy test must hold acrossthe range of current and
potcntial passengervehicles. In particular, this range
must include vehicles with padded as wcll as unpadded A-pillars and roof rails.
For our study, the merits of a proposed component
test will be judged by how well it compares with the
responsesof a Hybrid lll dummy subjected to similar
impact loading in a HYCE slcd test. Our measuresof
head responsewill be the Head lnjury Criterion (HlC)
and the peak head resultant acceleration.
It should be noted that the headform is not
required to look like a human head. Our criterion
requires only that thc impactor replicate the head
responsesof the full dummy. The objective is to
simulate the response of the full dummy-not
the
appearanceof the dummy.

ComponentTest Alternatives
tsoth NHTSA and the automotive industry have
experimentecl with scvcral variations on the head
conponent test. Early NHTSA research performed
head/rail testing using both a guided rigid 6.5"
aluminum hemisphere and a guided P572 headform
(l). The rigid hemispherewas used to measure pillar
and rail stiffness, while the P572 headform was used
to measure head responses.
General Motors has reported the use of a similar
technique(3). The CM head impactor is a guided
device which uses a hemispherical irnpact surface. GM
has experirnented with both an uncovered (or hard)
impact surface and a "skin" covered surface.
An alternative to the guided impactor is the free
motion headform. The frec motion headform is especially constructed to allow the device to be fired in
free flight at an A-pillar or roof rail. The free motion
aspect of the device allows angled A-pillar impacts,
glancing blows, and the measurement of rotational
head accelerations-significant advantagesover guided
headforms.
Searle(4)has developed a free-flight headform to be
used in a more realistic evaluation of vehicle interior
components. The headform consisted of a smooth.
rigid aluminum sphere of 165 mm diameter and
having a mass of 5.5 kg. The procedure proved to be
repeatable and demonstrated the ability to discrimi108

nate among different vehicle componenrs. However,
problems were encollntercd in velocity measurernent,
and the device had inadcquate biofidelity for accident
reconstructions.
NHTSA(5) has reported on the development and
validation of a free-motion headform (FMH) based
on the Hybrid III headtornr. The FMH launching
mechanism was found capable of achieving repeatable
head impact velocities. In addition, the headfbrm was
found capable of demonstrating a significant difference between vehicle components. The majority of
NHTSA head/pillar tests to date have been conducted
using the FMH.

Yiability of a Free Motion Headform Test
In the previous section, it was showrr that several
types of hardware are currcntly being used to represent human head impacts. In this section, one type of
hardwirre, the FMH will be examined more closely to
determine the viability of such testing. The heaclform
consistsof a Hybrid III durrrmy head, modified to be
compatible with a Iaunching apparatus. For this
study, it was assumed that the particular launching
apparatus used to propell the FMH is not important.
The analysis of this test approach does not mean that
NHTSA has selectedor will select this for head sal'cty
testing. In fact, researchis currently being conducted
to determine the viability of a simpler hardware
approach, a guided hemi-spherical headform.
The viability of using a FMH type of test will be
examined on the basis of biofidelity. The biofidelity
was determined from drop test results and from
comparisons of sled testing with the Hybrid III
dumnry. The sled tcsting and FMH testing were also
modelled and the model was then used to predict the
cornparison in conditions other than those tested.

Calibration Responseof the FMH
One of the advantages of the FMH approach is the
potential to use the head drop tcst, which was devised
fbr dummy head calibration, to calibrate the FMH.
The FMH of this study was basically a Hybrid tII
head, the only alteration being the removal of the
skull cap on the back of the head and substitution of
a flat steel plate. The overall weight of the heacl was
a b o u t t h e s a m e( 1 0 . 6 l b ) .
The calibration drop test for the Hybrid III head
consists of suspendingthe head at a height of l4.g
inches over a specified steel surthce. Thc alignment of
the head is also specified and results in an impact to
the forehead region. The resultant acceleration is to
be maintained between 225-275 g's for acceptance. A
samplc result from dropping the FMH under these
same conditions is shown in Figure '7. A peak
response of 246 g's was obtained which is well within
the acceptancerange.
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Sled Description. A series of tests were conducted
in which direct comparisons were macle between the
r e s p o n s e so l ' a H y b r i d I I I d u m m y a n d t h e F M H . T h e
purpo$e of the testing was to create a realistic ancl
controlled environment in which the only difference
was the surrogate. In sled tests the surrogate was the
Hybrid III dummy and in FMH tests, the surrogate
was a Hybrid III headtbrm, modified I'nr launching
from a propulsion device. It was hoped that this
testing would allow quantification of the influence of
the rest of the body on head impact response.
It was decidedthat a vehicle sled buck would not be
used due to the difficulty of mainraining repeatability
and the uncertainty of degradation of the pillars and
rails with each impact. A sled buck was fabricared for
the Hyge sled which was generic in representationof
an occupant compartment of a vehicle. Figure g
contains a photograph of the generic sled buck
arrangement. The upper interior contact surface consisted of a length of steel tubing, fixtured at variable
positions. The tubing orientation was varieclto represent various A-pillar angles. A $eparate fixturc with a
horizontal bar was used to represent a roof rail. The
seat of the sled was rigid and covered with alurninum
plate. The seat pan was horizontal and the seat back
angle was adjustable. The scat back was rrsed to level
the Hybrid III dummy head in the scated position.
The steeltubing used to representthe upper-interior
contact surfaceswas selectedon the basis ol'stiffness
in dynamic impacts. It was notcd in an carlier
program(2) to be roughly the samc stiffness a.s a
Chevrolet Citation A-pillar. The A-pillar tubing was I
inch square by 18.75 inches long by .ll inch wall
thickness. The mountillg was such that the ends were
simply supported, i.e., not lixccl or pinneil. The
impact point on the tubing was roughly 6 inches from
the top end. The roof rail was representedwith the
sanre tubing, of 24.75 inch length. The roof rail
tubing was oriented horizontally and irnpacted directly
in the center.
Padded tests were also performed on the sled buck.
The padding (Dytherm 4.2) was the sanc as rhar used
in the earlier study of A-pillars and was found
effective in reducing head responseinto a Chevrolet
Citation pillar. The same padding was used for the
roof rail simulation tests, even though the roof rail is
much less stiff than the A-pillar. Conscqucntly, the
responsereduction lor the padded roof rail tests was
not as much was possible.
For the A-pillar sinrulations,the location of impact
on the head was determinedby the angle of rhe pillar.
The head motion was horizontal and the pillar contacted the dummy forehead near the calibratirtn area
of thc head. For thc simulated roof rail impacts, the

Figure 7. FMH resonse in Hybrid lll drop test
tubing was oriented horizontally and impacted the
dummy just above the eyebrow area.
l-MH Description. Figure 9 shows the hardware
used for the FMH testing of the generic environrnent.
The fixruring used to hold the steel tubing for
simulation of pillars and roof rails, is identical to that
used on the Hyge sled buck. The tubing and orientation of the head are also identical.
Test Measuremcnts.The Hybrid III head contained
9 accelerometers.Three were located at the center of
gravity of the head and 3 additional pairs were
located at fixed distances from the c.g. along the 3
plincipal orthogonal axis. ln addition, the l'orccsirnd
moments at the head/neck juncture were mea$ured
for the sled tests with the whole dummy. The accelerometer data from the head re$ponseswas processeclto
yield both the translational and rotatiorral motions.
Conditions Simulated. The bascline configurations
consisted of two A-pillar angles and onc roof rail
configuration. The A-pillar angles were 45 and 60
dcgrcesfrom horizontal. Each pillar and rail configuration was tested at 20 and 25 mph nominal impact

Figure L HYGE sled buck with simulated A-pillar
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dummy tests and the FMH tests to allow easy
comparison.It was again noted that a high degreeof
similarity exists betweenthe FMH results and the
whole dummy results.

Math Modeling of Hybrid III and FMH

Figure L FMH test apparatus with simulated A-pillar
speeds.The total number of baseline tests was then 5.
In addition, each test was repeatcd with a l" thick
piece of padding matcrial added to the impact site.
The total test$ was then 12 sled and 12 FMH. not
counting a small number of repeats of some test
conditions.
Comparison-Test Results. A summary of the test
conditions and the resultsof the 24 tests (12 Hybrid II
sled and 12 FMH) are contained in Table 8. The sled
responsesare listed on the left halt of the table, and
the FMH responseson the right. In comparing the
acceleration responses,the FMH results wcrc noted to
agree well with the full dumrny results. The differences ranged trom 090 to 890 with the average being
about 590. The accelerationresonse-timchistorics of
the sled and FMH were plotted as overlay pre$entations and arc contained in Appendix B.
A graphical summary of the comparison of the sled
and FMH results is shown in Figure 10. Again, it was
noted that the FMH responses followed the same
trends and were very close in value to the whole
dummy head responsesat both speeds, and across all
baseline and padded conditions. This would lead to
the conclusion that the FMH is a realistic representation of a Hybrid III dummy head impact under
similar conditions.
The HIC responsesare shown in Figure I l. It was
noted that at 20 mph, both the acceleration and HIC
rc$pon$eriof the two types of testing agreed reaf;onably well in the 6 baselineand padded conditions. The
padded responses at 25 mph also agrced quite well.
The HIC response$from the 60 degree A-pillar and
roof rail testing at 25 mph, did not result in good
agreenent between whole dummy and FMH test
results.
The angular accelerationswere also computed from
the translational accelerations of the head. The peak
valuesare $hown in Table 8. The time histories of the
rotational accelerations are contained in Appendix B.
These were also plotted as overlays for the whole
ll0

The eventual goal in developinga component test is
to develop a tool for evaluating thc safcty performance of all passengervehicles in the fleet. To meet
this objective, it is not enough to show that a
proposed component test performs well for one vehicle. The component te$t must perlorm across the
spectrum of current and future production vehicles.
For our study, this requircment translates into the
requirement that there be reasonable correlation between the FMH and the Hvbrid III dummv acrossthe
fleet.
Table 8. $ummary ol sled and FMH response$.
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tweenthe FMH and the Hvbrid Ill dummv acrossthe
fleet.

TechnicalAppronch
Our study examines this issue along two parallel
approaches-experimentally and by analytical modeling. The stratcgy will be to compare the performance
of the FMH and the full dummy acrossthe full range
of expectedpillar/rail design parameters.
Essentially, the design of a pillar or rail can be
defined by three paranreters:
r
.
r

Pillar geometry (pitch)
Pillar stiffness
Paddingcharacteristics

Both the experimental and the analytical modeling
phases of the program have examined the performance of the FMH at a number of these pillar/rail
designsparametercornbinations.To test the sensitivity
of the FMH to fluctuations irr impact speed, the
performance of the device was also evaluated at both
the accident data derived (or reference) speed of 20
mph and at a higher severityspeedof 25 mph.
As discussedin the previous section, the experimental comparison of the FMH and thc f'ull dummy was
conducted at l2 different design/severity configurations. The comparison was conducted at two A-pillar

angles and for one roof rail configuration. The
stiffnesses wgre near the average rneasured on several
fleet vehicles. These three interior components were
tested at the two speeds and in both padded and
unpadded conditions.
The second prong of our program investigated the
FMH/sled corrclation by analytically modeling and
comparing the head responsesof the FMH and full
Hybrid lIl dummy. The analytical modeling was
conducted using the ATB (Articulated Total Body)
computer package-a three dimettsionalrnodel of the
dynamics of a vehicle occupant subjected to an
automobile collision(6).

The AnatyticalModel
For our study, the FMH was modeledas a onedimensionalmasswith the inertial propertiesof the
Hybrid III headform.The sled testsweremodelcdas
a three ma$ssystemcomposedof the headform,the
neck. and the torso. Articulation of the three mass
systemwas providedby joints at the junctureof the
head and neck and at the juncture of the neck and
torso.
The A-pillar was modeled as an infinite plane
having the requiredpitch. The force-deflectionproperties of the A-pillar were computed from the
responseof a l5 mph normal impact
acceleration-time
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Flgure 10. Summary of 20 mph teet responses

Flgure 11. Summary of 25 mph test responses
lll
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of a rigid hemisphere into a 18.75" length of l"
square tubing used in the experimental phase of the
program. The force-deflection properties of the roof
rail were computed from the acceleration-time response of a l5 mph normal impact of a rigid
hemisphere into a 24.15" length of l" square tubing.
"instrument
The sled model also contained a vertical
panel" which was given the force-deflection properties
of a Chevrolet Citation passengerdashpanel.

Table9. Analytlcal modellng of head to plllar/reil
lmpacts.
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Modeling Results
The strategyof the analyticalmodelingphaseof the
program was to extend the results of the laboratory
phaseof the project to de$ignconditionsbeyondthose
tested experimentally.In particular, the performance
of the FMH was evaluated analytically across the
fleetwide range of expectedpillar/rail pitches and
pillar/rail stiffnesses.
Looking beyondcurrent designs,
each A-pillar was examined both in its baseline
(unpadded)state,and with a l " coveringof Dytherm
4.2 padding. Finally, the performanceof the FMH
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Figure 13.
The results of that evaluation are tabulated in Table
9, and are presentedgraphically in Figures 12 and 13.
The results of applicable te$ts from the experimental
program have been overlaid on the ATB results. The
reader will note that our models are in fair irgreement
with the results of the experimentalprogram.
Reinforcing the observation of the experimental
ptogram, the results are very encouraging. l'hc head
responsesof the FMH are within 20Vo ol the head
responses of full dummy acro$s the range of pillar/
rail designs considered. In addition, the model also
suggeststhe following:
r
r

,
r

The FMH performs as well in padded environllents as in baselineenvironments.
The best agreement between FMH and full
dummy is observedfor A-pillars of the lower
pitches (<45") utilized in current production
cars. Correlation is least good l'or roof rails
(pitch of 90').
The FMH is a better indicaror of the full
dummy at its accident derived speed of 20

r

mph than at the higher severiry speed of 25
mph.
For the unpadded 45o A-pillar, the agreement between FMH and full dummy is
relatively independent of the stiffness of the
pillar.

Conclusions
This paper has reported on the development and
validation of the Free Motiorr Headform (FMH)-a
component test device for evaluating head-topillar/rail impacts in passengcrvehicles. Our conclusions are:
r

r

Examination of the accident statistics and
laboratory crash pulses suggestsa head impact test speed for A-pillars and front roof
header of 20 mph, and a head impact test
spced for side roof rails of l5 mph.
The results of 24 tests (12 Hybrid III sled
and 12 FMH) showed good agreement be,
tween the head responses of the FMH and
ll3
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r

the full dummy when subjectedto similar
impactconditions'
The results of analytically modeling the
FMH reinforcethe resultsof the experimental evaluation of the device. The head rcsponsesof the FMH were within 2090of the
full dummy acrossthe spectrumof cxpected
pillar/rail designs'

Examining specific pillar/rail designs, both the
experimentaland analytical evaluationsof the FMH
lead to the following conclusions:
r

r

.

The FMH performs as well in paddedenvironmentsas in baseline(unpadded)environments.
The best agreementbetweenthe FMH and
futl dummy is observedfor A-pillars of
Iower pitch (<45 degrees)utilized in current
production cars' The experimentalprogram
also showed good agreementfor roof rails'
For the unpaclded45 degree A-pillar, the
agreementbetweenFMH and full dummy is
relativelyindependentof the stiffnessof the
pillar.

The experimental and analytical phases of
NHTSA's pillarlrail researchprogram have examined
a broad spectrum of pillar/rail design paramcters'
and. in both cases,havecometo the sameconclusion'
In impacts with a simulated A-pillar, the FMH
provides good to excellent inclication of the hcad
of a full Hybrid lll dummy subject'
responses
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Appendix A
ProgramsUsed to Extract NASS Data
SAS Programfor NCSSDatabase
DATA VEH;
SET VEHICLEO;
IF ((VGADPR:'F' OR VGADPR='R' OR
VGADPR:' L' ) AND (01< : VBDYSTY<:04)
AND (VAPPVEH));
KEEP CASENO WEICHTFA VEHNO VAPPVEH
VMODEL VBDYSTY VVEHWT VCONTPR
VDOFPR VGADPR VSVAPR VTDDPR VEX.
TEP;
DATA SEVACC;
MERGE ACCIDENT SEVERITY;
BY CASENO:
lF DVTDAMI NOT:.;
KEEP CASENO WEIGHTFA VEHNO NUMVEHIN
TYPEIMPA DVTTRAI DVTDAMI;
DATA OCC;
SET OCCUPNTO;
IF ((SEATAREA:I AND (LOCATION:I OR
LOCATION:3) AND (RESTRINV:0 OR
RESTRINV:8) AND ((BODYREGI-'H' oR
BODYREGI:'F') OR (BODYREC2-'H'OR
BODYREC2:'F') OR (BODYREG3='H' OR
B O D Y R E G 3 :' F ' ) ) A N D ( ( C O N T A C T I : l 8 )
OR (CONTACTI: II) OR (CONTACTI: 19)
OR (32<=CONTACTI< :35) OR
(CONTACT2:18) OR (CONTACTz:ll) OR
O R
( c o N T A C T 2
l 9 )
( 3 2 < : C O N T A C T 2 < = 3 5 ) O R
(CONTACT3: l8) OR (CONTACT3: I l) OR
( c o N T A C T
O R
3 : 1 9 )
(32<:CONTACT3< =35)) AND
((3<:AISI<:6) OR (3<:AIS2<:6) OR
(3<:AIS3<:6)));
SWITCHI : l:
KEEP CASENO WEIGHTFA VEHNO SEATAREA
LOCATION RESTRINV BODYREGI
BODYREC2 BODYREC3 CONTACTI
CONTACTz CONTACT3 AISI AIS2 AIS3
OVERALLA SWITCHI;
DATA VEHSACC:
MERGE VEH SEVACC;
BY CASENO VEHNO;
SWITCH2:1;
KEEP CASENO WEIGHTFA VEHNO VAPPVEH
VMODEL VBDYSTY VVEHWT VCONTPR
VDOFPR VCADPR VSHLPR VSVAPR

SECTION4. TECHNICAL SESSIONS

VTDDPR IESTEP NUMVEHIN
DVTTRAI DVTDAMI SWITCH2:
DATA VEHOCC;
MERCE VEHSACC OCC;
BY CASENOVEHNO
IF SWITCHI AND SWITCH2;
;
DROP SWITCHI SWITCH2
PROC PRINT DATA: VEHOCC:
TITLEI HEAD AND FACE 3<:AIS;

TYPEIMPA

SAS Frogram for NASS Database
DATA OCC;
SET SASNAS.OCCUPANT;
l F ( ( 0 1< : s E A T _ P O S < : 0 3 )
AND
( ( O B O D Y R G: 'IH ' O R O B O D Y R C:I' F ' ) O R
(OBODYRGZ:'H' OR OBODYRG2:'F') OR
(OBODYRC3='H' oR 0BODYRG3:'F'))
AND (OCONTCTI:06 oR OCONTCTI=13
OR OCONTCTI-14 OR OCONTCTI:3I OR
( 3 3 < : O C O N T C T I < : 3 4 ) )
O R
(ocoNTCT2=06 OR OCONTCT2: l3 OR
OCIONTCT21
: 4 OR OCONTCT2:31 oR
( 3 3 < : O C O N T C T 2 < : 3 4 ) )
O R
( O C O N T C T 3= 0 6 O R O C O N T C T 3 : 1 3 O R
O C O N T C T 3 = 1 4 O R O C O N T C T 3 = 3 1O R
(33< :OCONTCT3< :34))) AND
((03< =OAISl < :06) OR (03< :OAIS2< :06)
o R ( 0 3 <= O A I S 3 < : 0 6 ) ) ) ;
SWITCHI= 1;
KEEP CASE-ID CASE-NO NATWT PSUWT
VEH-NO OCC-NO SEAT-POS EJECTION
NMAN-AVAI
MAN-REST AUT-AVAI
"
AUT_REST PSU OAISI OAIS2 OAIS3
OBODYRGI OBODYRG2 OBODYRC3
OCONTCTI OCONTCT2 OCONTCT3
OTREATMT OCC-ROLE SWITCHI.
DATA VEH;
SET SASNASVEHICLE;
( 0 1 < = B o D Y _ T Y P { = 0 6 O R
I F
l 0 < = B O D Y - T Y P < : 1 3
O R
:
B
O
D
Y
T
Y
P
<
:
5
8
)
5
0
<
A
N
D
.
(01< : Dv_souRC< :02);
SWITCH 2= l;
KEEP CASE_ID CASE-NO NATWT PSUWCT
VEH-NO
VEH-ROLE
BODY-TYP
CLOCK-PR CURB-WT DEFLOCPR DFORCEPR DISTRIPR DV-SOURC DV-TOTAL
EXTENPR IMP-TYPE
PSU LONGITPR
MAKE OBJ-CNPR VERTICPR SWITCHZ:
DATA VEHOCC:
MERGE OCC VEH:
BY PSU CASE-ID VEH-NO;
IF SWITCHI AND SWITCHZ;
DROP SWITCHI SWITCH2:
PROC PRINT;
TITLEI HEAD AND FACE 3<:AIS:

Appendix B
Response
Summaryof HYGE Sledand
FMH Test Results:
Overlayof AccelerationTime Histories
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An InvestigationInto VehicleSide-DoorOpeningUnder Accident Conditions
Keith J Dale,
Keith C Clemo,
Motor IndustryResearchAssociation
United Kingdom

Abstract
Accident studiesin the UK have identified a number of instances where the door latch has been
activatedfollowing a side impact, allowing rhe door
to open and the occupant to be ejected.The Iatch
activation occurs in cars having a pull rod linkage
connecting the latch and interior release handle,
through disturbanceof the linkage following an impact by the occupant'sshoulderor upper arm on the
door inner panel.
An investigationinto the phenomenonwas conducted by MIRA and testscarried out which successfully reproducedthis effect in the laboratory. It is
proposedthat this would be useful in predictingrhe
behaviourof a vehicledoor systemas a development
or legislativetool.
The test comprisesan impact on the door's inside
surface ^t 24.1 km/h (15 mile/h) by a resilient
bodyform of 36 kg (80 lb) mass, reproducing the
shapeof the uppertorso and shoulder.
In addition, a nurnber of design changesto the
door structure and linkage arrangementhave been
proposedto alleviatethe problem.

Introduction
It has long been recognisedthat preventing the
ejection of an occupant in an accidentis crucial in
minimising his resulting injuries. Accident $tudies
have consistentlyrefuted the popularly-heldview that
it is beneficialto be "thrown clear" and shown that
the risk of injury is greatly increasedwhere ejection
occurs.
Although seat-beltsare to some extent effectivein
preventingejection,it is the vehicle'sside door which
remainsthe principal defenceagainstits occurence.If
the effectivenessof the door is destroyedby either
mechanicalfailure or inadvertent operation of the
latch, a restrainedoccupant may suffer partial ejection. Sirnilarly, an unrestrainedoccupant, such as a
rear-seatoccupant in a four-door car, may suffer
completeejection.
The importanceof maintainingan effectivebarrier
betweenthe occupantand the exterior is reflectedin
the adoption of standardssuch as FMVSS 206 and
ECE I I as a mandatoryrequirementin most industrializedwesternnations.Thesestandardsstipulateminimum strengthrequirementslbr the latchesand hinges,
and also require the latch not to releasewhen subject

to acceleration"
Compliancewith the ECE ll standard
has been compulsoryfor all new cars in the UK for
severalyears,and accidentstudieshave demonstrated
its effectiveness
in reducingoccupantejectionthrough
door bursting(l).
However, a study of UK accidentsfor the period
1978 to 1980 has identified severalinsranceswhere
occupantshavebeenejectedin accidentsfollowing the
opening of the car door. In every case, the door
appearedto open not as a result of mechanicalfailure
of the door-hingeJatchsysrembut through inadvertent activation of the latch. It is believedthat this
occurred as a consequenceof an impact by the
occupantagainstthe insidefaceof the door disturbing
the linkagebetweenthe latch and the interjor release
handle.
Concernover theseaccidentsled to the UK Department of Transport commissioningMIRA to investigate the phenomenonby attemptingto reproducethe
effect under laboratory conditions. It is this study
which forms the basi$of this paper.

AccidentData
The Risks Associated with Occupant Ejection
Investigation
into casesof accidents
involvingoccupant ejectionprovidea valuable$ourceof information
into the mechanisms
of this type of accident.
The incidenceof thesecasesamongstaccidentsas a
whole underwenta significant changeas a result of
the enforcementof mandatory standardsfor hinge
and latch performanceduring the 1950'sand 1960's.
This servedto reducethe number of occupantejections resulting from the mechanicalfailure of these
components(l),
Despite this reduction, ejection remains a very
comrnon feature in accidentsinvolving death or serious injury. This is well illustrated in the paper by
Carlsson(2)
which studiedcasesof ejectionamongsta
sample of 10,000 accidents involving Volvo cars.
Considereda$ a proportion of all of theseaccidents,
ejectionoccurredin only 0.590 of cases.Yet amongst
the accidents involving occupant fatality, ejection
occurred in 120/0.A similar study of the NCSS
records(3)put this figure even higher, at 27V0.
Clearly, despiteits low incidencethis phenomenonis
frequentlyassociated
with this most severecategoryof
accidents.
This does not imply, however, that ejection wf,s
responsiblefor the extent of injury in all of these
cases.To assessthe role of occupantejection in this
respect it is necessaryto distinguish betweenthose
caseswhere,on the one hand, ejectionoccurredas a
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consequenceof the severity of the accident, and on
the other where the accident injury was made more
sevcre as a consequence of the ejection' In other
words, we need to as$;essthe separate roles of the
ejection and the remaining accident conditions as a
contribution to the resulting injuries.
It is, however, difficult to measure this directly, but
several studies have attempted to assessthe role of
ejection in causing injuries. O'Day and Scott(4) con"back-to-back" comparison of injuries to
ducted a
selectedpairs of occupants, where one of the pair was
ejected from the vchicle and the other remained
inside. This reported a 228/orate of fatality amongst
those ejected, compared with a 990 rate of fatality
amongst those not ejected. At the other end of the
severity scale, the proportion which received no hospital treatment was 3o/ofor'those ejected but 2l9o for
those not ejected. The paper by Carlsson(2) quotcs the
figures for the risk of sevcre or fatal injury as being
48Vo for ejected occupants compared with 8o/o for
belted (presurnably non-ejected) occupants.
On the basis of these l'igures, it is therefore likely
that the level of injury is significantly increased by the
ejection process. Although crashes, where ejection
occurs, appear to be the most severeones, this does
not seem sufficient to explain the high level ol'injury
amongst ejectcd occupants.
The Mechanism of Occupant Ejection
Before the introduction of mandatory standardsfor
latch and hinge performance tvpified bv FMVSS 206
and ECE ll, a large proportion of ejcctions were
causedby latch failure. The engineeringilnprovements
brought about as a result ol' these regulations have
served to reduce the number of cases of this type
from the accident figures and give greater prominence
to other ejection mechanisms, for example, ejection
via the window aperturcsor through the disruption of
the passcngercompartment structure. This pattern of
distribution has remained essentially unchanged until
thc present. However, in the UK despite the requirement for all new vehicles to be fitted with latches
which ureet thc ECE l1 rcquiremetrts for latch
strength, hinge strength and the latches' resistanceto
opening under acceleration, cases of door opening
continue to form a recognisableproportion of ejcction
accidents.
A recent study by Green et al of the Loughborough
lnstitute for Consumer Ergonomics and the Leicester
Royal Infirmary(S) illustratcs this.
ln this study ol serious accidents involving ejection
in the UK, of 919 vehicles in all, door opening
occurred in 129 (12.7t/o) of the vehicles. This was
diviclecl between 79 (7.88/o\side door opening and 66
(6.690) tailgate opening. On 16 cars, both of these
opencd, and some had openings of more than one
sicle door. These openings were associatedwith 12
ll8

occupant ejections or l}s/o of the total ejections
registeredin the study.
The principal rcason for non-ejectionseemsto be
that the occupantwa$not seatednext to a door which
opened. Amongrit exposedoccupants,that is, occupants who were unrestrainedin a seatnext to a door
which opened,300/oof such front seatoccupantswere
ejectedand 5590of rear seatoccupants.
Finally, this study investigatedthe mechanismof
latch release.The greatestproportion of theseoccurrences. some 5l o/o were consideredto be due to
activationof the linkage, comparedwith 280/odue to
latch failure, 590 due to handle activation and 169o
due to other mechanisms.
To obtain an indication of the total number of
ejection casesin the UK it is possibleto assignthe
proportion of ejectioncasesin variousdetailedstudies
with comparabletotals for the UK as a whole. Such
an approachis, of course,subjectto the many pitfalls
of matching sample and population, and so such
be crude estimatesonly.
figuresmust necessarily
If we apply the 0.5q0 ejection rate amongst all
injury accidentsin the Volvo study to the 246,000
such accidentsin the UK in 1985,we can estimatea
total of 1230 occupantejections.Alternativcly,the
figure of l?90 given as the proportiou of ejections
amongst occupant fatalities, when compared to the
UK total fatalitiesof 5lfr5, gives620 cases.A third
approachapplied to a wider range of car types is to
considerthe 40 casesof cornpleteejection arrd 16
casesof partial ejectionin the Loughboroughstudy.
The study was stratified so that serious or fatal
3090of the study, giving a total
injuriesrepresentcd
of 526 such casesin thc study against70980I'or the
UK. On this basis,therefore,we would expectto see
5400 complete ejections and 2160 partial ejections.
Allowing for the disparity in these figures, therefore, we could say that as a minimum figure, 620
ejectionsoccur in the UK per year. II the proportion
of casesdue to varirluscausesreflectsthe figuresin
the Loughboroughstudy, we might expectto $ee,at
least, 140 ejectionsvia the side door. About half of
thesemay be expectedto be due to linkagefailure,
that is some70 ejections.
The Iniury Mechanism-Occupant Trajectory
The mechanism
of injury, that is, the circumstances
of the accident,the dynamicsof the occupant, and
their interactionwith thc door structureand the latch
mechanismmay be illustrated by referencc to $ix
representativeaccidcntschosen from a selectionof
accidentstudiescollectedin the UK.
Table I summarizesand illustrates the relevant
featuresof the accidents.TIte door activationinvestigatiorrwas limited to three spccificvchiclentodelsA. B and C-and two situationshave been selected
for eachof the vehiclesconcerned.
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Table 1. Accldentsfeaturlngdoor latch relearc.
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Accident Number I concerns a vehicle of type A
which was struck on the front right corner from a 5
o'clock direction by a vehicle of similar size, with a
severity estimated to be equivalent to an ETS of 30
mph. The unrestraineddriver struck the in$ide of the
door, dcnting thc inner panel at the beltline. The
driver's door latch releasedand the door opened. The
driver was ejected via the open door and sustained
injuries of MAIS 3 in the l'orm of a comminuted
fracture of the right ulna, and a fractured scapula.
Thc front seat passengerwas reported to have been
ejected via the same route, but her injuries are not
known.
Accident Number 2 again concerns a vehicle of type
A whose driver lost control on a bend and struck a
tree. The inrpact with the tree occurred on the right
hand rear door at an angle of 4 o'clock, with a
severity estimated to be equivalent to a 35 mph pole
impact. The driver, the sole occupant, was unrestrained, he struck the door with his hip and chest,
causing moderate distortion of the inncr panel. The
door released and the occupant was ejected, receiving
a fatal injury in the form of contusions of tlre liver.
Accident Number 3 concerns a vchicle of type B
which struck a bridge parapet with the right front
corner in a 2 o'clock direction. The impact speed has
not been estimated, but there was reported to be

minor intrusion of the right footwell. The unrestrained driver struck the right hand door, which
opened, allowing the driver to be ejected. The driver
suffered a fractured rib.
Accident Number 4 concerns a vehicle of type B
which was struck on its front left corner in a 9
o'clock direction by a vehicle ol l0go greater mas$.
The collision speed was estintatedto be equivalent to
a 30 mph impact. The unrestrainecl female front seat
pa$sengerstruck the left front door. The latch released and the door opened, leacling to complete
ejection and injuries to the head ancl left scapula of
MAIS 3.
Accident Number 5 concerns a vehicle of type C
which rolled over and struck a hedge on its right hand
side. The impacr wirh the hedge and low bank was
distributed over most of the side of the car and was in
a 3 o'clock direction. The unrestrained male driver
struck the door inner panel with his shoulder, causing
the door to unlatch. In this case, the presenceof the
hedge prevented the door f'rom opening completely
and the occupant was not ejected. The resulting
injuries were slight and not causedby contact with the
door. Despite the insubstantial nature of the hedge at
door height, the vehicle sutfered moderate intrusion at
rocker panel level, presumably from the earth bank or
the root ,sy.$temof the hedge. This accounts for the
severityof the occupant door contact.
Accident Number 6 concerns a vehicle of type C.
The car lost control and struck a tree just fbrward of
the right A-pillar area. This was followed by a
roll-over and a further impact with a pole on the rear
right quarter panel. Both impacts were estimatedto be
in a 3 o'clock direction. During the accidentthe driver
$truck thc right cloor waist rail with his shouldcr and
the door released and opened. The driver was restrained; this preventedcomplete ejection through the
door and he suffered only minor injurics (AIS l).
Although this is only a small sample, it nevertheless
represents a wide range of accident conditions in
terms ol' severity, accident type and resulting injuries.
Despite the small sample size, however, there are a
number of conclusions that we can draw from this
study.
a)

I

In each of the accidents,a similar pattern of
damage to the door inner panel has been
noted and is shown in Figure l This was in
the form of a dent or creascat the belt-line.
Since this is strongly linked with the impact
by the occupants shoulder it appears that it
occurs before, and not as a result of the
door opening. Furthermore, since in most
accidents there is very little damage to the
door and B-pillar apart from this, it would
appear to be the sole cause for the unlatching.
ll9
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Figure1. Road rccldent-door inner panel deformatlon
The recurrenceof the sametype of vehicle in
different accidentssuggeststhat the problem
may be related to specific designsof door
system.
c) The mechanismof door opening is clear
from examination of the door layout' In
each type of car involved in the accidents,
the linkagebetweenthe latch and the interior
releasehandle is in the form of a pull-rod
routed along the inner surfaceof the door,
at a height very close to the waist rail' It
appearsthat the impact by the occupant's
shoulder has causedthe linkage to activate
the latch.
d) The absenceof damage to the latch, striker
that the
pin or surroundingstructuresuggests
phenomenonoccursas a resultof low energy
impacts, less than the energy needed to
deform the door structuresignificantly.This
is confirmed by the low level of shoulder
injury in those occupants who were not
ejectedas a result of the door opening' If
this is so, it suggeststhat, firstly, the conditions for door bursting are the same as for
ejection, namely an occupantprojectedout'
ward. In addition to this, if the door bursts
under a relatively low force, this implies that
an occupantprojectedagainstit would experience only a small change in velocity and
would exit the open door and strike some
external object at a higher velocity than if
the door offered more resistance.

b)

ExperimentalInvestigation
MIRA was commissionedby the UK Departmentof
Transportto conductan experimentalinvestigationof
this phenomenon.The terms of referenceof this study
were to attempt to reproducethis phenomenonin the
laboratory, using doors from vehiclesknown to be
120

prone to this type of occurrence.In addition to this, it
was hoped that other featuresobservedin the accident
studies, particularly the pattern of door damage,
would also be reproduced.
In initial discussionswith the $ponsors,it was felt
that one of two types of test might offer a suitable
method of achievingthis. The first of these was a
quasi-statictest, in which an intrusion device,representing the shoulder of the occupants,was forced
slowly into the insideface of the door until unlatching
occurred.The secondwas in the form of an impact
test usinga bodyform representingthe torso, shoulder
and upper arm of an occupant,projectedagainstthe
inner panelof the door. However,beforethe development work on thesetestscommenced,someadditional
work was done to gather data on the forces and
deflections required to releasethe latch on undeformed door specimens.

Investigntion into Latch ReleaseParameters
Front doors from two types of car known from the
accident studies to be subject to this effect were
selectedand mounted in a test fixture. A small hole
was made in the outer skin of the door oppositethe
centre of the latch releaserod and a thin cable looped
around the rod. The cable wa$ then pulled outwards
until latch releaseoccurred, the force and deflection
of the rod being noted at the time of release.The
resultsof the testsare given in Table 2'
It can be seenfrom the table that the two specimens
from Vehicle A unlatched at a similar force but with
somevariation in deflection,presumablydue to manufacturing and assemblytolerances'The latch from
VehicleB requiredthe sameorder of force to release
but lessdeflection.
The deflectionsappear to be rather less than the
degreeof plasticdeformationobservedin photographs
of the accidentvehicles.
It was observed that on one of the latch systems
that the locking linkage and latch linkage had some
Table2. Fesulteol latch rod dellectlontests.
Door Release
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common components. A similar test was conducted
on the interior lock linkage rod which was incorporated into the handle system to enable lock release
lrom inside the car.
The result of the test on the lock linkage was
interesting, in that it required a similar load and
deflection to unlock the latch as it does to unlatch it.
The design of latch effectively isolatesthe latch from
the interior releasewhen the lock is activated. However, the result suggcritsthat even if the lock was
activated, it might not prevent the door frorn unlatching, since the lock would be de-activatedby the time
the door was unlatched.

I)evelopmentof Quasi-StaticTest Method
A quasi-statictest was devisedsimilar to a side door
intrusion test bnt from inside the car.
These tests were conducted by mounting a door
specimen by its hinges on a fixture, with the latch in
engagementwith a striker pin. An intrusion device
was constructed from 50 mm diameter steel tube to
represent the humerus of the occupant. This was
mounted on a hydraulic ram which forced it slowly
into the inner pancl of the door. A typical test
arrangefirentis shown in Figure 2.
The initial test was conducted with the intrusion
device axis inclined at 20" to the vertical in a
longitudinal plane and aligned with the centre ol' the
longest unsupported section of rod. Later tests used a
similar tube mounted vertically, a striker pin mounting allowing it to pivot, a I00 rnrn diameter intrusion
device and a device allowing the intrusion device to
pivot in a tran$vcr$cplanc. A total of nine tests were
conducted on front doors from vehiclesof type A and
B.
Despite these variations only one teit, the first,
where activation was not repeated, resulted in unlatching of the door. All ot' the others continued until the
door failed mechanically or r-rntil deformation of the
door rendered unlatching impossible. From observa-

Figure 2. Static door latch activation test

tions during the tests, it was felt that the test method
was not producing a similar pattern of deformation to
that seenin the accident studies.In particular, the test
was lcading to rotation of the latch about a vertical
axis which prevented the striker I'rom clcaring the
Iatch.
I)evelopment of Dynamic Test Method
It is clear that the closest simulation of the conditions existing at the door on the instant of release,as
seen through the accident ca$e studies. would be
achieved through some form of impact test. Such a
test would need to reproduce the important parameters such as the geometry and mass of the impacting
occupant, yet be sirnple enough to allow the test to be
conducted at moderate expense.
It was felt that a suitable test method would be
broadly similar to the Bodyform Impact Test specified
to measurethe efl'ectiveness
of the SteeringAssembly
in Rcgulationssuch as FMVSS 203 and ECE Reg 12.
Although the bodyform used in this test is not
suitable for representinglateral impacts, the use of a
cornmon propulsion device would clearly allow the
test to be carried out more easily, and provide good
repeatability.
As in the previous series of tests, a basic test
method was established which was comrnon to all
tests, with variations introduced to atternpt to achieve
repeatablelatch release.
The basic test utilised a bodyform constructedfrom
the upper torso and arm of a Sierra fiftieth-percentile
male anthropomorphic dummy. This was adapted to
enable it to be mounted on a sled-type propulsion
device used lbr ECE Reg l2 tesrs by fixing a frame to
the rigid thoracic spine of the dummy. The whole unit
was then ballastedto the ECE Reg l2 boclyblclckmass
of 36 ke. The arm was fixed at the elbow to constrain
articulation and the centre of gravity position adjusted
so that it coincided with rhar of the boclyhlock
specified by ECE Reg 12. This test arrangement is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Dynamic door latch activation test
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To allow information to be gathered which would
be useful in the investigation, an accelerometer was
mounted on the clummy spine, measuring in a lateral
direction.
As in the ECE Reg l2 test, the bodyform was
mounted on its propulsion sled, the sled was propelled
to impact velocity and arrested a short distance from
the cloor, projecting the dummy forwards to strike the
door in free flight.
An impact velocity of 24.1 km/hr was chosen
initially as it seemed that this represented the accidents str.rdiedearlier in the project. lt was felt that the
choice of velocity was not important except that the
kinetic energy of the bodyform should excccd a
certain threshold value necessaryto deform the door
and that a higher velocity would merely lead to a
higher final velocity of the bodyform a$ it was
projected through the door after unlatchingThe initial tests were conducted with a bodyform
having an upper arm attached to the torso at the
shoulder; in latcr tests,the uppcr arm was fixed at the
elbow. This change meant that the dummy's ribs no
longer contributed to the performance ol the bodyform, leading to a simpler device. Other variations
were introduced by varying in the impact velocity and
the means of mounting the striker pin on the rig. A
total of 19 tests were conducted in this series, using
front doors from Vehicle A and these are summarised
in Table 3.
The most interesting aspect emanating from the
analysis of thc results from these tests was the cffect
that realistically representing the surrounding vehicle
structure of the door had in allowing latch activation
to occur. The door closure seal pressureswere reproduced by encorporating actual seals frorn the vehicle
concerned so that normal opening and closing efforts
were maintained. In the early tests the striker was
attached to a simple box section to represent the

B-pillar. To investigate the forces acting on the latch
and striker the cornponents were instrumcntcd with
displacement transducers and tri-axial loadcells. The
effects of configuring the test rig in these ways tended
to lead to poor repeatability. Analysis of high speed
cine suggestedthat the "B" pillar location was too
rigid. ln an effort to overcome this problem the rig
"8" pillar fixed
was adapted to encorporate the body
at its extreme ends. The fixing position was designed
to represent the "8" pillar connection at the cant rail
and the rocker panel, thus increasing the clegree of
representativenessof the door system in the rig.
During the second half of the test programme it
became clear that a test which very accurately reproduced the circumstancesin real world accidents had
been achieved. The door was opening on more than
80o/o of occasions and the damage to the door was
virtually identical to that seen in the accidents used to
model the test. An example of the damage is shown in
Figure 4.

Validation Testing
The investigation had up to this point in time
focuseclon reproducing the circumstancesof rcalthat
world accidentsituationswith vehiclecomponents
had exhibiteclthe problem. The next stage of the
study was to investigatethe possibilityof the same
problemoccurringon vehiclesthat werenot currently
includedin the national accidcntdata file. Trials were
conductedto evaluatethe performanceof a random
selectionof six modelsof vchiclereadilyavailableon
the UK market.
Each test was conductedusing the front door taken
from cars which had been purchased ncw lor a
evaluationprogramme'Two specicrashworthiness
mens of each type of door (hoth left hand) were
tested. The complete "8" pillar was removed from
the vehicleto mount the striker for the test, and the
vehicle was caret'ully measured before removal of

Table 3. Hesults of dynamic impact tests.
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these corhponents so that the relationship of the latch
and striker could be accuratelyrcproduced in the test.
The tests were conducted in accordance with the
final test method used in the development trials, that
is, propelling the bodyform at a 24.1 km/hr impact
velocity, with the arm of the bodyform aligned
toward with the front seat R-point of the vehicle, to
strike the door in free flight.
The results of the tests showed that the door on two
of the models activated and relcased. three failed to
activate and one activated but lailed to release cornpletely. However, in the case of one of the models
where the door opened, the unlatching did not persist
long enough to allow the door to pass the
intermediate-latchedposition and the door remained
closed.

EngineeringEvaluation of Results
-l

hc cvidcrrccgathcred in experiruerrtalinvestigation
has suggestedthat the occurrenceof door unlatching
is determined to a great extent by features in the
design of thc door and the latch linkage. In other
words, the potential for this type of accident seernsto
lie in specific types of linkage rather than every
linkage of the pull-rod.
It is apparent that in most casesthe linkage rod is
situated in a vulnerable region of the door and that
the degree of outward lateral deformation of the rod
and the I'orce to achieve this deformation is small.
The performance of any particular design using a
pull-rod appearsto be determinedto a great extent by
the pattern of deforrnation of the door when struck
on the inner face. In particular, it is whether the
deformation of the door extends into the end face
adjacent to the latch and the behaviour of the rod
itself under impact which is crucial in deciding
whether the door will open or not.
This suggest.q
that the simplest solution may be to
increa$ethe beltline stiffness to reduce intrusion but
not enough to cause serious shoulder injury. Alternatively, additional structural stiffnesscould be incorporated into the corner of the door, in the region of the
latch, which will more easily transmit the bcnding into
the end face of the door. However. this will work best
where the latch incorporateria fairly restrictive slot,
around the head of the striker pin. Doors having a
more open slot, or a channcl in the strikcr would not
benefit from this.
An alternative solution to the problem, still using
the pull-rod linkage, might be to incorporate some
free-play into thc handlc so that it was lree to move
when the rod is displacedin a direction opposite to its
normal travel. If sufficient movement wcrc allowed. it
is probable that the rod would not activate the latch
under accident conditions.
The problem could also be solved by using other
forms of mcchanism to release the latch. A

"bowden" cable is used in some of the luxury cars
producedin Europe.Providedthat a generouslength
of outer casingis incorporated,this would be free
from activationproblemswhen routedaway from the
criticalarea.

General Observations
The investigationlras shown that the opening of iar
doors as a result ol' inadvertent unlatching is a
possibility in a significant number of accidcnts and
that some action is necessaryin order to reduce its
occurrence. The choice of an appropriate course of
action is a complex one, since there arc many considerations which will ultimately determine the prircticability of any solutiorr which might be adopted.
In the UK the Department of Transport consider
that the necessarychangesin vehicle design should be
stimulated by amcnding the existing ECE Regulation
concernedwith these cornponents.This item has been
on the agetrda for discussi<lnby thc ECE Croup of
Rapporteurs on CieneralSafety matters (GRSG) on a
number of occasions over the last two years. The
occurrance of the accident circurnstancesin question
for a variety of traffic environmentshas clearly to be
established.The implications of seat belt usc by the
occupantsof vehicleshas a bearing on the efl'icacyof
any proposed changes. In Europc, rcstraint use is
generallyquite high for front seat occupitnts,although
wearing rates are variable over a large group of
countries(7). However, restrained occupants can be
partially ejected and seriouslyinjured, and the majority of rear seatedoccupantsare not restrained.Therefore a significant risk of injury as a result of latch
activation is present.
Engineering solutions which will reduce the incidence of inadvertant door opcning are not dil'ficult or
expensive to introduce, and this research study has
dernonstratedthat a sirnple component test procedure
can be used to evaluate design charrges.The test has
all the desirable characteristicsfor a crashworthiness
assessmenttool in having the ability to discrinrinate
levels of safety performance for various vehicle safety
designs. It has a high degree of repeatability and
reproducibility and a low level of test complexity. The
research has provided yet a furtlrer examplc of a
corlrponent test that could providc real benefits for
improving vehicle crashworthiness.

Conclusions
Passenger
car door design,for good crashworthiness,remainsan important area for
future improvements
eventhough legislation
currently existsconcerningthc pcrlbrmance
of hinges,latchesand sidc door intrusion
strength.
testcan provide
2) The component(sub-systcm)
an eff'ectivecontributionas a developmcnt
I)
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and legislativetool in reducing the level of
road accidetrtinjurY.
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History
In 1982. the MVMA uudertook a comprehcnsive
research program to develop and evaluate potential
improvements in side impact protection(4)' The program was structured with severaltasks including:
.
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Accident Data Analysis
Effectiveness
Injury Criteria
Develop Subsystem Test Procedure
Build Subsystem Test Device
Develop Full Vehicle Test Procedure
Build or Acquire Full Vehicle Test Equipment
Evaluate Full Vehicle and Subsystem Test
Procedures
Evaluate Bencfits of the Test Procedures

The accident data analysis has been completed and
was reportcd previously(l)' A review of the accidcnt
data show that the upper torso to thc side surface of
the vchicle is thc predominate iujury category for
serious to fatal injuries. These injuries involved fracturecl bones and lung damage caused by the side
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surface of the vehicle. The abdomen to the side
surface is the second most frequent injury category
where the side surface intcraction with the kidney,
spleen and liver were the major injury mechanisms.
The test effectivenessportion of the study coucluded that for any given thorax to side surface test
procedure, three factors are important(7). These are:
r
r
r

d high level of repeatability and reproducibility plus a low level of test complexity;
Ability to discrirninate levels of saf'ety performancc in differcnt vehicle designs;
Ahility to accurately represent the injury
catcgory and injury severity occurring in the
rcal-world under a variety of conditions
which reflect real-world occurtenccs-

The hardware and test development and evaluation
portion consideredtwo basic approaches:full vehicle
and subsystem.MVMA did not choose a full vehicle
test over the subsystem test sincc both have merit'
Both te$t procedures were supported in this program
to develop information and auswcrsto basic questions
that are nceded to impletnent a meaningful side
impact test procedure.
This rcport summarizes much of the hardware
developmentand evaluation including the resultsof l6
full vehiclc tesfsand 12 sttbsystemtests comparing the
variability of cach, their ability to discriminate potential countermeasures and provide estimates of the
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repeatability and reproducibility of the respective test
devices.
The countermeasure$ considered for full vehicle
testing cortsisted of interior padding, door stiffness
and occupant $pacing relative to the door. Countermeasureconsideredfor subsystemtesting was interior
padding. The objectivesof both full scale and subsystem test $ericswas to;
l)
.

2)
3)
4)
5)

Estimate the relative ability of various response measures from each test device to
discriminate changes due to application of
the countermeasures.
Estimate the variability and correlation of
the various resf)onsemeasures,
Make statistical infereucesconcerning interaction of the various countermeasurgs.
Determinc the eft'ects of various Ievels of
data filtering on the results.
For full vehicle testing, provide estinates of
dummy reproducibility and repeatabiliry by
introducing two different SID dummies in
the full vehicle matrix,+

CompletedTesting
A series of 16 full vehicle tests were conducted
under highly controlled conditions using the proposed
National Highway Traffic Safety Adrlinistration
(NHTSA) side impact test procedurc. See Figure I.
The test vehicles were sequentially produced 1985
Ford LTD's identically equipped to reduce vehicle
variability.
Eieht of the vehicles were modified structurally to
insure a measurable response differencc from the
standard vehicle. These modifications consisted of
pillar of the vchicle and
strengthening the
installing a channel between the "B" pillerrs, Crush
data showing Force vs. Displacement for the structural modifications are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Eight oi the vehicles were equipped with padding.
This padding wa$ selected of sufficicnt capacity to
prevent "bottoming out" ilt the proposed tcst velocity. A pad approximately 5 inches (l2.7cm) of Arcel
506 (32.lkg/mr) was selected.
Finally 8 of the vehicles were tested with the
dutnrny spaced l2.7cm (5") from the door padding in
various combinations with the othcr 2 counterrneasures above. The test matrix for the full vehicle testing
consisted of replicating each of eight test corrditions
composedof a matrix of:
Structure
Padding
Spacing of the dummy from the door
Thc tost matrix is shown in Table l.

FTJLL-VEHICLE
IEST PFOCEDUFE REPfiESEHTATION
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!
t

I
I
I

SfATIO{AFY
TE6T VEHICLE

Figure 1
To avoid interactions with the driver controls which
might confound the results the decision was macle to
conduct the tests with the dummy in the pas$enger
position.
Measurementsobtained from the SID are shown in
Figure 4. Additional accelerometerswerc placed on
the test vehicle right front door at the centerline.
midrear, upper centerline and midfront as well as on
the left sill. This inlor.matiorr was used to determine
the striking vclocity ol the dummy and accordingly
was used in the selection of the subsystem tcst
velocity. The moving barrier had accelerorneters
at the
center of gravity and the rear member.
The primary analytical technique employed was the
Analysis of Variance(ANOVA) of rnaximum values
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s.p"r"o etti-ater of reproducibility and repeatability werc uor obtained in
the subsysterntesting bccitusc only one test devicc was avaikble.
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Tablel.
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Figure 3
although analyses were done using sampled time
histories and vector methods. Both repeatability and
reproducibility were studied regarding the sensitivity
of the test procedure to discrinrinate substantive
changes in test conditions(Z).
A summary ol'the full vehicledata analysisfollows:

.

dummY response'
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SubsystcmTests
A seriesof 12 subsystemtests were undertaken
utilizing the MVMA developed subsystemtest
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procedure(3) and the MVMA developed subsystem
test device. The doors used for thc tests were new
1985 Ford LTD doors identical to those used in the
MVMA full vehicle test series. The modifications to
the doors were identicirl to the modifications made to
the full vehicle doors with baselineand padded doors.
Two levels of each variable were itrcluded in the
experimentdesign. The door pancl modifications consisted of, in one case, replacing the manufacturers
door panel with a piece of 3.2 mm thick masonite
hardboard. The second level consisted of the hardboard panel plus a piece oi 127 mm thick foam. The
foam, the same a$ used in the full scale tests, was
Arcel 506 (32.1 kg./m). The level of padding was
identical to that used in the 16 full scale crash tests.
The two velocities used for the subsystemtesting
were obtained from an analysis of the l6 full vehicle
test series. ln a side impact accideut as the striking
vehicle crushes the struck door, the struck vehicle
moves relative to the struck vehicle occupant. The
struck vchicle occupant slides until contact witlt the
door is made. From the time the occupant contacts
the inner door, the occupant velocity increasesand
approaches that of the door and the front of the
striking vehicle. The occupant then rebounds away
from the door.
This time of eventsis shown in Figure 5. For the 16
full vehicle tests, instrumentation to calculatevelocity
was installed in the dummy, door and the striking
barrier. The door nrounted accelerometersdid not
yield reliable data as it is believed the accelerometers
rotated during the collision therefore yielding incorrect velocities. The average itnpact velocity of the
baseline vehicle, dummy near the door, 22.3 mph
(35.9 k/h). The averagevelocity ol ttrc paddccldoor,
for spacing and structurally rnodificd vchiclc was 16.4
m/h (26.4 k/h). These averagevalues were then used
to develop the subsystemtest speedsof 25.7 k/h and
37 k/h.

Experimental Design
As with the full vehicle crash tests. the test matrix
was designed as a l'actorial experiment. There were
two variablcs (padding and impact velocity), each at
two levels.This results in a 2 x 2 factorial with a total
of four treatnents. Each test condition was tested
three times, resulting in a total of twelve tests. This is
different than the full vehicle test experiment which
consistedof three treatmentsof two levels (2 x 2 x 2),
and with each test being repeated once resulted in a
total of l6 tests. Shown in Table 2 are the test
conditions for the twelve subsystemtests.
In the full vehicle crash test. two diffcrent dummies
were used. This allowed the results to be analyzed
relative to two error components, i.e., within the
dummy and betweendummies. The between dummies
error indicates the reproducibility of the test procedure. However, since only one subsystemtest device
was used for this tcsting program, then only "within"
subsystem test device error can be rneasured. This
error can be compared to the "within" dummy error
measuredduring the full scalecrash tests.

Test Procedurennd Equipment
The test procedurethat was defined by MVMA and
"A Proposed Procedure
titled:
for Side Interior
Testing with a Side Impact Device"(3) was used. The
test procedure and characteristicsof the test device are
summarizedin the followins sections.
Side Impact Tcst l)evice
MVMA through MGA Research Corporation had
designedand fabricated the Side lmpact Test Device.
The test device is designed to represent a human
thorax in an automobile side impact collision. The
device, illustrated in Figure 6, is a two mass impactor
with a compliance between thc two masses. The
smaller frontal mass representsthe rib mass of the
Table 2.
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thorax while the large mass represents the remaining
mass of thc thorax.
The test device is a pneumatically fired piston with
speed capability up to 40 km/hr. The small mass
moves relative to the large mass in a piston,/tube
arrangement as well. Two pieces of urethane placed
between the small mass and the large mass provide the
dcsired compliance to the systcrn selectedto result in a
force-time history for the test device, at a particular
impact velocity, that falls within a corridor derived
from test data reprcsetttinghuman thorax response.
There is a piece of foam material on the surfacc of
the small mass which is intended to contribute to the
response of the test device as well. In Figure 7 are
data illustrating the force time response of the
device(6). Besides the requiremeut of being within
both the one nrcter and two meter drop corridors,
there are requirements on thc peak relative deflection
of the two masses.
There are various sensors on the test device and a
data acquisition/computer system to record and processthe data. Thc $ensorsinclude an accclerometeron
the small mass and one on the large mass, a displacement potentiometer to measure the displacement of
the small mass and another displacementtransducer
to measurethe displacernentof the large mass. There

is also a contact switch and time zero channel to
record thc time that the impactor first contactsthe
test specimen.
The intent of the MVMA test procedure is to
provide a repeatablestandardizedtest that can be
used to evaluatethe energyabsorptioncharacteristics
of vehicleinterior door panels.The test procedure
calls for a pre-crushof the exterior of the door to
simulatethc distortionthat occursin a side impact
collision.Then, while the pre-crushdeviceis holding
the exteriorof the door, the interior surfaceof the
door is impactcdwith the side impact test deviceat a
specifiedvelocity.
The side impact test devicewas designedso it could
be insertedinto an automobilethrough a door opening to test the oppositeside door. However,if' the
interiorimpactareais cntirelywithin the peripheryof
the door, the door can be removedfrom the vehicle
and fixtured in a frame that attachesat the door
hingesand latch, and supportsfor the two sidesand
Iowerledgeof the door at leastas rigid as the vehicle
body. This approachwas usedfor fixturing the doors
for this testingprogram.
The interior impact location was determinedusing
dimensionsand practicesoutlinedin SAE J826,April
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1980 and Jll00, June 1984. The impact zone consists
of an area that is createdby placing the J826 H-point
template in both the forward and rearward nost
seating position, the forward most position and the
rear outline in the rearward most position. The upper
boundary is the lower daylight opening of the window, and the lower boundary is a horizontal line 170
mm above the H-point with the seat in the rearward
most positior.
The exterior pre-crush procedure consists of displacing a ram of specificationsillustrated in Figure 8 into
the exterior of the door a total of 230 mm. The ram
was placed on thc end of two hydraulic cylinders
which were controlled with a loop displacementfeedback servo system. The rate of ram extension was
approxirnately 2.0 mrn per second. The ram is to be
positioned such that the direction of travel is perpendicular to the longitudinal center line of the vehicle
and the vertical center line of the rant passesthrough
the H-point with the seat in mid-position. However, if
the interior impact locations are located entirely
within the body opening for the door, the ram will be
positioned so that the periphery of the ram clears the
body opening by a rninimum of 75 mm. This was the
casefor the twelve tests conductedin this project. The
bottom edge of the ram was positioned400 mm above
the ground surface reference plane for the vehicle
under test.
Shown in Figure 9 is a view of the test door in the
fixture. The pre crushing has taken place arrd the ram
is held against the outer side of the door.
Prior to installing the door into the fixture, the
door's inner panel was removed and replaced with a
piece of 3.2 mm tlrick masonite hardbqarcl.For six of
the twelve tests, a piece of 127 mm (hick foam was
attachedto the masonitein tlre irnl:ractarea. The foam
war; not added until after thc pre-crush.
The conclusions of the subsystemtest serieswere:
.

Impact velocity is a factor al'l'ectingdiscriminatory ability of the subsystemtests. Except

l+*

la;- -J

Figure L Sub$ystem test set-up
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Comparisonof Subsystemand Full
VehicleTesting
It is instructive to compare the results of the
subsystemtestswith those ol' the full-vehicletests. For
this cornparison, it suffices to compare only the
effects of padding, inasrnuch as this is the dominant
variable in the full-vehicle tests.
Cornparison of the subsystem and full-vehicle tests
is based on the following premiscs:
l)
2)

3)

PIJ',IET . THE FLAT REARFACEOTTt€ RA^

FlgureI

for the peak displacertentresponse,cliscrimination was better at the high velocity than at
low velocity.
Subsystem tests are highly repeatable, as
evidencedby srnall error standard deviations
and strong ability to discriminate between
treatments. Repeatability and discriminatory
ability are indicated to cqual or cxcced that
of the full vehicle tests.
Many of measured responsesin the subsystem tests are highly correlated; in particular,
viscous criterion (V+C) and TTI are essentially equivalent in their response to the
treatnlent variable in the test sequence.
Data filtering of Class 1000, 600 and 180
established high correlarions (0.99 - I.00)
illustrating the insignificanccol'the degreeof
data filtering.

Padding was similar for the two scries of
tests,
Similar doors were used in the two test
series.

The impactvelocitiesfor the $ubsystem
tests
were sclectedso as to bracketthe rangeof
severityfor the full-scaletests.

In the comparison,attentionwill be directedto how
closclytlre subsystem
and full-vehicletestsagreearld
to the comparativerepeatability
of the two tests.
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tests but closely approximates the actual values of TTI
for the hardboard and padded casesas well.
Subsystem tests may have a repeatability advantage
in the sense that they tend to yield higher levels of
significance for treatment effects than do the fullvehicle tests when the two tests are performed under
what are indicated to be comparable conditions of
exposure severity.
Further insight with regard to comparativc repeatability of the subsystem and full-vehicle tests is
aflorded by Table 5.
Direct comparison can be made of the error (repeatability) standard deviations for the two tests and,
more importantly, of F-Ratios and significancelevels
for the padding treatment variable for the two tests.
Thc valuesquoted l'or the lull-vehicletest$are those
obtained from a three-way Analysis of Variance, in
which there were eight treatments, each with two
replications. Thus the padding treatment main effect
has one degree of freedom and the error cstimate has
eight degrees o[ freedom. The value quoted for the
subsystemtests were derived from the two-way Analysis of Variance, in which there were four treatments
and three replications for each treatment, also yielding
a comparison involving one and eight degrees of
freedorn, respectively, f'or treatments and error. ln
this connection. it is fortunate that the number of
degrees of freedom available for testing thc significance of padding is the same in the full-vehicle and
subsystemtests.
It is indicated that repeatability for the subsystem
tests is, for the most part, comparable to that of the
full-vehicle test$. whethcr viewed in the absolute sense
(i.e., actual values of repeatability standard deviation)
or in the discriminatory sense, as indicated by FRatios and significance levels. ln interpreting this
conclusion, keep in mind that the results for the

Inasmuch as the effects of structure and dummy
spacing were small in the full-vehicle tests, it is
considered logical to pool the results for the two
structures and the two spacings in computing representative responses for the full-scale tests performed
with and without padding. Mean responseswith and
without padding can then be compared with subsystem test results with and without padding.
How the pooled levels of structure and dummy
spacing relatc to the impact-velocity variable in the
subsystemtests is unknown. Accordingly, it is appropriate to treat subsystem impact vclocity parametrically. In Table 3, the pooled results for the fullvehicle tests are compared with:
l)
Subsystemtest results at low velocity
2) Subsystemtest results at high velocity
3) Subsystemtest rcsults taken as the mean of
low-velocity and high-velocity results
ln the comparison, small mass accclcrations are
regarded as being analogous to upper or lower rib
accelerations, and large mass accelerations as being
analogousto lowcr spine accelerations.Also displayed
are the ratios of the responsewithout padding to the
response wllft padding for both tull-scale and subsystem tests.
The table suggests that it should be possible to
"calibrate" the subsystemtest velocity in such a way
that the subsystem test would serve a$ an effective
surrogate of the tull-vehicle test. For example, for
data tiltered at Class 1000, the performance of the
full-vehicle test appears quite comparable to the
subsystemtests performed at the higher velocityAn even more cogent example is provided by the
comparison of full-vehicle and subsystem results for
TTl, as shown in Table 4.
It is seen that the high velocity results es$entially
reprotluce not only the TTI ratio for the full-scale

Table 3. Comparlson ol tull-scale and subsystem test r63ults.
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Table4. Comparlsonof full-scaleand subeystemtest
results.
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subsystem tests are based on data pooled from two
levels of impact velocity, one of which is too low to
afford good discriminatiort. If all tests had been
performed at the higher impact velocity, higher significance levels would havc been realized. Furthermore,
several potentially significant sourcesof variability in
the full vehicle testing discussed earlicr were not
considered in the test sequenc€e.9., dummy interaction with the steeringsystem.
For a complete analysis of the subsystem test
conditions and statistical analysis the reader is referred to the final report in reference 5.

Future Full Vehicle Testing
Sincethe beginningof the original programa new
anthropomorphictest devicehas beenunder development in Europe.In conjunctionwith the test device
the EuropeanCommunityhas beendevelopinga side
impact test procedure.The MVMA has expandedits
originaltestingprogramto includethe Europeantest
procedureand dummy (commonlycalledEUROSID)
into the scopeof the work for harmonizationpurposes.MVMA wishesto addressthe harmonization
issue and to investigateall the potential test proceduresand test devicesto strive for meaninsfultests.

In this regard MVMA has purchased 3 European
Developed Side Impact Dum,nies (EUROSID's) from
the Netherland Road Research Laboratories (TNO).
These dunttniesare to be deliveredwithin the next few
days. The United Kingdom Department of Transport,
Transportation and Road Research Laboratories has
graciously provided the MVMA with 8 European side
impact barrier faces rrreeting the specifications set
forth by the government agency. In addition, eight
barrier faces have been made available from the
CCMC and can be used in the event the European
Covernments decide to adopt a rnore rigid barrier
face.
At this time, MVMA has generated a factorial
experiment to test a combination of identical vehicles
as used for the completed l6 full vehiclc test utilizing
the NHTSA test procedure. Table 6 highlights the
complete full vehicle tcsting program.
The test vehicles used for the full vehicle tests,
either European or NHTSA, will be l9B5 modcl year
Ford LTD's to allow comparison to previous test
results.The treatmentsto the vehicleswill be identical
to those treatments used in the first series of vehicle
tests.
All variables will be held as close as possible to
conditions that the original l6 vehicle tests were
conducted. The tests will be conducted at the Transportation ResearchCenter of Ohio utilizing the same
instrumentation where possible,same typc of vehicle,
samc te$t site and same personnel.
The second series will provide a direct comparison
of the EUROSID repeatability and reproducibility as
well as a comparison of how the EUROSID relatesto
the NHTSA SID in the ability to discriminatebetween
changesin occupant protection in side impacts.
The third seriesof tests will include full vehicle test
using the EUROSID, European test procedure and
European barrier. This test series will permit an
analysisto be made ol the ability of the European test

Table 5. Comparlsonof full-acaleand subsystemtest repeatability.
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Table6.
SERI E5
1

TEST PROCEDURE

DUflilY

BARRIER FACE

STATUS

NTITSA

NHTSA

NUTSA

CamPlete

NHTSA

EUHosrb

NHTSA

start

5/87

EuropEan

EUROSID

European

Start

6/87

{

EuropeEn

NHTSA

European

Start

8/87

q

NHTSA

NHTSA

European

Strrt

9/87

3

and EUROSID to discriminatc between. potential
countermeasuresthat were investigated in the seriesof
sixteen original tests. An understandingof the rcpcatability and reproducibility of the proposed European
test procedure will also be gained.
The fourth series of full vehicle tests will be run
utilizing thc European test procedure but substituting
the NHTSA Side Impact Dummy for the EUROSID.
As with all testing in this program, the vehicles,
countermeasures, instrumentation, test site and personnel will be the sarne as used for the othcr te$t
seriesto minimize variability. An analysisof the data
from this series will permit a direct estimation of the
sensitivity of responses of the EUROSID to the
NHTSA Side Impact Dummy for identical tcst conditions.
The fifth sequenceof tests planned at this time will
be NHTSA type tcsts using the NHTSA Side lmpact
Dummy but substituting the European barrier face for
the NHTSA barrier I'ace. An analysis of these data
should indicate if the test could be conducted with
either barrier face or if a correction factor rnay be
applied or if there is no correlation between te$ts
when the barrier faces are substituted.
MVMA has purchased 3 EUROSID dummies for
this test program and two of the dummies will be
utilized in the test series. Two dummies will provide
dummy variability. The tests will be run in the
sequcnceshown in Table 6. The third dummy will be
held in reserve to bc used only if there is a catastrophic failure in either of the two dummies selected
for the tests.
The full vehicle test portion of the test series is
s c h c d u l e dt o b e c o m p l e t e i n t h e f a l l o l ' 1 9 8 7 . A
completc statistical analysis will be undertaken to
determine and understand the interactions and variability of the te$t procedures and dummies when
related to common occupant protcctiorr measuresin
nearly identical vehicles. It i$ hoped that harmonization can be achieved from a comprehensive program
of this nature.

Future SubsystemTesting
One major aspoct of the subsystem test is that
considerationmust be given for structure and padding
features added for occupant protection. Thc scriesof
l2 tests conducted using the subsystemtcst procedure
used test velocities generated from the first series of
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16 full vehicle tests. Accelerometers were placed in the
door for the 16 full vehicle te$ts and an estimation
was made oI the door velocity when the dummy
contacted the door during the full vehicle test. As
detailed in the final report on the full vehicle testing
the door velocity estimates are not closely bounded
and are subject to error(2). One possible reason is that
as the door crushedthe orientation oI the accelerometers changed, thus changing the apparent velocity that
the door came in contact with the dummy.
MVMA will undertake a comprehensive analysis to
analyze full vehicle tcst data, subsystem test data and
cadaver data to establish a method to determine
subsystem test velocities taking into account vehicle
structure and other design consideration that may
have a separate or synergistic cffect on occupant
protection. Full vehicle test data will be investigated
to determine if a correlation exists between certain
vehicle parameters and door velocity at the time the
dummy contacts the door during a side impact collision. Subsystem test results will be evaluated to
determine if crushing and holding the door in the
fully crushed position with an unyielding device is
representativeof how a realistic test could be conducted and if thcrc are relationships between full
vehicle tcst vclocitiesand subsystemtest velocitiesfor
tests already conducted. An anirlysis of existing cadaver data will also be undertaken to determine
factors in human anatomy and injury mechanismsand
injury severityand determine if these can be related to
full vehicle testsas well as subsystemtests.
The prime output of this analysis of existing data
will be a definition of a relationship or relationships
between vehicle structurc, padding and resultant
subsystem test velocities. The goal is to develop a
method to determine the test velocity that the subsystem l.est should be conducted for various types of
vehicles. The relationships between vehicle structure,
mass and other as of yet urrdefined factors will be
developed and prcsented.
This subsystem test data analysis and recommendations will start lhe $ummer of 1987 and be complete
by the fall ol' 1987.
The MVMA side impact program is a comprchensive multi task program that is scheduledfor completion this year. The results of the completed portion of
the program havc provided insight into side impact
testing both for full vehicle tests as well as for
subsystem tests. The remainder of the program will
enhance the initial knowledge by investigating other
ncwly developedtest proccduresand test dummics and
relating this information to that already gained.
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Further Considerationof the EuropeanSideImpact Test Procedure
Preparedby
D. Cesari,
I.D. Neilson
for the European Experimental Vehicles
Committee on Side Impact,
France

Introduction
In 1982 the procedure proposed by EEVC for
evaluation of protection in side impact was presented
at the 9th ESV conference(l).
This procedure was based on the data available at
that time concerning ihe side impact accident situation, but none had the expcrienccof the proposed test
methodology.
The three main topics defining the procedure are
ths tests conditions. the characteristicsof the bullet
device and the dummy to be used.
The main paramcters of the EEVC procedure as
proposed in 1982were:
r
I
r
r

r

J'he tested car must be stationary.
The striking bullet would be a mobile deformable barrier.
The trajectory of the MDB would be perpendicular to the sagittal plane of the tested car.
The geometrical and the force deflection
charactcristicsof the deformable front face
of the barrier were defined in the procedure.
The resultswould be analyzedon taking into
acceunt the valucs of injury paramcters Iecorded on a ne\ryside impact dummy.

The proccdureis summarizedon Figure I and 2.
During thc la$t five ycars, many tests using the
proposedprocedurewere conductcdin scvcralEuropean laboratories(2)
as well as a new dumnry (called
EUROSID)was developedand evaluated.
It is time now to take into account this gained
experience
and to reconsiderthe originalEEVC specificationsof the Europeanside impact tcst procedure.

Test Conditions
The original procedure proposes a pure 90o trajectory of the bullet mobile defirrmablc barrier relativc
to the struck car which is stationary during the test.
This configuration does not representexactly the most
frequent accident conligurati<lns.
In real accidents,the struck car is also moving but
at a speed which is generally lower than thc $triking
car. To sirnulate such a configuration, it is necessary
either to makc a tcst against a moving car (which is
complicated and has a poor repeatability)or to give a
crabbed rnotion to the barrier.
EEVC has decided to 1982 not to keep a procedure
with a crabbed motion of the barrier becauseit was
considered that the axial components of the forces
exerted to the occupants of the struck car would not
increasethe severityof injuries to be rnitigated by .side
impact protection improvement. However, it is important to verify if this assumption is true.
In the frame of the validation program of EUROSID a seriesof tests were performed using the EEVC
procedure (stationary struck car) atrd two other tests
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Figure 1. Configuration of the EEVC $lde impact test
procedure

in the same conditions, but with a crabbed barrier(3)'
The tests with the crabbed barrier were performed at
54 km/h, which correspond to 50 km/h perpendicular
component.
In terms of car deformations, no important difference was found betwcen the tests in EEVC procedure
and the crabbcd barrier tests. All the tests were
performed with a EUROSID dummy as driver of the
struck car.
Analysis of injury parameters recorded during these
tests shows that the tests with a crabbed barrier gives
lowcr value. as indicated in Table l.
These results confirm that there is no reason to
modify the EEVC side impact test specifications.

Figure 2. Maln characterlstlcs of the EEVG mobile
deformable barrier

The Mobile DeformableBarrier
When the EEVC side impact test procedure was set
up, nobody had the cxperieuce of using a mobile
dcformable barricr correspondingfo the specil'ication.
During the last years, rnany tests using the EEVC
mobile deformable barrier were performed in several
European laboratories. Two characteristics can be
reconsideredtaking into account the experiencegained
with this test, the f irst one is the geotrretricalspecification, especially the groutrd clearance, and the second
one the fbrce deflexion specifications.

Table L EUROSIDmeasurementmeanvaluesfor non crabbedand crabbedteete.
Noncrabbedtests
50 km/h
90 degrees
(Meanvaluesof
3 tests)
HEAD

CHEST

Acc.3ms
(s)

RES.

39.9

34.7

Hlc

265

160

RES

69.3
94.2
139.9
108.7

51.2
70.9
107,3
91.1

U
M
L

114.3

Acc.3ms

RIB

Defl.
(mm)

RIB

Acc. Sms

RES

79.9

70.3

PUB

4.7

3.6

lL

1.0

0.7

(s)

(u)

PELVIS
Force
(kN)
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Crabbed tests
54 km/h
63 degrees
(Mean values of
2 tests)

U
M
L

32.5
36.5
38,5

35,8

29.1
31.3
374

91.8

32.6
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Geometricalehrracteristics
give a valueof 250 mm to
The EEVC specifications
groundclearance
of the front faceof the barrier.This
low valucwaskept in orderto anticipatethc evolution
of car front structures design: it was expecteda
loweringol rigid front structures.
ln fact even comparedto the most recentcars, the
EEVC nrobiledeformablebarrier behavcsdifferently:
in car to car tests,the $trikingcar overridesthe door
sill, evenif it is in a diving brakingposition;in MDB
to car tests,the door sill is clearly involvedin the
dcformations,and then participatesin the energy
dissipation.
To give a more realistic behavior, the ground
clearance
of the MDB hasto be increased
to 300mm.

Figure 3. Side delormations in MDB teste with 250
mm, and 300 mm ground clearanceand in
cer to car testg

However, increasing the ground clearance would also
raise the upper edge and then load the side of the
struck car at a level up to 800 mm, which rnay be
clearly higher than what occurs in car to car accidents
with the most recent cars having a low bonnet.
The value of 300 mm for the ground clearancewas
also the original proposal made by CCMC(3). Comparison of side deformations in MDB tests with 250
mm, and 300 mm ground clearanceare indicated on
Figure 3.

Stiffnessspecifications
The front face ol' the EEVC mobile deformable
barrier is made from 6 blocks.The force dellcction
characteristics
of each block and the total force
deflectionwere specifiedas lepresentative
of a European car population. For each block, the force
deflectionvariation must stay insidea specifiedcorridor during a frontal impact test againsta 90o ligid
dynarnometric
wall at 35 km/h. impactspeed.
ln such a test made with the present designsof
EEVC barrier front face, it has been l'ound that it is
impossibleto stay inside the corridor during all the
defornration.
A more or lessimportant peak escapingfrom the
corridor occursat the beginningof the deformation.
Figure4 showsa typicaltotal forcedeflectioncurvein
a frontal impacttest of the EEVC mobiledeformable
barrier, The values of injury paraneters depends
mainly from the behaviourof the barrier during its
secondhalf oi deformation,and then it seemsacceptableto considerthat the corridor specifications
would
apply only to the deformationsgreaterthan l5 cm. It
is then important to keep the specifications
del"ining
the energyto be dissipatedby eachblock during the
test.

Flgure 4. Typical total lorce deformatlon curve for
EEVC mobile deformable barrier
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The EUROSID
The secondpart of the procedureis the dummy to
effort was made
be uscdin tlte test.A comprehensive
during the last years to dcsign, manulactureand
evaluatea new dummy, the EUROSID.
Elevcn preproductionprototypesof this dummy
havejust been completedand will be tcstedsoon in
severallaboratories
aroundthe world. This stepis the
last one, ancl the EUROSID prototypeswere extensively tcsted in 1986 by five Europeanlaboratories
and the results of this validation programme were
reportedduring a seminarheld in Brusselsin December 1986.

realistic interaction between the front of the barrier
and side of the struck car, and the force deflection
corridors which would not apply to thc first l5 cm of
barrier crush.
In the same time, a new dumrny called EUROSID
was developed especially to be used in side impact
tests; the complete procedure is then available after
being validated.
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of this procedure.
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Units of MDB for SideImpact Test
A Study on Energy-Absorbing
Haruo Ohmae,
Minoru Sakurai,
Inc.;
JapanAutomobileResearch,
Yukinori Nakamurat
Kuniyuki Watanahe,
JapanAutomobileManufacturers
Association,
Japan
Abstract
Japan Automobile Research Institute, lnc. (JARI)
and Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association,
lnc. (JAMA) have been making continuous effort to
study on the following themes since 1985 in order to
examine the sidc impact test methods.
l.

2.

Analysis of side collision accidentsin Japan:
Analyze the data collected on side collision accidents
Evaluation of energy-absorbing units of
MDB:
lnvestigate average specifications of the
Japanese domestic cars and the characteristics of euergy-absorbingunits made
by.IARI/JAMA
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Examination of frrll scale test methods;
Review such factors for occupant injuries
4. Examination of component test methods:
Perl'orm numerical analysis simulations
Study the various causes of occupant
injuries
5. Comparison tcsi,' of side impact dummies:
Cornpare SID(NHTSA)
dummy and
EUROSID dummy
This report describes part of our research. It deals
with the results of our development efforts of making
energy-absorbing units of MDB based on the average
dimensions and characteristics of the front end of
Japanesedomestic cars.
Specifically, this report explains in detail the development process, static and dynamic characteristics,
dependencyon impact speedand crab angle, etc., and
also the results of full scale test using the energyahsorbing units.
3.

Background
The problcm of reduction of the dcath and injury
of occupants in side collisions has become important
internationally. Based on that recognition, JARI/
JAMA commenced basic studies in 1985. However,
many technical problems still remain unsolved and
studiesare continuing in 1987.
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At present,JARI/JAMA is continuing its research
into side impact test methods, both on full scale
testingand comporlenttesting.
Table I shows iterns studied from 1985 throueh
1986.
This paper introducesthe developmentof energyabsorbingunits for MDB frontal structure,the testing
of their characteristics,
and a full scaletest of MDB
with the energy-absorbing
units developed,which
representthe completedportion of the 1985and 1986
studyitems.

Resultsof a Surveyto Determine
MDB Energy-AbsorbingUnit
Specifications
To determinethe variousdimensionsand characteristics of MDB energy-absorbing
units, the various
dimensions,weights,etc. of Japancserepresentative
pa$senger
carsweresurveyed.
Dimension$ and Weight
The averagewidth and frontal height of Japanese
carsare 1,550mm and 450mm, respectively,
from the
survey.The minimum ground clearanceof Japanese
car fronts is approximately250 mm, which was
calculatedfrorn the groundclearance
of unloadedcar,
that of a loaded car and the degreeof nosc-dive
during braking.
The median curb weight of Japanesecars, repreof 5090,dcrivcdl'rom
$entinga cumulativepercentage
the numberof carsin opcrationas of March 1984,is
950 kg.
approximately

Front Stiffness
The averagefront stiffnesswas calculatedfrom 16
passenger
representative
cars. As the result, it was
found that the forces for deformationsof 200 mm
and 300 mm were 160 kN and 220 kN, respectivcly.
Table 1. Study lteme and echedule of side lmpact
tests made by JAFUJAMA.
lt&
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Developmentand Charaeteristics
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J-Ahsorber
For rhc de'velopmentof the J-absorber, we referred
to those r€po115(r)tat
of' EEVC anct CCMC energyabsorbing units in the lOth ESV International Conference (in 1985 in England) and we ser rhe following
goals.
(l) Fluctuations due to changesin the environmental conditions including temperature and humidity to
be minimal. (2) Test lluctuations, that is, fluctuations
in the deformation parrern be minimal. (3) The
energy-absorbingunit itself is not to be torn to pieces
and scatteredby a impact as observedin the case of
the energy-absorbingunit of the EEVC.
The developedJ-absorbcr satisfied these conditions
and was also inexpensive.
As shown in Figure l, the J-absorber is primarily
made of polyethylene foam, and the high rigidity
block (Block 2) is coupled with rigid polyurethane
foam (of different crush characteristics to the equivaIent proposed by the EEVC) for reinforcement.
To join the members, an epoxy adhesive and a
syntheticrubber adhesivewere used.

Characteristicsof J-absorber
(l) Static and Dynamic Characteristics
Figure 2 shows thc static force-deformation curve
of each J-absorber composite material. Each graph
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Table 2 cornpares the results of a Japanese car
survey conducted by JARI/JAMA with proposals by
other nations. Frorn the Table, it can be seenthat the
frontal dimensions of average Japanese cars are close
to what is proposed by the EEVC(I) and the CCMC(z),
and the front stiffness is close to the EEVC proposal.
From the above results, we were Ied to conclude
that the values proposed by thc EEVC would be
effective Japanese MDB specifications in terms of
both dimensionsand front stiffness,and we developed
MDB energy-absorbingunit according to thesespecifications. (The MDB energy-absorbingunit developed
by JARI/JAMA
is referred to as "J-absorber."
hereafter.)
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Figure 1. Gomposition and dimensions of J-absorber
in each book

shows the result of static compressionof a block
measuring(L)500 x (W)500 x (H)250 mm made of
eachmaterial.
of
Figure 3 showsstatic and dyrramiccharacteristics
The
static
characteristic
the J-absorberas a whole.
was derivedfrom the result of static compressionat a
static compressionspeed fo 50 mm/rnin, and the
dynanic characteristicfrom the re$ult of colliding an
MDB with J-absorberweighing 1,100 kg againsta
fixed barrier at a speedof 35 km/h.
For reference,the characteristiczone proposedby
the EEVC is also shownirr Figurc3.
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Figure 3. Dynamic and static characteristics of
J-absorber
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From Figure 3, it can be seenthat the characteristics of the static force-deformation curve of the
J-absorberas a whole are smaller than the dynamic
one and that the J-absorbercharacteristics
werenearly
compatiblewith that of the EEVC, as intcnded.
(2) Influenceof Impact Speed
Figure 4 shows the degreeof the changein Jabsorbercharacteristicscausedby impact speed.To
3 impact spcedsof
obtain the dynamiccharacteristics,
used.
km/h
were
35, 45 and 50
F'rom Figure 4, it is undcrstoodthat the forcedeformation curvesof the J-absorbershow the same
within a range of impact speedsbecharacteristics
tween35 and 50 km/h, and that changedue to speed
is non-existent.
(3) Characteristicsunder with/without crab angle
Figure5 showsthe test method.As opposedto the
impact speedsof 35 and 45 km/h used "without crab
39 and 50 km/h are usedfor tests
angle," respectively
with "27" crabbed" so that the speedcomponent
verticalto the fixed barrier can be equivalerrt.
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Figure 2. Static force-deformationcurves of each material used for J-absorber
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Figure 4. Comparison of characteristics under ditferent impact speeds (J-absorber)
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Figure 6 shows the dynamic characteristics of Ja b s o r b e rf o r " w i t h o u t " a n d " 2 7 o c r a b b e d . "
Figure 6-(a) shows the result of an impact speed35
km/h of "without crab angle" and (b) shows 45
km/h of "without crab angle," respectively.
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Figure 6 shows that dynamic characteristics for
"27o crabbed" are slightly lower than those
for a
'*without crab angle" condition. However,
the degree
of change is norninal, and in the case of the Jabsorber, characteristics rernain the sarne without
rcspect to thc "without" ot "2'lo" o[ crab angle.
Figure 7 recapitulatesthe dynamic characteristicsat 39
and 50 km/h speedsfor "27" crabbed". From Figure
7, it was found that the characteristics fot "2"7o
crabbed" are changed little by speed and it was
confirnred that the characteristicswere unaffected by
speedirrespectiveof the crab angle.
(4) Influence of Temperatureand Humidity
Figure I shows the dynamic charactrristics under
different tentperatures and relative humidity levels.
T h c i m p a c t s p e e do f r h e M D B i s 3 5 k m / h . T ' h o u g h
the figurc shows a slight difference in the characteristics of the J-absorber as a whole depcnding on
environmentirl conditions, irrcluding tenrperatureand
h u m i d i t y , t h e d e g r e eo f t h e c h a n g ei s v e r y s r l a l l a n d i t
is understood that the dynamic characteristicsof the
J-absorberwill have no problem in side impact tc.lting
within a temperaturerange of between l2 and 3l' C,
and humidity rangc of between30 and 60go.
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Table3. ltems and eummariesof the basic tests lmplemented.
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reliability and the influence due to environmental
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of
[e$tsare introduced.A basictcst of characteristics,
the contentsof which are listedin Table3, is madeby
usingeachtest piece(L)100 x (W)100x (H)100mm)
of the representativematerials used to make the
J-absorber.
Three different materials were used in this test:
(A) polyethylenefoant, (B) rieid polyurethanefoam
Table 4. Test conditione used as the standards for
each te$t piece.
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and (C) rigid polyurethane foam made according to
the method introducecl in an EEVC report(3) (ECspec, rigid polyurethane foam, hereafter). Test conditions used as the standards for each test piece arc as
listed in Table 4.
Static and dynamic tests are made by the test
methods shown in Figure 9 and force valued corresponding to test piece deformation of 20 mm, that is,
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force values at which forces become constant to
deformations shown in Figure 10, are comparcd.
(l) Stability of Cruslring Characteristics
Figure l0 shows thc test results of the three test
pieces tested under the same conditions. Figure l0
shows the distribution of force (P) with test piece
deformation near of 20 mm, in static and dynamic
tests made by using l0 test pieceseach. According to
this test, it was understood that the distribution of
force value are small in (A) polyethylene foam and
(B) rieid polyurethane foam, which are J-absorber
materials.
(2) Temperature Characteristics
Figure I I shows thc degree of change of 3 different
test pieces to different temperatures and is derived
from the results of static test. The graph shows that
the higher the temperature,the smaller the force tends
to be. The degreeof changeis the smallestin the case
of the rigid polyurethane foam used to make the
J-absorber.
(3) Influence of Differences in Force Direction
Figure l2 compares force value changesto different
load directions for three different test pieces.The test
is made by the method shown in Figure 12 (anele of
force direction d is changed) fbr comparison with
results obtained by the method shown in Figure 9
(angle of force direction tt is zero). The rneasured
values of deformation and force were correctedby the
angle of fbrce direction for conversion into longitudinal direction components.
Figurc 12 shows that the larger the angle of force
direction ( ), the lower the test piece rigidity tends ro
be. As a result, it is found that the polyethylenef'oam
and rigid polyurethane foam used to makc the Jabsorber featurcd little change in their characteristics
to the changesof the forcc clircction.

(4) Influence of Foam Direction
Figure 13 shows results of a static test to study the
degreesof change in the fbrce value by loading three
different test pieces parallel and normal to the foam
direction.
The figure shows that the degrees of change in the
case of the force being applied parallel to the foam
direction are approxirnately l0Vo,20Vo and l4Vo
larger for (A) polyethylene foam, (B) rigicl polyurethane foam and (C) EC-spec. rigid polyurethane
foam, respectively,than in the case of force application at right angles to the foam direction. Consequently, it was found necessary to pay sufficient
attention to this foam direction when energyabsorbing materials are manufactured or used.

Summary of Development flnd
Characteristicsof J-absorber
The J-absorber
developed
by JARI/JAMA hasthe
followingfeatures:
'

(l)

Changesin the data of tests made under the
sarneconditions are minimal.
(2) Changes in the dara due to different speeds
are minimal.
(3) Changes in the data due to differenr angles
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of force direction (with crabbed) are minimal.
(4) It$ features vary slightly, depcnding on temperature changesand foam direction. Within
a temperature range (of 12 to 3l' C) and a
humidity range ol' 30 to 6090), howevcr,
changesin the data arc minimal.
Generally, the features of an energy-absorbing materirrl are required to include low cost, easy handling,
sulficicnt availability, good shaping performauce, excellent stability of quality (as small tluctuations of
characteristicsas possible), resistanceto environmental conditions and storability for ir long time. lt was
confirmed that the J-absorber was inexpensive,easy
to handle, readily available, easy to shape and showed
excellentstability. As the .I-absorberis made oi plastic
foam, it is, however possible that its features will be
affected slightly, depending on the method of longterm storageand cnvironmental conditions.
On the other hand, the energy-absorbingunit usittg
aluminum honeycomb presents good features in connection with its storage method and environmental
conditions including temperature,humidity and aging.
But it is expcrtsiveand has some problems related to
its handling, including the necessity of precrushing
and shaping. Tablc 5 compares the features of ettergyabsorbing units developedabroad.
Energy-absorbing units developed by floreign countries have both merits and demerits, and the types of
absorber required will have to be further discussed,
along with calibration methods, in addition to conditions of sidc impact tests.

Full-ScaleTest
Using the J-absorberdevelopedbv JARI/JAMA, a
total of 5 full-scaletestswerestudied;
(l) behaviourof the J-absorberusedin full-scale
tests.
(2) degreesof deformationof test vehicles.
Test Conditions
ImpactSpeedand Angle
Typical impact speedsand angleswere assumedas
follows from 60 casesof passengercar side collision
accidentsin Japan in which the occupantsof the
struck cars were injured, and basedon this information, impactpatternsweredetermined.
Strikingcar impactspecd:40 km/h
Struckcar impactspeed;20 km/h
Impact angle: 90 degrees(anglebetweenpositional
directionof both cars)
Test Vehicles
(l) StrikingCar (MDB was usedin the test)
The MDB weighed1,100kg, which is ir total of 950
5090of the cumulakg, the curb weightrepresenting
tive percentage
derivedfrom the numberof carsin the
operation mentioned already, the body weight of
occupantand somecargos.
(2) Struck Car
A subcompactpassengercar (4-door sedan)in the
weight class I ton found in Japan was used as the
struck car.
Impact Position
The impact position was designedto be such that
the lef't front end of the MDB hits the struck car on
its left front side 610 mm from the wheelbasecenter,
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in reference to ISO/TC22/SCI0/GTI0 document
N95 (1985),as typical road accidentanalysisresults
were not availablein Japan. The minimum ground
clearanceof the MDB front was designedto be 250
mm.
Impact Patterns
The impact patternstestedare variationsof a 90o
side impact on a car at rest a$ shown in Figure 14.
The differences
in the impactconditionin eachimpact
patternare f;hownbelow.
(l)

Pattern A (A pattern basedon road accident
analysisresults;test 27o crabbed)

This takesthe speedfactor of the struck car (l/2 of
the strikingcar's speed)into consideration.
In pattern
A the impact speedof the MDB is 45 km/h, the 27o
crabbed,the rninimum frontal ground clearance250
mm and the J-absorber
is used;and 2 testsweremade
under the same conditions.Pattern A is basedon
road accidentanalysisresults, and is used as the
standardfbr the other impactpatterns.
(2) Pattern B (Test without crab angle-No.l)
For PatternB, the struck car was stationaryand the
impactspeedol'the MDB was assumed
to be 40 km/h
and without crab angle, and all other conditions
remainedthe sameas in Pattern A. Two testswere
madeunderthe sameconditions.

Test Results
The results of a full-scale test made at this time
were assessedfrom the viewpoints of; (l) behavior of
the J-absorber in full-scale tests, (2) deformation
degreesof vehiclesused in the test, etc.
Fluctuations of impact speed and frosition to targeted impact conditions in the full-scale test is shown
in Table 6.

The deviation range of the actual impact position
from the targetecl
impactpositionwas t 30 mm in the
longitudinaldirection and 1I0 mm in the lateral
direction.
Degreeof Deformationof the Test Vehicles
(l) Behaviorof J-absorberDuring Impact
As a resultof the analysisof a high-speed
film, it
was discoveredthat such phenomenaas separation
and peel-offof the J-absorberwere not observedin
any block or in the absorberas a whole during the
inlpact,and it workedeffcctively.
Here, the deformation of the J-absorberupper
surfacewas derived from an analysisof a high-speed
fihn and the deformation in each impact pattern was
cornparedwith each other for display in Figure 15.
Figure 15 (a) comparesPattern A (l) with (2), (b)
PatternB (l) with (2) and (c) PatternA with B and

c.

From Figure 15, it was confirmedthat the repeatability of the J-absorberunder the sametest conditions was excellentand it could be usedeffectivelyas
an energy-absorbing
materialin a full-scaletc:;t.
(2) Degreesof Deformationand Intrusion into
the StruckCar
Figure l6 comparesdeformationpatternsof outside
the struckcar by impactpatterns.Figure(a) compares
deformation patternswithin Pattern A, Figure (b)

Table6. On the accuracy ol tcst condltlons In fullscale test.
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within Pattern B, and Figure (c) betwcenPatternsA,
B and C. From Figure16,it wasunderstood,as in the
caseof deformation patterns of' the J-absorber,that
the deformation patterns of the struck car observed
under the same corrditions demonstratedexcellent
repeatability.Table 7 comparesthe maximum permanent deforrnationsand intrusion into the car and the
positionsof their occurrence,
etc. by impact pattern.
This indicated that the occurrenceposition of the
maximum and permanentdeformation and intrusion
into the car varied a little dependingon thc patteru of
the impact.
Next, Figure 17 comparesthe maximum permancnt
deformations of the car, the maximum permanent
infrusion into the car interior and the damagelength
ol' the struck car (maximum longitudinal length of a
defonned portion on the side of the struck car; see
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Table 7) in each impact pattern, in relative figures
proportional to value in Pattern A (l) as a unit value.
(seeFigure l4)
The following conclusions can be derived from
Figure 17 through the comparison of each impact
pattern, although an in-depth review cannot be made
becauseof limited number of tests.

Table 7. Pcrmanent deformetlon and intruslon of the
struck car and its occurrenceposltion.

sl!{.!r.r)

Prrr€rfr A (l)

l)

Degree of Maximum Permanent Deformation and Intrusion of the Struck Car
a) The maximum permanent deformation
and intrusion of the struck car without
crab angle was approximately 590 larger
than that with 27o crabbed.
b) The degreeof deformation with a larger
ground clearance was approximately
l0Vo larger than that with a smaller
ground clearance.
the two tests made under thc same
conditions was approximately 590.
Damage Length on the Side of the Struck
Car

2l

The damage length on the side of the struck car (see
Table 7) was similar in each impact pattcrn.
It was anticipated that the front end ol' the MDB
would slide along the side of the struck car during
tests with 27o crabbed, but test results revealed no
difference among any irnpact pattern.
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(3) Depth of' Intrusion at the Position of a
SeatedOccupant
Figure l8 shows the depth of permanent intrusion
into the car at the chest and the pelvis level of an
occupant on the front seat (measurementvalues at
points C and P in F-igurel8) in each impact pattern
relative to the values of Pattern A (l) for comparison.
At Chest Position (Point C in Figure I8)
a) The intrusion without crab angle was
approximately 60u/olarger than with 27'
crabbed.
b) The intrusion with larger ground clearance was approximately 10090 larger
''
than that with a smaller clearance.
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Figure 17. Comparison of maximum perrnanentdeformation and intrusion of the struck car
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Figure 18. Comparison ol permanent intrusion into
car at chest and pelvis positions of a front
seated occupant
The difference in intrusion depths in two
tests made under the same conditions
was approximately 2090.
At Pelvis Position (Point P in Figure 18)
a) The intrusion in the test without crab
angle was approximately 5090 larger
than that with 27' crabbed.
b) The depth with larger ground clearance
was approximately 600/olarger than that
with a smaller clearance.
c) The difference in intrusion dcpths in the
two tests made under the same conditions was approximately l5Vo.

c)

2\

Summaryof l'ull-ScaleTest Results
We conducted5 full-scaletests in all by using the
J-absorberdevelopedby JARI/JAMA to study (l)
behavior of the J-absorberwhen it is used in the
full-scalete$ts,and (2) the degreesof deformationon
the test vehicles.The following can be concludedfrom
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the results of this study, though detailed investigations
were unavailable from the limited number of tests
made at this time.
(l) Bchavior of the J-absorber Used in Full-Scale
Tests
Separation and peel-off of the J-absorber were not
observed and its repeatability ol' deformation under
the same test conditions were also favorable.
(2) Degreesof Deformation on the Test Vehicles
It was discovered that the degree of maximum permanent deformation and intrusion
into the struck car fluctuated little if tests
were made undcr the same conditions. lt was
also f ound that the values varied widely
depending on differences in impact patterns
(changes in the minimum ground clearance,
for example).
It was revealed that the depth of deformation and intrusion into the car without crab
angle was larger than that with 27" crabbed.
It was found that the fluctuation margin of
the degree of intrusion into the car on the
level of an occupant, grew wider as the
deformation pattern in the car was changed
by slight differences in the test conditions,
not to speak of differences in the test pattern. This is considered to mean that it is
likely to al'l'cct the degree of occupant injury
as well. This will have to be further studied
in parallel with the analysis of lhctors that
affect the degreeof occupant injury, that is,
the injury criterion, etc.

Conclusions
This paper is intended to report on the development
of an MDB energy-absorbing material which was
included in the subjects of studies that have been
implemented bv JARI/JAMA since 1985, and results
of the full-scale MDB tests made using the material.
This paper represcntsthe first stage of an approach to
establish side impact test method.
As far as .IARI/JAMA is concerned, it has also
started reviewing "component test methods" at this
point of time as mentioned carlier in addition to
"f ull-scale test methods," Ihat is, side irnpact test
methods using MDB.
As for component test methods, further study will
be conducted as they are considered highly effcctive in
independently evaluating causes of injury if their
advantages of amply repeatability and possibilitics of
simplification can be utilized, while it is very difficult
to reproduce a full-scale test.
As for full-scale test methods, fluctuations of the
depth of intrusion into the car interior on the level of
occupant, etc., are larger, as is known in this study,
from tests made under the same conditions. and their
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influence on the degree of occupant injury is anticipated. Therefore, conclusions will have to be drawn
after gaining a full urrderstanding of the various
factors conceivablein an actual road accident.such as
(l) Impact pattern,
(2) Vehicle weight,
(3) Frontal stiffness and shape,
(4) Relative speed and collision angle,
(5) lmpact positions,
(6) llumper heights, etc.
At present, (l) the development of a side impact
dummy as a tool for evaluation and (2) the development of a simplified dummy used in the car interior
impact test are being promoted by research institutions of various countries to establish a test method
for side impact. Becauseof this, the study of passenger injury criteria, as part of cvirluation standard, will
have to be furthered, and constitutesone of the most
important items for study.
Although the met,hodof side impact testing is being
discusscd and reviewed independently by various government and research organizations in various nations, it is important that efforts be made to develop
an internationally harmonized test method, and as far
as JARI/JAMA is concerned. we will continue to
make technical exchangesover this test method by
disclosingour study findings.
JARI/JAMA is prepared to continue with its study
in the future in accordance with our study schedule
and in considerationof the above.
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MovableDeformableEEVC Barrier for SideImpact
W. Sievert,E. Pullwitt
FederalHighway ResearchInstitute (BASt),
FederalRepublicof Cermany

the EEVC proposal for side impact upon which is
given this synopsis.The tests include parameterslike:
.

Abstract
Since 1982 the Federal Highway Research Institute
was engaged to give considcrablc effort in the development and validation of the EEVC barrier face and
has conducted about 80 full-scale tests according to

r

a non-deforrnable face according to SAE
J 972a versus deformable faces according to
EEVC and CCMC
barrier/car tests versus car/cat t€sts (including dived braking position of striking
car), car stationary
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mass variation of barrier (ranging from 950
up to I 100kg)
testswith two moving cars (collisionanglc 90
degrees)
crabbed mode of barrier (collision angle :
90o versus collision angle
impact angle
90"/impactangle63o)
all testswith subcompactcars (VW Golf I,
Type l7), intermediatecars (Daimler BenzW
123 series)and Hybrid II dummies because
no side impact dummies were available at
that time
calibration tests against a dynamometric
wall.

.

r

The main conclusions which can be drawn from this
test experienceare as follows if one takes car/car tests
as basis of comparison:
r

r

.

Rigid barrier faces have proved to be unrealistic lor several aspects. Thc force,/deflection
characteristic of the EEVC face is suitable
I'or European (and regarding other publications, also for Japancsc)passengercars and
can be met, e.g., bY foam elements.
The collision configuration of the EEVC
proposal is valid; that means collision angle
90'. This oPinion is
impact angle
based on the following experiences:
r
Thc crabbed barrier does not result in
an improved simulatiotr of deformation.
r
The load of the driver durnmy ratrks
from high to low in the following wayr
a) two moving cars, 90o
b) carlcar, 90o, struck car stationary
c) deformable CCMC barrier, 90o
d) deformable EEVC barricr, 90"
e) crabbcd barrier, EEVC face
That means the crabbed mode represents
(for these tested car types) the lowest
and probably unrealistic loading' For d)
and e) it is the samc sequence with
EUROSID dummY[10].
r
The crabbed rnocle is slightly less reproducablc and needs greater cffort'
Mass variation of the barricr ranging from
950 up to I100 kg has a negligibleinflueuce;
therefore any mass in this range can be
accepted at least for European cars.
The only parameter which had to be changed
is tlre ground clearance (250 mm) ol' the
deformable face. In most of our carlcar tcsts
we observeclan override of the door sill even
in the dived braking position of the striking
car. This could not be reconstructedby the
EEVC barrier with the ground clearanceof
250 mm. That means for the barrier test an

r

unrealistically high energy dissipation for the
door sill and insufficient def'ormation in the
upper weaker door region. Thcrefore it was
inevitable to increase the ground clcarance to
a value of 300 mm. This value was also the
former specification of the European
CCMC-barrier f ace and it is taken into
account within a regulation draft for testing
today's cars.
Calibration problems are thought to be
solved.

In conclusion the EEVC barrier and tesr configuration
seems to be a suitable test arrangement fbr type
approval procedure.

Introduction
In the field of passive car safety, the development
of a regulation for Europe concerning the protection
during a side collision has made progress.
Since 1982 the Federal Highway Research Institute
(BASt) has been involved in this work and has
conducted rnore than 80 full-scaletests on the protection of private car passcngcrsitt these lateral collisions. The work was based on the output of Working
Croup 6 of the Governmental European Experimental
Vehicles Committee (EEVC). ln addition to private
cars, various barrier forms have been used as striking
vehicles in a number of test series with various
objectives.
The BASt was also engaged to give a considerable
effort in the development and validation of the EEVC
barrier face, and tests with the new European side
impact dummy EUROSID were also conducted. The
synopsis given here reports the main results upon the
most important test parameters from the European
point of view. Results upon tests with the EUROSID
are reported separatelyin this conf-erence[01.
Efforts in Europe and the USA to improve the
protection of private car passengersin lateral collisions have led to the $eparate dcvelopment of lateral
collision test procedures. The European solutions
EEVC (from European government$) and also CCMC
(from the European car manufacturers) are very
similar with respect to the test tool, test parameters
and evaluation. In EEC/ERGA safcty draft S 65 the
proposal of EEVC is intcgratcd. Thc American proposal not only differs from the European proposal
with respect to the design of the test tool (mass,
stiffness,'groundclearance,impact point and width of
the barrier front), but it also considers the velocity on
the struck vehicle during the collision. ln an effort to
keep down the number of tests in the typc approval
test proccdure for new private cars, a proposal for
harmonisation which contains elements of both the
Europearr and American solutions has been elaborated
and put up for discussion by the Europcan car
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industryfi,21. This is the crabbed CCMC barrier, that
means a barrier with irnpact point and impact angle
(crabbed) f'ronr the US proposal but with thc CCMC
deformable face and a mass between the US and
European value (in the samc sense the later, socalled EEVC crabbed barrier should be understood).
Barriers flnd test range
Calibration tests, comparative tests with a rigid
barrier, two deforrnablc barriers and also car,/car side
collisions (including tests with two moving cars) were
carried out with the object of allowing the assessmcnt
of a suitable barrier form as a side impact standard
(see Fig. l). Comparisons concentrated on vehicle
def'ormations and the most significant, or most frequent, occupant loading values rneasuredwith different barrier forms and massesas well as in the car/cat
crashes. The tests were carried out at the crash test
facility of the Federal Highway Rescarchlnsrirure[J].
For each test configuration at least two tesrs were
carried out under the same conditions.
The mobile barriers which were used in these tests
were all based on the same chassisaccording to SAE
J 972a as well as ISO/DIN srandards. They were
modified in the following way (in the sequenceas they
were available):
r
r
r
r

rigid face according to SAE
deformable face according to CCMC[7]
deformable face accoreling to EEVC (Fig.
2t8,el)
crabbed mode with EEVC face.

Data on crasheswith a rigid mobile barrier could be
taken frorn earlicr projects dealing with the problems
of the interaction of car pas$engers in a side
collision[4,5]"Some of the results ol' the tests with the
EEVC- and CCMC-barrier have been published in[6]
and[2].
For the vehicle /esls, models representing a high
proportion of the car populirtion were selected.As in
the tests described in[6] the two-door VW Golf/
Rabbit (German version), with the highest market
representationin the Federal Republic of Germany in
this vehicle class, was the basic vehicle used. The
Wl23 model from Daimler-Benz was chosen as the
larger vehicle type, again having the highest market
representationarnong hcavicr (intermccliate)vehicles.
To allow discussion of a wide range of impact
conditions, tests were additionally conducted in which
the impacting vehicle was brought into a dived braking position, as well as two further tcsts exhibiting the
intrusion of a lighter vehicle into the side of a heavier
vehicle. The dived braking position of rhe VW Golf
was simulated in these tests by fixation of the front
axle suspension(lowered 50 mm, corresponclingto a
braking deceleration of 0.6 g). Also tests against a
4-door Golf were conducted as well as barrier tests

with a modified ground clearance of the deformable
face.
Furthermore, tests with a mass reduced from I100
kg to lS0 kg in order to allow dctermination ol' the
influence of just the mass in conjunction with this
deformation element were conclucted.
The rnain tests (as reported in chapters 5 and 6)
were carricd out with starionary cars and 50 km/h;
the tests with two moving cars with 50/25 km/h and
tests with thc crabbed barrier with 54 km,zh. The tcsts
with two moving car$ were conducted on a new part
of our crash test facility and they could be run with a
good repeatability. They are thought ro have the best
fidelity to real life accidents and they were used to
judge a proposal wirh the crabbed modc and European deformable element.
Standard rneasuringequipment and hieh speedcameras were used. ?"ablesI und 2 show the test set-ups.
Hybrid II dumrnies were used to allow comparability
with earlier test series and because no side impact
dummies were availableat that time. Resultsfrom our
tests with EEVCj barrier (90" and crabbed) and the
new European side impact dummy EUROSID are
reported separatelyon this conferenceflO]as already
mentioned above.

Comparisonrigid/deformableface
Only for seekingcompletenessancl for alignment
with the historicaldevelopmentof moving barriers
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Table 1. Test parameterefor the 90o lmpacts.
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Figure 2. Mobile deformable EEVG-Barrier
some main facts concerning rigid/deformable faces
are shortly reported again. For these tests the CCMC
element was used becausethe EEVC one was still not
available at that time.
Neglecting the advantages of deformable faces, the
rigid barriers have some basic advantagestoo:
r
I
r

they give very good reproducibility,
they neecl only small effort (calibration etc')
for test equipment, and
the tests are cheap.

For these reasons they were used for a long period
of time. But as stated in[6], a mean level of fidelity
compared to real car behavior should be realized. So
the rigid barrier gave considerable lower and less
fractured deformations (particularly at waist level)
ancl in the softer regiotrs but, at the same time,
greater load tritnsfer to the A- and B-pillars and
shorter pulse durations. Concerning the dummy kinematics the clummy of the impacted side is accelerated
first via the thorax and thcn via the pelvis (by the
practically uniformly intruding side wall when struck
by the rigid barrier). Thc $equence is rcvcrsed in
car/car collisions and with the deformable barrier. ln
test$ with the VW Colf, the dummy thorax loading is
too high with the rigid barrier.
In Fig. 3 the shaded area with the left limit curve
(lower limit values from thc Colf-against-Grtlf collisions) and the right limit curve (rrpper limit values
represented in each case by thc highest values from
the DB 2123 against Golf collisions) representsthe
dummy loading field which should be reproduc'cd by a
suitable test barrier.
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test should take care for the engagementof the door
sill, divcd braking position of the striking car and the
designof thc struckcar (2 or 4 doors).
Thc massshould reflect from our point of view the
mean Europeancar and a range from 950 to ll00 kg
is interestine.Fig. 4 shows the influence on lateral
intrusion.
The intluenceof only the massof the delbrmable
barrier (all other parametersunchanged)on the dcformations producedand dummy loads (Frg. 3) is only
very small, at least in this range. By the way, the
sensitivity on the test speed (the second parameter
influencing the kinetic energy of the barrier) on the
deformationsproducedwith the defiormablebarrier is,
as expected,high, sceFig. 4.
Load distribution betweenthe softer door regions
and the stronger regions al, A-, B- and C-pillars as
well as at the door sill is another important point.
Fig. 5 gives a typical impressionfrom a small carl
larger car test. The defornation on the struck larger
Table2. Test parametersfor the 630 impacts.
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car was unexpectedlyhigh. On the other hand, tests
againsta 2 door Colf showedno differencesversus
tests againsta 4 door Golf. This dependson the
cont;tantand relativesmalldistancebetweenA and C
pillar.
ln most of our carlcar tests we have seen an
overrideover the door sill, even in a dived braking
position. l'his behavior of cars deliversthe main
determinantfor the ground clearanceof thc deformable barrier face. The former specification
of CCMC
was 300 mm and that of EEVC 250 rnm. Especially
EEVC, taking tlris decision,awaitedchangesin corilpatibility which had rarely existedup until now with
intrusion at waist level (250 to 400 mm) being almost
double the intrusion at door sill level (150 to 250
mm). Consequently,
measuresto solve this problem
should not only considerreinl'orcement
in the door
area but perhapsalso higher deformation loacl transfer to the door sill. This could perhapsbe accom-
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Figure4. Influonceol barriermassand test speedon
intruslon
plished by raising the door sill and/or lowering the
strong longitudinalmembersof the striking vehicle.
As Frg. 6 shows, the bruking position in the
Golf/Colf combinationhas practicallyno influence
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Figure 5. Lateral intrusion VW Golf/DB W 123 (45
km/h)
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on intrusion characteristics
even at the door sill level
(includingoverrideof door sill). As, on the one hand,
it can be assumedthat in a real accidentscenethereis
generallya hrakingreactionby the impactingcarfl5]
and, on the other hand, it is desirablefor compatibility reasonsthat the stiff vehicleparts contact in each
case(door sill against strong longitudinal members),
determinationol' the ground clearanceof the barrier
must take thesefactorsinto account.
For today's cars now also EEVC reconfirmed a
ground clearanceof 300 mm, which we also state as
the right value becausconly with this ground clearance we see in all our barrier tests the realistic
overrideof the door sill (seeAnnex A).

During the tests, the deepest deformation was
measuredin the front door area.Thc clcformationof
the door sill on the struck vehiclewas low due to the
relativelyhigh ground clearanceof the striking Golf.
The A-pillar was ruptured at the transitionof the sill.
The dummy loads were comparativelylow. The protection criteria were exceededin only one test for the
dummy (driver) pelvis(Frg. Z).

Barrier/car testsyersuscarlcar test$

EEVC Barrier,/VW Golf Tests

ln this $eries, tests were carried out with the EEVC
barrier against the Vw Golf. The results of the
vehicle and dummy loads were compared with those
from another lest series, VW Golf versus VW Colf.
In addition, a similar series of te$ts was carried out
with the DB W 123. results of which were used to

demonstrate differences in vehicle and dummy behavior. All these tests were run with 50 krn/h and the
most important results from these tests arc as already
stated in[9].

Golf/Golf Tests

The barrier produced a very deep intrusion in the
doorsill of the struck Colf; the prol'ile of the deformation in the upper door area was similar but less
deep. The maximum deformation was also in the
front door area. The dummy loads were also greater
than in tests with the VW Golf. The pelvis protecrion
criterion was exceededin all tests (Frg. 4.

DB W 123/DB W f23 Tests
In the tests, deformations in the upper door area
were large and had approximately the same depth as
in the tests with the VW Colf. Thc maximum side
deformation in this ca$e, however, was in the area of
the B-pillar. The door sill delormation was significantly higher than in the Golf tests. Thc protection
criteria were cxceeded in all tests for the chest (60g
over 3ms) and the pelvis (80g over 3ms), Fig. 7.
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EEVC Barrier/DB W 123 Tests
The deformations in the area of the doorsill were
similar-the areas in thc middle and upper side door
were deforrned considerably less than in the DB W
123/DB W 123 tests. The area of maximum deformation was again in the area of the B-pillar.
The similarity of the loading by the EEVC barrier
compared wirh rhe DB W 123 is also indicared by the
dummy loads; they are in a similar proportion for
parts of the body but, as a result of the lower vehicle
accelerationand deformation dcpth, are lower overall.
The protection criteria for chest and pelvis were also
exceededduring the barrier tests.
For both test seriesthe following comments can be
made regarding the suitability of the EEVC barrier:
r

The distribution of the rieidity zones in rhe
horizonfal plane of the EEVC barrier conforms well with the demands of such a wide
$pectrurnas that of the VW Golf and DB W
123 as shown by comparison of the deformation profiles. This is also valid for Japanese
carsI 5].

r

The ground clearance of the EEVC barrier
elementsis too low to produce deforrnations
similar to those produccd by cars currcntly
on the road in small vehicles, e.g., the VW
Golf tested here. If the position of the doorsill, e.g., on the DB W 123,is so high that
even vehicles currently on the road cause a
deep deformation on the doorsill during
lateral collisions, the area of the barrier that
is superfluous for sill deformation appears to
be lackingin the upper door area:i.e., for a
better simulation for this type of vehicle, the
ground clearance of the deformation elements had to be raised.

r

The dummy loads in the EEVC barrier tests
were, in all cases,sirnilar to the loads caused
by rea! vehicles and demonstratccl only
higher or lower values through the differences in impact energy. During thc EEVC
barrier,/VW (iolf tests, the pelvis protection
criterion (809/3ms) was exceeded.In the rests
between thc EEVC barrier and the DB W
123, chest (60g/3ms) and pelvis (80g/3ms)
criteria were exceeded.

;r

.,
r
'

r

The EEVC barrier is capable of simulating
well the specific deformation characteristics
even wirh rhe widely differing vehicles. The
rigidity of' the hard fbam elernentscombined
with the aluminum panels is a good approximation of the average vehicle structure. In
view of the test results shown here, a correction of the ground clearanceof the deformation elementsappearedto be necessaryfor it

to conform with vehiclescurrently on the
road.

Testswith two movlng cf,rs
The advantage of this test arrangement lies in its
close resemblance to a real accident, when both
vehiclesare moving. As norrnal seriescars were used
in the test as opposed to passengercar moclels(mobile
deformable barrier), the resultscan be used as authoritative limit values when assessingthe test procedure
using a "clabbed barrier." In each case, three tests
were conducted with a typical smaller vehicle (VW
Colf,) and a larger vehicle (DB W 123) as the striking
vehicle (Veh. l). This made it possiblero determinean
upper and a lower lirnit for the load on the struck
vehicle, an important factor r;incetest proceduresfor
assessingpassivesafety must always consider vehicles
of various construction types and ma$$es for the
colliding vehicle.
Despite the cornplcxity of the tests, it was possible
to conduct thern well within the self-defined framework of the requirements for impact point accuracy
( 5 0 m m ) a n d v e l o c i r y t o l e r a n c e( t 0 l 0 ) t l l l ; ^ F r g .S .
Whereasthe damage to the struck vehicle did nearly
not differ from that sustained in the tests with the
stationary vehicle, thc damage ro rhe $triking vehicle
clearly showed the influence of the transver.salmotion. The differences in frontal deformation could be
clearly determined from the lateral displacement of
the front structure of the vehicle to approximately the
height of the front axle suspension,as shown in Fig.
9.
When assessing the lateral deformation of the
struck VW Golf, note should be taken of the fact that
the point of impact for tests with a stationary vehicle
differs from that for tests with a moving vehicle. This
difference is approximately 200 mm towards the l'ront
of the struck velricle when it is in motion. Howcver,
thc deformations do not difler to a great extent. For
both types of tests, the door sill deformation and the
deformation in the region of the R point (Point 10,20)
which is important for the load on the occupants,are
apprrrxirnatelyequal (Fig. 10\.
A comparison of the dumrny measurementvalues
for tests with a stationary and moving vehicle 2
reveals that the values for the front occupants are
higher in the case of the moving vehicle (seeFig. /?).
From this it can be establishedthat the vehicle and
dummy loads for the tests with two moving vehicles
of the satne mass ilnd type differ from tests in which
one vehicle is stationary in the following ways:
.

A lower resultant vehicle accelerationand a
considerably longer impact tirle produce a
greater velocity change due to the influence
of the high x-component (Veh. l) of the
impact force.
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The deformation of the struck vehicle rs
similar to that in tests where vehicle2 is
stationary.This is particularlytrue for the R
point region.
The measuredthorax and pelvisaccclerations
higherfbr the driverdummy
are considerahly
and are not the result of unlavorablepassenger cell loads but ol' the different dummy
kinematicsproduced by the transversalmotion. The protectioncriteria for the chestand
pelvis ol' the driver dummy are cxceededin
the testswith two movirrg vehicles(Fig. I2).
The resultsof the testswith two moving vehiclesof
and lypes are consistent-with regard
different /r?(r.sses
to execution and measurementvalues-with those

Flgure 9. Gomparison of the front deformatlon ln tests
with a stationary (lett) and movlng (right)
vehicle
involving vehiclcs of equal mass. In these tests it was
also possible to clearly establish the influence of
tratrsversalmotiou on the striking vehicle.
The lateral deformation of the moving vehicle (VW
Golfl) in the door region was of approximately the
same magnitude as that caused in tests wil.h a DB W

-r5

Figure 8. Test with two moving cars 50/25 km/h
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Figure 10. Comparison of the mean deformation val'
ues from Golf/Golf tests in which the
struck vehicle wa$ gtationary in one test
serles and traveling at a velocity of 25
km/h in another
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123 and a stationary Vrff Golf. However, when
comparing the data, it must be noted that the earlier
tests with a stationary VW Golf were only conducted
with an impacr velociry of 45 km/h l'or the DB W
123.
In addition it is possible to determine a decisive
difference with regard to the sill deformation. ln the
caseof the stationary VW Coll', the front structure of
the striking DB W 123 deforms the sill of the VW
Golf, particularly in the region of the side door. In
the caseol'the moving VW Goli, the DB W 123 slides
over the sill (in the door region), thereby causing
lower deformation to the sill itself, but producing
greater deformation to thc lower door region. This
sliding movement over the door sill of the VW Golf is
made possible by a ulovement of the t)ts W 123
around its roll axis, caused by the proper motion of
the VW Golf.
A comparison of vehicle and dummy loads for tests
with a larger vehicle I and a stationary or moving
vehicle 2 givesthe followirrg dil'fcrcnces;
As far as can be established with the different test velocities and deforrnation measurement points, the delorrnation-particularly
in the sill region-is smaller in the case of
two moving vehicles. Dcspite the fact that
the striking vehicle slides over the sill, the
deformation of the door region is less than
in the comparative tests (v, : 0), particularly when onc considersthe somewhat lower
velocity (45 km/h) of the comparative rests.
In the tests with the rnoving vehicles, the
protcction criteria for the 3 ms acceleration
values were clearly exceeded for the chest
and pelvis (Fis. I2).
When comparing these tests with the tests involving
moving vehiclesof equal mass, mention mu$t first lre
made of the change in impact direction causedby the
different mas$es and second of the fact that the
striking vehicle slides over thc sill of vehicle 2 since
the vehiclc kirrernaticsare affected.

Crabbed mode of harrier
The aim of the testswith the crabbedbarrieris to
simulatethe loadsduring a lateralcollisionresrmore
clo.sely
to thoseof a real accidentthan has previously
beenpossiblewith earliertest procedures.
This was achievedby setting the vehicle at the
beginningof the collisionin such a way that their
central longitudinalplanesformed an angle of 90o
(the collisionangle),althoughby parallelanglingof
the wheelsof the front and rear axles,the directionof
impactof the barrierproduceda directionof motion,
and thereforethe main direction of force of the
barricr, which ran at an angle of 63o to the central
longitudinalplane of the struck vehicle(the impact

angle, Def. according to DIN/ISO 6813). The geometric dimensions of the barrier used for the tests
correspondedto those oI the EEVC barrier, the mass
w a s i n c r e a s e dt o l I 0 0 k g i n a c c o r d a n c cw i t h [ l ] . T h e
deformation element used was the EEVC element
describedin[S ancl 9].
The behavior of the deformation elements during
the impact corresponded to those of a right-anglcd
impact. After the test, rhe front row of individual
blocks had been broken into many fragments and
separated from thc rear row, which, in general,
maintained its I'orm, apart from undergoing thc desired longitudinal deformation. FiS. // shows the
status of the deformation element afler the crabbed
collision.
A comparison of the tests with a normal EEVC
barrier impacting at an angle of 90. and an EEVC
barrier traveling at an angle and impacting at an angle
of 63' thus revealsrhe following differences:
The angled barrier produced an average
change in longitudinal velocity of 6,5 km/h
in the struck VW Colf, whereasthis l'igure is
almost zero for the impact with the normal
EEVC barrier at the same point in timc.
The "crabbed" EEVC barrier produces a
somewhat smaller deformation depth with a
similar dcforrrration prolile (see Annex B).
During a collision with the "crabbed" barrier, there was a considerablylower load on
the front durnrny (no protection critcria exceeded, Frg. 2) as a result of the lower
defornration, the lower door penetration velocity, and the fact that contact with thc side
occurred earlicr due to the changcd vehicle
kinematics, but l'ilrn analysis showed no
specific change in dummy kinematics. Lower
dummy loads are conlormed also with the
EUROSID dummy[l0] for rhe crabbed barrier.

The findingsof the testsinvolvingtransversalmovement (test$witlr two moving vehiclcsarrd with the

Final position after a collision with the
"crabbed"
EEVC barrier
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"crabbed" barrier) can also be used to assessthe
simulation quality of the "cratrtred" barrier. This
requiresa comparisonbetweenthe factorswhich are
clearlyinfluencedby the transversalmovement,e.g.,
the deformation, accclcration,changein velocity and
the dummy load which is dependcnton thesefhctors.
The cteforrnation
causedin thesetestsin the different measurementplancs show different degreesof
In the vehicle/vehiclctests, the sill
correspondence.
deformationis small and resultsl'rom the fiont of the
vehiclesliclingovcr thc doorsill.The barrier causesa
deepdeformationof the sill without slidingover it. In
the region of the R point, thc deformationof the
centreof the door showsa good degreeof correspondence; however, the deformation caused by thc
crabbedEEVC barrieris a little too low. In addition,
the deformation to the upper door area is not
sufficiently deep in the barrier tests due to the fact
that the deformation elementdoes not slide over the
doorsill. A comparisonshows that the "crabbed"
barrier producessimilar deformationprofiles to those
produced with moving vehiclesbut that, becauseof
the low ground clearanceof only 250 mm, the
behaviorof the barrier is fundamentallydiffcrent in
the sill region. lf the ground clearatrcewere to be
increased,therebyachievingthe samesill deformation
behavior as for tests with real vehicles,this would
produce a deeperdeformation in the upper measurement planesfl2].The ideal deformation,i.e, a course
betwccnthe characteristics
of the smallerpassenger
car (VW Golf) and the largervehicle(DB W l?3), was
not achievedand the "crabbed" barrier does not
result in an improved simulation of deformationindeed,in the arcassubjectto loading,the simulation
is not adequate.

In the tests with two moving vehicles, the accelera*
tion values of the front dummies are always higher
than those obtained with the "crabbed" barrier (f'lg.
,f2). With the "crabbed" barrier collision, the front
dummy load never exceedsthe load criteria. In the
tests with two moving vehicles, the loacl critcria for
the chcst (60 g over 3 ms) and the pelvis (80 g over 3
ms) are exceededfor both seriesof tests.
As already established in tests with a stationary
vehiclefl2J, the most important reason for the dummy
load deviations mea$urcd in barrier tests is the deformation behavior of the door sill as a result of the
insufficient ground clearance of the delormation element. Comparativc tests with a larger ground clearance (in tests without any transversal movement)il21
revealed that the load on the chest and pelvis is
increasedby an average of l0 - 15 e with a ground
clearance of 300 mm (instead of 250 mm as here). As
already mentioned, an increase in the sliding motion
of the striking vehiclc into the door sill of the struck
vehicle was observedirr tests with two moving vehicles
as a rcsult of the lateral sliding motion of the vehicles
during the collision. This was particularly marked in
tests with the DB W 123 as the striking vehicle.
However, this influence was not noticeablein the tests
with the "crabbed" barrier.
The tests conducted with two moving vehicles to
assessthe simulation quality of the "crabbed" EEVC
barrier enable the following conclusions to be drawn:
r
The degree of' corresponclenccin thc dcf'ormation behavior in the sill area is insufficient, but it is adequate in the door region.
r
The dummy load-measured with Hybrid II
dummies-is much too low for the front
occupant.
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Figure 12. Measured loads on the lront dummy, comparison of all test series used for the
assessment(Hybrid ll)
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In particular, the dummy load exhibits a poor
degree of correspondencewhen comparecl with the
tesls wifh Iwo moving vehicles.
ln addition, the "simple" simulation of a lateral
collision (EEVC barrier tcst with an impact angle of
90' and with vehicle 2 stationary) already produces
sufficiently good results with regard to vehicle load,
and more realistic ones with regard to thc load on the
dummies. Fig. I2 clearly illustratesthat the loads with
the "crabbed barrier" are the lowest with respect to
acceleration values over 3 ms.
The acrion of the DB w lZ3 sliding into the sill of
the Colf in tests with two moving vehicles can be
considered a special further f'eature. Simulation of the
transversalmovcment is not essentialfor taking into
account the peculiaritiesin a lateral collision te$t, i.e.,
in order to adapt rhe te$t procedure; this can also be
achieved by altering other parameters. A useful-and
the easiest-measurc involves increasing the ground
clearance. [2] and [13] have alreactymentioned this
as being important in achieving a closer resemblance
to reality.

Performance of the EEVC barrier faces
in calibration tests

The stepwise improvement led to the so called
EEVCI IV element. On this basis, three modified
elernenls(A, ts and C) were introduced to reduce the
initial force peak and lo increasethe force level in the
range of deformations greater than 200 mm. The
modifications consisted of higher foam densities,
mounting directions of the single blocks conccrning
their holes and changedbumper simr.rlationconcerning
the aluminum cover.
The test results were not improved in all points.
During the impact against the dynamometric wall,
some greater undcformcd foam parts were pushed
away withouf having absorbed energy caused by a
misfunctioning glewing. Greater deformation distances
for the barrier were the output. The I'ollowing Figures
14 to 16 show the force deflection curves ol' the
modified elementscompared with the prescribedcorridor.
On the one hand the initial peak could be reduced
(by changed position of the front blocks), but on the
other hand the force level frorn above 200 mm of
deflection was decreasedinstead of increased.From
film analysis,the modil'icirtionsfor reducing the initial
peak seemed not to be interdependentwith the bad

ln the previous chapters the principle concept with
deformable elementson thc movable barrier for side
irrrpact is found to bc valid on the basis of conrparison tests. With the integration of this proposal into a
regulation it will be important to have a te$t tool
meeting constantly the given specifications. Therefor,
in parallel to the car tests, the so called calibration
tests using a dynamometric wall were conducted. Frg.
1-Jshows the results of those calibration tests with 35
km/h. These tcsts were describedin[14], a paper rrom
cooperatingEuropean Iaboratories.
As can be seen from lrig. /J the prescribed force,/
def'lection corridor could not be met ovcr the total
deformation. Improvernentshad to take place. From
our point of view, the situation in Europe now is as
follows:
r

In France by Union Technique dc L'Automobile, du Motocycle et du Cycle (UTAC)
an EEVC barrier I'ace made of aluminum
honeycomb is pref'erred, It meets well the
specifications
In (ireat Britain, a barrier face is developed
by Transport and Road ResearchLahoratory
(TRRL) in closc cooperation with a foam
supplier. The deviations from the force/deflection corridor are of minor magnitude.
In Germany where the first foam built EEVC
barricr f:tcc.swere developed and produced,
three difl'erent modifications were additionally tested. Results from these te$ts are
reported briefly.
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Figure13. Force/deflection curves of early EEVC
taces built of polyurethanefoam['t4l
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The main resultswhich can be drawn from this test
experienceare as follows if onc takescarlcar te$tsas
basisof comparison:

H1

r
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curve of the elementwith
Figure14. Force/deflection
modifiedholesto reduceinitialpeak
glewing so that this problem seems to be nearly
solved.However,before using the foam clcmentsin
the f'rame of regulations,a satisfactoryproduction
quality (especiallyglewing)and its superintentionhas
to be guaranteed.

r

,:

Summaryand conclusions
Based on the output of EEVC Working Group 6
where the main parametersfor a side collision procedure were defined, the Federal Highway Research
Institute (BASI) has given considerableeffort in the
development of a foam built EEVC barrier face and
its validation by conducting more than 80 full-scale
te$ts.
The tests included (among others) main parameters

rigid versusdefonnablefaces
barrier/car tests versus carlcar tests (car
stationary)
tests with two moving cars (impact angle
90")
crabbcdmode of barrier (impact angle90")
tests with hiehly reprcsentedsmaller (subcompact) cars (VW Golf I, type 17) and
heavier(intermediatc)cars (Daitnler Benz W
I 23)

t
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Rigid barrier faceshave proved to be unrealistic for severalaspects.The force/defleclion
characteristicof the EEVC face is suitable
for European (and regardingother publications, also for Japanese)passengercars and
can be met, e.s. by foatn elements(other
solutionsare awaitedto be more expensive,
aluminum honeycomb for instanceat least
twice).
The collision configuration of the EEVC
proposal is valid; that meanscollision angle
impact angle = 90". This oPinion is
basedon the following experiences:
r
The crabbedbarrier does not result in
an improvedsimulationof deforrnation.
.
The load of the driver dummy ranks
from high to low in the following way:
a) two movingcars,90o
b) car,/car, 90o, struck car stationary
c) deformable CCMC barrier, 90"
d) deformableEEVC barrier.90"
e) crabbedbarrier,EEVC face.
That means the crabbed mode represents
(for these tested car typcs) the lowest
and probatrly r.rnrealisticloading. For d)
and e) it is the same sequence with the
EUROSID dummy[0].
The crabbed urode is sliehtly less reproducible and needs greater effort.
Mass variation of the barrier ranging from
950 up to ll00 kg has a negligibleinfluence;
therefore any mass in this range can be
accepted at lcast for European cars.
The only paranreter which had to be changed
is the ground clearance (250 mm) of the
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Flgure 15. Force/deflectioncurve of the elementwith
modifiedbumpersimulationto reducelnitial peak
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calibration tests against a dynamometric
wall.

:

Figure16. Force/deflectloncurye of the elementwlth
partly hlgher foam density to increase
force level
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deformable face. In most of our car,/car tests
we observedan override of the door sill even
in the dived braking position of the striking
car. This could not be reconstructedby the
EEVC barrier with a ground clearanceof 250
mm. That means for the barrier test an
unrealisticallyhigh energy dissipation for rhe
door sill and insufficient deformation in the
upper weaker door region. Therefore it was
inevitable to increase the ground clearance to
a value of 300 mm. This value was also the
former specification of the European CCMC
barrier face and it is taken into account
within a regulation dral't for testing today's
car,9,
Calibration problems for the 90o impact are
thought to be solved but care has to bc taken
of the production quality of the foarn elements becausethc glewing has an important
influence in calibration tests (it is less important in car tests becauseof the smaller energy
dissipation).There is up to now no idca how
the calibration problems can be solved for a
crabbecl barrier because no data for the
lateral stiffness ol car front structures are
available and nearly no dynarnomctric wall
exists capable of taking into account the
necessarymeasurement of lateral force components,

If the initial peak forcesfor foam elementscan not
be equalized,there is the possibilityto considerthem
by allowing a defineddeviationfrorl the force,/dellection corridor during the first 150 mm of deflection
wherethe dummy is still not loaded.In the meantime,
this is proposedalready.
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Appendix A:

Appendix

lnfluence of thc ground clearance of barrier face on
the lateral deformation in relation to the Golf/Golf
collision

Comparison of lateral deformation in collisions
with 90o and crabbedbarrier
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Evaluationof European and USA Draft Regulationsfor Side-Impact
Collisions
P.J.A. DeCoo,
A.C.M. Versmissen,
and
E.G. Janssen
J. Wismans
ResearchInstitute,
TNO Road-Vehicles
The Netherlands

Abstract
Regulationson side-impactsafety are being prepared in Europe as wcll as iu the USA. Though on
both continentsregulationsaim at the protection of
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occupants in the event of a side-impact collision, the
drafts prescribe different test tnetltods in which different types of sidc-impact dummies are used.
ln the past, several studies were published on the
subject. Some even proposed alternative test procedures that harmonized on certain fundamental test
parameters,such as impactor weight and dimen$ions,
impact speed, test configuration, dummy design and
injury criteria (Xth ESV cottference,Oxford, 1985).
This paper presents the rcsults of five full-scale
side-impact tests, applied to identical vehicles. Onc
pair of tests was carried out in accordance with the
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docuDraft EEC I TR.q,USZS0[/WP29/GRCS/R.5E
ment includingthe 1987EUROSID productionprototype with soft arm designand one pair in accordance
with the NHTSA 2 proposal. The latter pair of tests
includedrhe 1986sID. The fifth test was carried out
with the EUROSID in the proposedNHTSA test
setupin order to comparethc performanceand injury
dummies.
assessment
of the two side-impact
It is concludedthat the NHTSA test representsa
more severetest condition than the EEC test. Both
dummiessustainthe testswithout damage.The injury
prediction potential of the EUROSID exceedsthe
SID. Definitive injury tolerancelevelsfor both dummiesare urgentlyneeded.

Introduction
Vehicle collision directions can be divided into 12
main groups fi,21. The rectangularside collision ranks
third behind frontal and rear impacts. ln the past
$everal test methods for both frontal and rear irnpacts
were developed. ln more recent years European and
US research efforts were directed particularly towards
the realization of side-impact test methods [3,4]. In
this field, however, rather deviating test procedures
have been proposed due to lack of international
coordination. In the proposed regulationsuse is made
of different impact barriers and different side-impact
dummies.
Several research institutes and car manufacturers
have been performing tests in accordance with the
proposals. Even harrnonizing procedures have been
developed and implemented to study the behavior of
vehicle and dummy during side-impact. ln none of
these studies was use made of the EUROSID dummy
as the dummy was not available yet.
TNO 3 has establisheda research program, in which
the differences between the two regulations and the
two dummies should be evaluated. The tcst program
consistsof the tests summarizedin Table l.
The most recent versions of the documents and the
dummies were applied. As a consequence,due to
adaption of the EUROSID in a late stage which
influenced the availability, test 6 could not be conducted in time to include results in this paper. The
tests were conducted with identical standard European
manufactured sub-compact vehicles.
The objectivesof this study were:
r
.

to evaluate the differences between the two
regulations,
to analyse the differences in behaviour of the
SID and EUROSID under identical circumstances,

I Europcan Economic Community
'National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,U.S. Department
of
Transportation
I Netherlands
Organizationfor Applied ScientificRescarch

Table 1. TeBtprcgrem.
test
1+2
3+4
5+6*

procedure
NHTSA
EEC
NHTSA

dunmy
SID
EI.'ROSID
EUROSID

conflgura t lon
crabbed
non-crabbed
crabbed

* ) D u e t o l a t e e v a l l a b l l l t y o f E U R 0 S I Dt e s t 6
c o u l d n o t b e c o n d u c t e dl n t l n r e t o l n c l u d e
results In thls paper.

'

t

.

to study the effect of different barriers (in
differcnt crash configurations)on identical
vehicles,and
to composea databasefor future occupant
and vehicle structural mathematicalsimulations.

This paper starts with a brief summary of the
side-impact
test procedures.
Subsequently,
the specifications of vehicle,barrier and dummiesare given.
Then, the test results are presentedfor vehicle and
dummies.In conclusion,the testsare discussed
and
conclusions
are drawn.

Side-ImpactTest Procedures
Three main clementsare required for the development of a full systemstest: the tcst conditions,the
human surrogateand the standardizedimpactor. The
test conditionsshouldbe relevantto actualreal world
accidents.The dummy must be similar to the human
in dynamicresponseand shouldbe basedon the latest
available biomechanicaldata. The side-impactor
should have characteristics
similar to actual vehicles.
Each of theseelementsshould be repeatable,reproducibleand practical.
At the moment there are two government-supported,draft Side-Impact
CollisionProcedures.
In the
following these will be referred to as the NHTSAprocedureand the EEC-procedure.Thesetwo procedures differ stronglyas to test set-up.Some of the
differences
relateto the differences
in rolling-stockon
the two continents.Othersrelateto the fundamental
test parameters.Also, the regulationsuse different
measuringtools and injury parameters.

ffiM

Figure 1. Test set-ups for (a) crabbed (NHTSA) conllguration and (b) non-crabbed (EEG) configuration.
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Table2. Comparlson of the NHTSA and EEC teet
procedures.
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Figure 2. Moving deformable barriere according to (a)
NHTSA procedure and (b) EEC procedure
The latest NHTSA procedure [3] proposes a test in
which the struck vehicle remains stationary and the
striking vehicle travels with a speed of 52.9 km/h
(32.9 mph) in a crabbed configuration (seeFigure la).
The striking vehicle is rcpresented by a moving
deformable barrier (see Figure 2a) with an energyabsorbing impactor face which is basedon thc masse$,
dimensions and stiffnessesof vehicles registered in the
USA in 1978. The left side of the barrier face impacts
940 mm (37") left from mid wheelbase. As a human
surrogate the so-called SID (Side-lmpact Dummy) is
prescribed[3].This dummy is provided with a special
thorax construction. No arms are used on this
dummy. The head, neck and lower body are essentially the same as the Part 572 dummy.
The major t'eatures of the two test procedures are
summarized in Tablc 2.
In the EEC test procedure [4] the vehicle to be
tested is also stationary and a moving deformable
barrier is used. This barrier travels with a speed of 50
km/h with a trajectory perpendicular to the struck
vehicle (see Figure lb). The symmetrical plane of the
barrier passesthrough the R-point of the vehicle. In
a barrier has been adopted.
the clocument to EEVC
The barrier (see Figure 2b) has a deformable front
face the stiffness of which is derived from the
characteristics of European vehicles. The front face
consists of six deformable elements, divided into two
rows of three. The dummy to be installed is the
European Side-ImpactDummy [5] or EUROSID. This
dummy has a specially designed thorax, shoulder,
neck, abdomen and pelvis while, in addition, arms are
included in this design. The head is identical to the
Hybrid III and legs are standard Hybrid lI design.
The EUROSID dummy used in this test program is an
updated version of the 1986 prototype reflecting the
status of the 1987 EUROSID dummy. The major
difference betweenthe 1986 and 1987 version is in the
arm design. In the 1987 EUROSID the metal arm
skeleton is replaced by a flexible plastic structure.
a EuropeanExperimentalVehiclcsCommittec
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NHTSA
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tank

BARRIER
veight
front ground clearance
front hclght
front vidth
front material
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EEC
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passenEer
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kE
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EUROSID
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male
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There ts no deftnition
in the EEC test Frocfdure.
II the tests descrlbed tn thts paper the EEvc pa.[yutethane
foam front vas used,
***)Tn spite of the procedurcr lD each vehicle a 75 La replscement
Ioad was app-Lled as to account for a left redr passenger,

Test Method
Vehicleand barrier preparation
Vehicles were prepared according to the specifications in [3,4]. Accelerometers were placed on the front
and rear sills, the inside left door and the left B-pillar.
To enable the inside car deformation and the dummy
driver movements to be observed, the dummy rear
passengerwas replaced by a 75 kg load, securedto the
floor. For better dummy observation from the rear
vehicle camera the lower part of the covering of the
seat back was removed. The hood was rcmoved to
supply fixation of the side vehicle camera. The
vehicle's struck side was screened with a pitch of 100
mm in order to mea$urethe deformation. The dimensions are based on the projection on a longitudinal
vertical plane. The deformations will be presentedin 4
levels, respectivelydenoted by LVLI, LVL?, LVL3,
LVL4 in Figure 3.

L V L4
L V TJ
L V LZ
L V LI

Flgure3. Test vehicledelormationlevels
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Teble 3. SID Instrumentatlon.
transducer
Head
Upper rlb
Lover rlb
Rlb deflectlon
Lover splne T12
Pelvls

*) Flntte

trlax. accel.
unlax. accel.
unlax. accel.
lln. potmeter
unlax. accel.
trlax. acceI.

cFc
1000
FIR't)
FIR*)

r000
FIR*)
FIR* )

Impulse Response I00/lB7/-6OdB

Both the NHTSA and the EEC moving deformable
barriers were equipped with three triaxial accelerometer$: the NHTSA barrier on the front and rear
members and in the centre of gravity, the EEC barrier
on the left and right sidesand in the centre of gravity.
The NHTSA barrier was equipped with a HEXCEL
energy-absorbing face assernbly; the EEC barrier was
provided with a FRITZMEIER polyurethane foam
front, the so-called EEVC-IV element. To diminish
the chance of this front disintegrating during the
crash, a plastic foil was wrapped around the foam.

Dummy preparation flnd positioning
A side-impactdummy is usedas a tool for determining occupant injury levelssustainedduring crash
tests. The dummy (SID and EUROSID) must be
calibratedprior to use. For both dummies special
calibration procedureshave been developed[3,5],
consisting of a series of tests applied to dummy
component$
and to the completedummy.
The SID is being equippedwith accelerometers
(see
Figure 4a) and a displaccment
transducer.Location,
type of transducerand filter classification
are summarizedin Table 3.
The EUROSID was equippedwith accelerometers,
displacementand I'orcetransducersand level detecting
Table4. EUBOSIDInst/umentatlon,
transducer
Head
Upper splne Tl
Upper rlb

trlax. accel
trIax. accel
unlax. accel
dtspl. transd
Htddle rtb
unlax. accel
dlspl. transd
Lower rib
uniax. accel
dtspI. transd
Lower splne T12 u n i a x . a c c e l
Abdomen
3 srri tches
trlax. accel
PeIvis
-publc symph. force transd
-lllac vings
s t ralngauges

Flgure 4. Rear vlews of a) SID and b) EUROSIDand
their respectlye eccelerometer locetlon$
switches(seeFigure4b) . Table 4 showslocation,rype
of transducerarrd filter classificationused.
In all tests the dummy was $et in the position as
describedin the seatingprocedure.The dummy was
belted by a three point safety belt. The hands (of
EUROSID)weretapedon the steeringwheelin a ten
to two position. The right foot was placed on the
acceleratorpedaland the left foot on the floor left of
the clutchpedal.To enablethe dummy movements
to
be observed,the durnmy was wealingjust a pair of
shoes and a pair of trousers.To detect dummy
contacts,copperfoil was fixed to the vehicle'sinside
paddingand the head,chestand pelvis.

Test Results
Vehicle motions and deformfltions
Gross motion
The symmetricalplanesof the two barriers show a
shift of about 175 mm with respectto the vehicle,
wherethe EEC barrieris locatedmore backwards(see
Figure 5). This is causedby the different definitions
of impact points and different barrier front widths.
As a result, diflerent force origins and directionsare
introduced, causing different vehicle gross motion.
During the NHTSA tests, the vehicle as well as the
barrier rotated around their verticalaxes.Moreover,
the crabbedmotion of the barriercauseda velocityin
longitudinalvehicledirection.During the EEC tests,

cFc
1000
180
180
180
180
lB0
180
180
180
1000
180
600
600

ffi''',
\_J._i
'dEtal

ktost lEiloi)

Figure 5. Initial barrier posltlons and barrier ground
clearances
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only the vehiclerotated around its vertical axis. This
finally results in different post-testvehicle positions
(seeFigure6).
Becauseof the larger ground clearance of the
honeycomb front (especiallyregarding the bumper
section)and the rclatively low positionedsill of the
vehicle,overridingof the sill occurredin the NHTSA
tests (see detail Figure 5). Thc barrier remained in
contactwith the vehicle.This was in contrastwith the
EEC tests,where the vehiclewas thrown away by the
barrier.
Local deformations
As a consequence
of the width of the honeycomb
front and the location of the irnpact point in the
NHTSA procedure,both the A-pillar and B-pillar are
impacted,causinggrossdeformationjust above floor
level. However, the honeycombliont just showed
some local deformation. ln the EEC procedurethe
barrier impacts the B-pillar and the stiff f'loor (see
Figure6a). The impact load is transmittedthrough the
sill, causingthe foam to disintcgrate.
As a result,the
crash-affected
zonc movcsup to the window part of
the side$tructure.
In the NHTSA test the top camerashowsconsiderable bendingof the centreline of thc vehicleduring
thc crash.Afterwardsa permanentbend is obscrvcd.
Bendirrgappearsto be less in the EEL' tests. This
diff'erencein bchaviour may be attributed to the
biggermassof the crabbedbarrier, as wcll as to its
direct impact on the A-pillar.
The sicledeformationsof the vehiclesshow good
reproducibility.The results of the tests 1,2,5 and
thoseof the tests3,4 are very much alike; a typical
exampleof both testsis given in Figure 7.
Figure 8 showsthe averageside deformationof the
B-pillar. The differencein aggressiveness
ol' the honeycombfront and the foam front is clearlyillustrated.
Dummy response
In spiteof the relativelyhigh load levelduring the
NHTSA as well as the EEC tests,no damageof SID
and EUROSIDwas observedafter the tests.

vL4
LVI ]
LVLT
LVL I

t6@ 2M

?tfr

?&n
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llHf 5a tPst
EEC lest

Figure 7. Vehicle (outside) side structure deformation,
caused by NHTSA test and EEC test
Gross motion
During tests 1,2 and 5 (crabbed contiguration) the
dummy was in a free seating position. This was due to
the forward dummy movement (relative to the chair),
caused by the component of the velocity in longitudinal vehicle direction and which was possiblc due to
the slack in the retractor system. This facilitated the
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Flgure 6. Pre-te$t vehicle and barrier positions and
post-test vehicle positions (post-test barrier
posltlon$ have been omitted)
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Figure I. B-pillar (outslde) deformation
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thorax motion. Film analysis showed that when the
safety belt restrained,the chest of the dummy started
rotating around the diagonal part of the safety belt
systenl. The sID rorated more than rhe EUROSID,
where the arm assembly opposed this motion.
In test I the head of the SID came out of the side
window and hit the front of the barrier. In test 2 the
head hit the edge of the roof. In rhe testsj3,4 (EEC
tests)the neck of the EUROSID was resrrainedby the
diagonal part of the safety belt. Test 5 (EUROSID in
crabbed configuration) showcd rather a severe head
impact on the edge of the roof.
Dummy measurements
The dummy test results are summarizedin Table 5.
Besidesthe accelerationsand deflections,the Thoracic
Trauma Index (TTl) and Viscous lnjury Response
(VxC) have been calculated.
The TTI is defined by the following equation [6]:
TTI = 0.5 (ribg + Tl2g)
where: ribg : maximum absolute value of rib
acceleration(g)
Tl2g : maximum absolute value of
lower spine acceleration(g)
Both acceleration signals should be filtered according
to the specifications(seeTable 3 and 4).

Table 5. Dummy test resufts (velues between parenthesesrepresentthe time ln ms)
Test nurber
T.st

5

I

Proc€dure

NHTSA

Durry

SID

ecccl. re+. (r)
Ittead
8rc

r 2 9. 5 { 7 7)
r067

NHTSA
SID

Upper rtb lat

(g)

778

rqver rtb let

Thotaclc Trsuna Index

tlpper rtb detl.

(nm)

s 6 . 5 ( 3 ? ) 6 4 .s ( 3 3 )
64.9(29) 60.1(31)

r 2 9 *)

1a3*)

136

121

128

23.3(59)13.4(61)
2 7 . 6 ( 4 6 ) 4 0 . 2 (5 6)

39.6(52)

s.0(47) 20.0(51)2r.0(51)

(mm)

V x C (D/s)
Fcltch

45.8(37)

1 7 9 . 5 ( 1 0r)9 6 . 0 ( 3 1 ) 9 8 . 7 ( 3 ?

(mm)

Locet rlb dEfL

240
Je.5(4s)

6 8 . 6 ( 3 7 ) 68,6(3r) 92.9(21

(mh)

Hlddle rtb defl

53.9(51)

9 5 . 5 ( 3 5 r 7 4 , 7 ( 3 3 ) 1 9 0 .S ( 3 ( )

(g)

Ch.st deflectlon

6r1

7 8 , 2 ( 3 7 19 0 . 4 ( 4 0 ) t 3 . 6 ( 3 1 1 4 4 . 9 ( 2 8 ) 1 1 2 . 6 (t 0 )

(e)

Lover splne lar

EEC

EUROSII) EUROSID EUROSID

6 7 .3 ( 3 9

(tl

rib lat

3
EEC

9 7 . 3 < 4 7 )2 1 . 9 < 4 5 J 4 0 . 3 ( 5 1

Upper Eptne rat (B)

ttddle

roniir

0.23

0,33

0.6(25) r.5(39)

0.5(41)

0.44

0.48

0,53

cont,

PsIvls accel. lst
IItuil Force lett

(B)
(N)

Pubtq Symphysts (N)

l z r , 7( 2 3 ) 1 2 1 . 8 ( 2) 2r J 3 . 2 ( 2 4 ) 5 3 . 0 ( 3 4 )
r 0 l 0 (2l )

868(28) 1 2 6 0 ( 3 2 )

1 6 6 2 02(3 ) )230(3J) 4 2 1 0 ( 3)1

*) vslue much lovar vhen no lover splnq penetrrtlon vould occur (see
text
*+) svltch hes been
Freret to a torco of 4 lil (Eee rext)
* r r ) s c t t . h h a s s t a n d B r ds e r t l n g ( 4 . 5 f , N )

The Viscous Injury Responseis calculatedas [7J:

VxC=max

I

atnayy

D(t)

0.5 x torso width

[;.
where:D = rib deflecrion,filtered (cfc 60) before
and after differcntiation.

Discussion
The difference in responseof thc SID during tests I
and 2 (NHTSA procedure) is clearly illusrrated by the
head accelerations. ln test I the dummy's hcad
impacts the barricr front (peak acceleration129.5 g at
77 ms) while in test 2 a much earlier impact with the
roof is observed (peak acceleration97.3 I at 47 ms).
Close analysis of these tests lcarned that the$e differencesmost likely arc attributcd to a slight variation in
initial positioning of the dummy. This indicates the
need of maintaining very accurate dumrny positioning
procedures.
Like the SID, the EUROSID also showed the head
impact during the NHTSA test (resr 5). This is in
contrast with the EEC tcsts, where no head impact
was detected. Due to this, large differences in peak
head accelerationsirnd HIC values in the crabbed and
non-crabbedtests can be observed.
Under similar circumstances (i.e. in the crabbed
configuration) the SID in tests I and 2 registrates

lower values for the rib accelerationscomparecl to the
EUROSID in test 5. An explanarion I'or rhis is the
significant difference in design of the thorax of both
dummies: in the SID the ribs are mutually connected
while moreover the total mass of the rib cage is
increasedin order to account for the missing arms;
the EUROSID has three separateribs. In contrast to
this, the lower spine accelerationsappear to be much
higher for SID Lhan for EUROSID. These high values
for SID werc caused by an adjustmcnt mechanism in
the seat back, which appears to penetrate the lower
spine area. This penetration (which could be caused
due to partly removing the covering of the seat back),
was not detected by EUROSID, probably becauseof
the difference of seating procedure and position of
both dummies.
All tests show the same order of magnitude for
TTI. In case of SID these relatively high values are
due to the contributions of the high lower spine
accelerationswhile in caseof EUROSID (tests3,4 and
5) the high rib accelerations appear to cause the large
TTI values. It should be nored lhat the EUROSID is
not designedto determine TTI.
In the SID an average chcst deflection is determined, whilc the EUROSID measures chest deflections at three different locations. In the EUROSID
the largest rib deflections are endured by the upper
ribs. The lower ribs show only small deflections,since
the impact of the deforming vehicle's siclc structure
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(including armrest)is mainly directedto the abdomen/
pelvis area of the dummy causingpelvis displacement
and leavingthe lowcr chestpart unaffected.
VxC values calculatedfor both the SID and the
EUROSID show significantlower valuesfor the SID
sincethe chestdeflectiondeterminedby the SID is an
avcrage value while that by EUROSID presented
valuesrelatedto local (i.e. largest)deflections.
In conrrast to the sID, the EUROSID has been
designedto d€tectabdominalinjury. For this purpose
the dummy is equippedwith switcheswhose contact
force value is 4.5 KN.
force is adjustable.A suggested
Since in earlier full scale tests, performed by other
laboratories, abdominal switch contact never had
occurred. in the first EEC test (te$t 3) the switches
were preset to a lower value (4 KN), which indeed
causedcontact. In test 4 the switcheswere reset to
their original value, which did not causecontact. In
test 5 (NHTSA procedure),where the original setting
of 4.5 KN was used.also switchcontactwas obtained.
Impact to the dummy pelvis area appearsto be
much more severeduring the NHTSA (crabbed)tests
than during the EEC (non-crabbed)tests, illustrated
by much higher pelvis accelerationsin both the SID
and the EUROSID.The EURoslD showsan extreme
high pelvis force (pubic symphysis)as well. The
explanationfor this is the much larger impact velocity
of the vehicle'sinside structureon the pelvis during
the NHTSA tests.
The preceding analysis may be summarized by
comparingthe injury predictionsresultitrgfrom both
dummies. However. for both dummies no definitive
injury criteria are availableyet. Table 6 summarizesa
comparison of injury predictions on the basis of
potential (but rather preliminary) injury tolerance
levels.The selectedcriteriaare includedin this table.
In general,it can be seenthat the NHTSA (crabbed)
test procedureis more severe(i.e. causeshigher injury
levels) than the EEC (non-crabbed)test proccdure.

Conclusions
Five side-impact tests with one vehicle type have
been conducted using SID and EUROSID dummies as
Table 6. Injury predictions.
s t

I

nunhet

2

l
EEC

Test procedure

;-'-f-.;T;*"*r**trolru*"t*-

Dumny

well as NHTSA (crabbed) and EEC (non-crabbed)
moving deformablebarriers.The resultsare basedon
oilc vchicletype and do not necessarilyhaveto apply
for other vehicles. Vehicle gross motion was described.Differencesin local deformationas a resultof
the differencesin test set-upswere presented.Dummy
resultswere $ummarizedand analyzcd.Injury predictions were made.
The vehicle gross motion and side deformations
show good reproducibility in both test set-ups.The
NHTSA side-impactbarrier causeslarger deformations in the lower vehiclearea and, in general,higher
injury levels.
ln spite of the relativelyhigh load level during the
NHTSA as well as the EEC tests,no damageof SID
and EUROSID was observedafter the tests.
To obtain a reproducibledummy response,correct
and accurate initial positioning of the dummy is
required.In addition, in caseof EUROSID, attention
must be paid to the positioning of arms and hands.
Though different phenomenaare responsiblefor the
calculatedTTI values(SlD registrateshigh lower spine
accelerationswhereasEUROSID detectshigh rib accelerations),SID and EUROSID show TTI valuesof
the sameorder ol magnitude.
VxC values, calculated for both dummies, are
significantlylower l'or the SID than for the EUROSID.
The injury prediction potential of the EUROSID
exceedsthe SID injury prediction potential. As a
for vehicle designengineersmore data
consequence,
are availablefor optimizationpurposes.
Based on preliminary injury tolerance levels a
comparisonhas beenmade betweenSID and EUROSID injury predictions.More dcfinitiverequirements
are urgentlyneeded.
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